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Abstract
Driven by social and environmental criticism of the conventional agro-food system, food
is now highly politicized. In this context, urban agriculture enjoys renewed interest as a
primary space to engage the politics of food. In this dissertation, I explore urban
agriculture as a window into food politics. Using the contemporary period of urban
agriculture expansion in Brooklyn, New York as a case study, I investigate the ways in
which urban agriculture is working to challenge the problems produced by conventional
agro-food, and the engendered contradictions that arise in the tensions between the goals
of urban agriculture and its practice in Brooklyn. Accordingly, I ask a set of three interrelated questions: (1) how have urban agriculture efforts in New York City changed
historically; (2) why do New Yorkers engage in urban food production; and (3) what are
the outcomes of the efforts to cultivate Brooklyn? To address these questions I conducted
an extensive mixed-methods analysis grounded in a theoretical framework drawing on
the agrarian question, food geographies, and analyses of neoliberalization. I argue that
Brooklyn’s urban agriculture is limited by its neoliberal characteristics – that is, an
adherence to neoliberalism’s emphasis on market mechanisms as central to human wellbeing – and is thus undermined in helping to build a radical political movement around
food issues. Although current trends indicate that urban agriculture works to (re)produce
neoliberalism, it simultaneously produces political possibilities embodied by the assertion
of public rights to cultivate the city and in the potential of food to serve as a tool for
building solidarities en route to food justice.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Introduction
It’s a pretty critical point right now for [food and agriculture] in the U.S. .
. . I think there are a lot of promising trends that are going to help people
have access to better food . . . programs like this [urban farming project]
are hopefully changing people’s attitudes, but it’s not going to be enough
if people buy some of their produce at their farmers’ market or they
support a few local farmers. It’s going to take a lot more to really make a
big impact.
David Vigil
East New York Farms!1
David, the Farm Manager for East New York Farms!, an urban agriculture project
in the East New York neighborhood of Brooklyn, New York offered his views on an
emerging food movement in the United States during an interview. Through his work,
David participates in, and witnesses firsthand, the growing American interest in
addressing the many problems associated with the American agro-food2 juggernaut. At
the same time, David explains an awareness that this growing American interest in food
politics has yet to catalyze systemic change.
On the one hand, David’s assessment of the emerging food movement clearly
identifies the shortcomings of current efforts that are largely focused on developing
alternative (mostly “local”) food systems. On the other hand, David’s comments follow
previous discussions of the many beneficial outcomes of East New York Farms! for the
immediate community, including the expansion of access to fresh produce, the creation of
1

Personal interview, David Vigil, June 15, 2010.
Agro-food is shorthand for the agriculture and food system(s), signifying an
understanding that food and agriculture are linked systems and need to be understood and
analyzed as such. Used in the singular to denote the hegemonic industrialized,
conventional, globalized, capitalist, etc. system (i.e. traditional big ag); agro-food systems
can also include various agro-food alternatives (e.g. slow food, farm-to-school, local
food, urban agriculture) or “alternative food networks.”
2

1

jobs and other economic opportunities, and community development. In this quote,
David is thus downplaying urban agriculture’s contribution to the building movement for
food justice. Urban agriculture projects (both community gardens and urban market
farms) are increasingly important for the social reproduction of many poor and workingclass communities in Brooklyn, New York, and across the country, and are at the
vanguard of building a more just food system that addresses the many problems
associated with the industrialized agro-food system. At the same time, I argue that much
of the urban agriculture in Brooklyn is limited by its neoliberal characteristics – that is, an
adherence to neoliberalism’s emphasis on market mechanisms as central to human wellbeing – and is thus undermined in helping to build a radical political movement around
food issues.
Food has become a social flashpoint throughout the United States in recent years.
Concerns over food safety, rising food insecurity, the social and environmental impacts
of food, and the human health related consequences of the American diet are on the
forefront of the popular conscience like never before in American history. The United
States has entered a “food era” whereby a multitude of food-related issues serve as the
focal point for an emerging “food movement” that seeks to transform America’s agrofood system. Food is now understood by the broader public to be more than its standard
dictionary definition – “nourishment in solid form” – but is recognized to embody a
whole host of politically negotiated decisions. In this context, interest in urban
agriculture – the production of food within cities – is growing across the United States
and is used as a tool to combat the problems associated with conventional agriculture.

2

In this dissertation, I explore urban agriculture as one specific expression of
America’s newfound interest in all things food. Using the contemporary period of urban
agriculture expansion in Brooklyn, New York as a case study, I link urban agriculture
with the slowly emerging “good food movement”3 (see Appendix 2: Urban Agriculture in
New York City). I investigate the ways in which urban agriculture is working to
challenge the problems produced by conventional agro-food, and the engendered
contradictions that arise in the real and important tensions between the goals of urban
agriculture and its practice in Brooklyn.
I first went into the field with thoughts of exploring urban cultivation throughout
New York City. New York, it would seem, would provide important insights into urban
cultivation across the United States. As Bobby Wilson, the President of the American
Community Gardening Association, noted: “What happens in New York has a big impact
on what happens across the county. You are the leaders of this movement.”4 But after
just a few days in the field I decided to focus specifically on the borough of Brooklyn.
And while I do pay attention to processes throughout the city as a whole (especially in
Chapter Four, because Brooklyn-specific data were hard to acquire), Brooklyn proved to
the proper focus for this project for two reasons: (1) the borough is home to most of the
current urban farm projects cropping up in the city and has more community gardens than
any other borough (see Appendix 3: Community Gardens in New York City by
3

The notion of a food movement is debatable, as it is not yet clear that an actual
movement is building around food issues. Moreover, it may be more accurate to
interpolate multiple food movements, loosely connected activities around food that do not
form a coherent, single movement. As I will argue in this dissertation, the data indicates
a single food movement is slowly coalescing and the many actors involved appear to
settle on the designation “good food movement.”
4
Bobby Wilson, Public statement, NYCCGC 2010 Community Garden Forum, February
12, 2010.
3

Community District); and (2) Brooklyn has a very rich agrarian history (as discussed in
Chapter Three).
I choose to focus on urban agriculture because, at first glance, it appears to be one
of the more radical edges of the many manifestations of agro-food efforts. Urban
agriculture in Brooklyn, I surmised, would be more interesting to explore in depth than
any of the many examples of consumer politics. I also determined, however, that urban
agriculture was in need of critical inquiry that uncovered the messiness of its many forms
and the contradictions in its current practice. Most accounts of urban agriculture,
including scholarly analyses, are celebratory. Against this backdrop, I set out to
understand not only the motivations behind urban cultivation in Brooklyn but also the
material outcomes of this growing movement. Accordingly, I ask a set of three interrelated questions: (1) how have urban agriculture efforts in New York City changed
historically; (2) why do New Yorkers engage in urban food production; and (3) what are
the outcomes of the efforts to cultivate Brooklyn?
Although I went into the research asking the above questions, I came out asking a
more specific question that emerged from my data collection. As I detail in the following
chapters, for the most part I answer my original research questions. But rather explore
the broad outcomes of efforts to cultivate Brooklyn, the experience of doing the actual
research helped me to realize that the relationship between neoliberalization and urban
agriculture is a pressing question. Agro-food activism, including urban cultivation,
clearly establishes neoliberal processes as problematic (albeit without explicitly naming
the problem as such). This interpretation is not driven by my own political biases, but
follows the data itself; I simply code the issues as neoliberal. As the same time, much of
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what passes as agro-food activism – including urban agriculture – readily adopts
neoliberal characteristics (i.e., the insistence on using market mechanisms).5 Thus, the
relationship between neoliberalization and agro-food efforts serves as the entry into my
research: in what ways is urban agriculture a struggle again neoliberalization, and
conversely, how does neoliberalization shape urban cultivation thus (re)producing
neoliberalization? In many ways, then, I explore agrarian questions in an urban context
within the neoliberal era by examining the relationship between capitalism and smallscale urban agricultural production and investigating the potential role of urban farmers
in struggles for (food) justice.6
Although prioritization of the market is characteristic of all capitalist market
systems, neoliberalism – as a distinct phase of capitalism – is uniquely committed to the
free market as central to individual freedoms and social welfare. Neoliberalism, David
Harvey (2005) explains, is a “theory of political economic practices that proposes that
human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial
freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong private
property rights, free markets, and free trade” (p. 2, emphasis added). Whereas classic
liberalism prioritizes individual liberties, neoliberalism prioritizes free enterprise.
The wide variety of ways in which the ideology of neoliberalism is mobilized by
capital has pushed critical scholars to understand neoliberalization as a process, not
neoliberalism as a “thing” (Brenner & Theodore 2002; Peck & Tickell 2002). Scholars
5

In part this can be attributed to the fact that, as explained in the preceding sentence, the
actors involved in urban agriculture do not readily identify neoliberalism, which makes it
difficult to see the limits of this confining political economic framework for social action.
6
Clearly urban farmers in contemporary Brooklyn are not peasants. But in many ways
they share some important characteristics including the relationship to the means of
production and the role they play in social reproduction.
5

explore the various ways in which neoliberal theory has been actuated through various
processes such as: state restructuring, privatization, enclosure, deregulation,
monetization, commodification, etc. Importantly, as shifts in the urban cultivation of
Brooklyn highlight, neoliberalization is historicized through the distinction between an
earlier “roll-back” period of “deregulation and dismantlement” – the eroding of the state
– and a later period of “roll-out” neoliberalization, marked by “active state-building and
regulatory reform” (Peck & Tickell 2002:384). This distinction becomes useful for
understanding the ways in which food and urban agriculture are subjected to neoliberal
forces. The roll-out of new disciplining institutions that adhere to capitalist rules quietly
creates the confining political possibilities of neoliberalism’s alternatives.
Julie Guthman (2008b) inspires my approach to understanding Brooklyn’s urban
agriculture when she directly suggests employing the analytics of neoliberalization to
better understand agro-food politics. In her theoretical introduction to a special issue of
GeoForum (2008) on neoliberalism and agro-food activism in California, Guthman
(2008b) explains that understanding agro-food politics vis-à-vis neoliberalization is
necessary because “it is precisely the neoliberalization of food and agriculture that many
activists are opposing” (p. 1172). Although much agro-food activism presents as a
struggle against neoliberalization, Guthman (2008b) argues that the struggles are limited
by the “politics that the neoliberal political economic project has rendered possible” (p.
1172). Examples of neoliberal food politics cited by Guthman (2008b) include voluntary
food labeling schemes that rest on quasi-private forms of governance and eschew
regulation in favor of consumer choice; the growth of a emergency food system that
relies on volunteers and donations in the face of cuts to state entitlements; and the
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emphasis on local food that adheres to market logics and ‘value-added’ solutions. The
anomaly that agro-food politics and the scholarship that supports it (re)produce
neoliberalization rests in large part on the (often inadvertent) acquiescence to market
logics.
Taking Guthman’s (2008b) theorization of the neoliberalization of agro-food
politics as my cue, I seek to explore the tensions and contradictions within urban
agriculture as a struggle against capitalist – specifically neoliberal – agro-food. These
tensions arise in large part from urban agriculture’s unwitting adoption of neoliberal
characteristics and a reluctance or inability to clearly identify the purposes and goals of
urban cultivation; there is little naming of the problem. Patricia Allen (2010) succinctly
explains, “[alternative] food efforts are generally embedded in and must act within social
structures that may be contrary to their ideals and values” (p. 298). Through this research
I hope to better understand the relationship between urban agriculture and processes of
neoliberalization.
One specific example of the neoliberalization of urban agriculture is the total
respect for private property rights. Although not necessarily unique to neoliberalism,
private property rights become greatly prioritized in the neoliberal era. Previously, land
access was governed by more than private property rights and included some regard for
public uses. In the history of Brooklyn agriculture, for example, property rights were
often secured by the state or public: public markets were developed (late-19th century),
land access granted to the public for victory gardens (mid-20th century), and the more
recent acceptance of community gardening on publicly-owned vacant lots (late-20th
century). Within the current neoliberal era, however, opportunities to cultivate Brooklyn

7

are limited by the insistence that land access be secured through the market. One longtime community gardener and agro-food activist recently lamented the contemporary
deference of some community gardeners to private property. This garden activist was
differentiating between the early days of community gardening in New York City that
was a form of grassroots direct action and contemporary gardening that has in many ways
become quiescence to private property: “Why do we need to find out who owns the
land?” she asked rhetorically, “Why can’t we feel empowered, like we did in the 70s, to
take bolt cutters, gain access, and start growing?!”7 Much of today’s urban agriculture
fits neatly within the neoliberal city, although at other points in history it provided a more
coherent challenge to neoliberalization, such as the 1970s community gardening
movement referenced by the gardener just quoted.
Another neoliberal shaping of urban agriculture is embedded in the assumption
that knowledge and individualized efforts, and overcoming the shortcomings in each, will
yield systemic change. “If only people knew where their food comes from” has become
an unquestioned belief within food activist circles, the assumption being that people
experience violence at the hands of capitalist agro-food because of limitations in their
knowledge base. The accepted wisdom is that imparting knowledge on consumer choice
to the uneducated masses will drive the agro-food revolution (Guthman 2008a). As one
urban farmer noted: “The purpose of growing a good tomato in this town is to get people
talking about where good food comes from,”8 as in: “if only people knew” . . . then
Brooklynites would make better food choices. That same farmer continued: “the real
question is can we tap into ourselves again [and grow food]?” thus implying that agro7
8

Anonymous comment, NYCCGC 2010 Community Garden Forum, February 12, 2010.
Fieldnotes, CSA in NYC, Just Food Annual Conference, February 28, 2010.
8

food system changes rely on individuated bootstrap efforts and little else. Although more
transparency in the agro-food system is needed, the implication of this thinking is that
consumption patterns are shaped by individual choices made by consumers who ought to
know better than to opt for unhealthy food-like options. There is nothing wrong with
knowing where your food comes from, per se, and this is certainly better than the
industrial capitalist alternative, but overlooks the broader institutional structures shaping
patterns of food consumption.
The sentiment that individual agrarian efforts – that Jeffersonian ideal – will save
America from herself and the food system will be changed one slow meal at a time was
repeated throughout my research. As one interview with a coordinator of a community
food garden explained about her neighborhood, located in an identified food desert: “it’s
hard to find a good food store or market so we have to do it ourselves.”9 And there may
be something to the focus on personal effort if collectivized. As reflected in the lack of
food options, the market has indeed failed many neighborhoods in Brooklyn (see
Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, New York), and the
solution might lie in “do[ing] it ourselves.”10 This notion is indeed empowering as it
recognizes the failure of the state and market and calls for engaged social action to
address these failures.
The widely held beliefs about how to change the industrial (capitalist) food
system illustrated above indicate the relationship between neoliberalization and agro-food
activism. Specificity in defining what this actually means is the goal of this dissertation.
This research uses urban agriculture in Brooklyn as an entry into understanding efforts to
9

Personal interview, Anonymous, June 8, 2010.
Ibid.
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address the disparities in food access produced by the contemporary agro-food system. I
aim to show how urban agriculture in Brooklyn, as an example of agro-food politics, is
deeply shaped by neoliberalism as both defining characteristic and as target of change
efforts. The ways in which agro-food politics confront neoliberalization is not fully
understood, a gap in knowledge that ultimately undermines efforts to build food justice
by hiding contradictions, limitations, and failing to recognizes political possibilities.

Contradictions of Capitalist Agro-Food
The contradictions of capitalist agriculture have long been recognized. As Karl
Marx (1981) noted in Capital, volume 3:
[T]he capitalist system runs counter to a rational agriculture, or that a
rational agriculture is incompatible with the capitalist system (even if the
latter promotes technical development in agriculture) and needs either
small farmers working for themselves or the control of the associated
producers (p. 216).
Today, the deep penetration of agriculture and food by neoliberalism – as a specific
period of capitalism – is widely recognized. Notably, the neoliberalization of agro-food
embodies blatant contradictions. Agriculture and food are both subjected to a variety of
neoliberal efforts but also remain heavily regulated and protected by the state.
Neoliberalizations of agro-food include vertical integration and corporate consolidation,
the increasing privatization of land access, the patenting of life in the form of seeds and
genetically modified organisms (GMOs), free trade agreements that destroy national
agricultural economies, and efforts to dismantle entitlements that produce the visceral
contradictions of hunger and obesity in the United States. Although these processes are
not new and predate the neoliberal era, they come together in ways unique to the
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neoliberal era to discipline subjects and the state, reorganize capital, and restore class
power. These processes now appear ideologically coherent and tied together under
neoliberalism, which has become hegemonic (Biel 2000; Magdoff 2004; McMichael
2010; Guthman 2008b).
The neoliberalization of agro-food is often held in check by strong state
institutions, which is inconsistent with neoliberal ideology. Within the U.S., the Farm
Bill is the most notable example of state intervention in agro-food, including the
continuation of many entitlements (despite best efforts to eliminate them), government
subsidies provided to agricultural producers, and the persistence of research and
extension services provided through the land grant system (Biel 2000; Magdoff 2004;
McMichael 2010; Guthman 2008b).
There are a multitude of problems produced by the capitalist agro-food system
that are interpolated and challenged by alternative food networks (Constance 2009; Koc
& Dahlberg 1999). Of these problems, one stands out as particularly troubling within
American cities: disparities in food access. In poor and working class urban
communities, disparities in food access are linked to a variety of social and health
problems, manifesting in the apparent paradox of hunger and obesity. Hunger, the raw
and nagging pain of not having enough food to maintain proper body functioning, is the
most readily apparent outcome of disparities in food access. Obesity, on the other hand,
is a bit more difficult to understand as produced through disparities in access. Because
hunger and obesity are dialectically linked through their co-production by capitalist
agriculture, what would literally appear to be a paradox is indeed all too commonplace:
people can be both hungry and fat. Hip Hop artist Talib Kweli eloquently points out the
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contradiction with a tongue-in-cheek quip: “you can tell we’re eating good [because]
we’re getting fatter.”11
Hunger is the most basic of human issues. Nutritional needs must be met for
survival; food is the most fundamental material basis of (human) life and the nexus of
social and environmental processes. Human bodies must metabolize organic material
that provides life-sustaining energy. As Nik Heynen states, “I can think of no
configuration of socionatural relations more debilitating to human potential than the one
that produces hunger” (2006b:129). And yet many people go hungry, particularly within
the city.
Although not exclusive to cities, hunger assumes a particularly urban form within
the U.S.; that is, the geography of hunger closely correlates to the geography of urban
poverty. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) estimated that in 2009,
14.4% of adults and a staggering 22.5% of children, a total of 49.1 million people, lived
in American households that were “food insecure,” meaning difficulty in accessing
proper meals. People of color experience food insecurity at far higher rates than the
national average (“Black” households at 25.7% and “Hispanic” at 26.9%). An additional
17.3 million people lived in households defined as “very low food security,” a USDA
term (previously “food insecure with hunger”) indicating absolute deprivation – hunger –
at some point during the year because of the inability to afford enough food. Hunger has
steadily increased since the Reagan era of the 1980s and the ushering in of a neoliberal
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“Eat to Live,” Talib Kweli, Eardrum, Blacksmith Records, 2007.
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world order, which prioritizes market rights above all else; and, since 2000 the number of
Americans experiencing actual hunger more than doubled.12
Nik Heynen (2006b) maintains that urban hunger is the result of spatial
restructuring of urban foodscapes (the landscape of food) where built environments
prevent adequate access to “quality” foodstuffs and instead promote fast food and the
expanding provisioning of emergency food such as pantries and soup kitchens. Quality
food and the means of food production remain out of reach for the urban poor. The lack
of supermarkets and overabundance of fast food within inner cities, Heynen (2006b:135)
posits, “has produced an unaffordable, unhealthy and untenable urban foodscape.” The
inability to buy quality foodstuffs coupled with spatial isolation whereby inner cities lack
food markets, erect barriers to food access in American cities, thus creating hunger.
Urban agriculture, as I detail in the following sections, emerges as one response to urban
hunger.
The production of urban hunger, Heynen (2006b) explains, “results from the
contradictions inherent to capitalism and unimaginative political processes that tolerate
urban inequality” (p. 139).13 He continues to suggest that we link the “scalar metabolic
processes that connect individual bodies to urban social processes and spatial forms” to
better understand hunger “in a way that might motivate a more deliberate response”
(2006b:140). Following Heynen (2006a; 2006b), I examine urban agriculture in
Brooklyn, New York as a response to the metabolic processes that produce the geography
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“Food Security in the United States,” USDA. Retrieved May 1, 2011
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of urban hunger. In so doing, the contradictions of urban agriculture highlight the ways
in which the responses to urban hunger in some ways reflect the same processes that
create it.
Although urban hunger is clearly a pressing issue in American cities, the problem
is more complex than absolute deprivation. The contradictions produced by the
contemporary agro-food system embody more than hunger, and includes a simple lack of
access to the types of food, in sufficient quantity, necessary for proper body functioning.
Thus, in the United States we literally see the contradictions of agro-food in the rapidly
growing “obesity epidemic” (Guthman 2011).
Both hunger and obesity are identified as pressing issues within American cities.
However, the dialectic of hunger and obesity still does not fully account for the multiple
and overlapping human health impacts produced by the capitalist agro-food system.
Analytically, then, it is more useful to simply understand that deep disparities exist in the
access to food, particularly within urban areas throughout the U.S. These disparities
produce a whole host of attendant health problems ranging from diabetes and heart
disease to cognitive impairment and low birth weights (Beaulac, Kristjansson, &
Cummins 2009; Lane, et al. 2008; Odoms-Young, Zenk, & Mason 2009).
Disparities in food access are spatially produced as “food deserts,” broadly
defined as any area where healthy, affordable food is difficult to attain (Beaulac,
Kristjansson, & Cummins 2009). The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
defines a food desert as “a low-income census tract where a substantial number or share
of residents has low access to a supermarket or large grocery store.”14 “Low-income” in
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this case refers to a poverty rate of 20% or higher or median family income at or below
80% of the area’s median. “Low access” implies that at least 500 people and/or 33% of
residents in the census tract reside more than one mile (or 10 miles in rural areas) from a
full-service store.15
Robert Gottlieb and Anupama Joshi (2010) argue that the term “food desert” is
not an accurate description for geographies characterized by food disparities. These
neighborhoods, Gottlieb and Joshi (2010) note, lack full-service grocery stores but often
have an abundance of fast food, corner stores (bodegas), and other unhealthy options.
Instead, the authors (2010) propose the term “grocery gap” to connote said
neighborhoods. Moreover, as one activist explained to me, “the term food desert
naturalizes a social phenomenon. The term ‘food deserts’ implies there is something
natural about the lack of access to proper food . . . and it is thus disempowering.”16 The
term, however, helps to convey the notion that hunger/obesity is spatially produced and is
thus useful shorthand for describing neighborhoods that are characterized by disparities
in healthy food access (see Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in
Brooklyn, NY).
A 2008 study conducted by the New York City Department of City Planning
found that almost 3 million New Yorkers lived in neighborhoods classified as “high
need,” meaning food access issues were acute.17 In discussing the report’s findings,
Planning Director Amanda Burden explained to The New York Times: “A significant
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percentage [of poor and working-class respondents] reported that in the day before our
survey, they had not eaten fresh fruits or vegetables – not one.”18 In many neighborhoods
throughout New York City, residents lack access to fresh fruit and vegetables – healthy
food – and are relegated to wholesale reliance on bodegas or fast-food joints to meet their
caloric needs. The expected results produce an unjust foodscape. It is against this
backdrop that urban agriculture emerges as a potential tool to address disparities in food
access, especially within poor and working-class communities of color.

Urban Agriculture Defined
Urban agriculture is any agricultural production – including the cultivation of
crops and animal husbandry – both within and on the fringe (peri-urban) of a
metropolitan area (see Figure 1: Urban Agriculture Typology). Urban agriculture is
distinguished from rural agriculture in that it is embedded in an urban political ecology
and draws on resources from the city to produce resources for the city. The integration of
agricultural production into urban life draws on urbanites for labor-power, provides direct
food distribution to urban consumers, reduces urban ecological impacts, and utilizes
urban resources such as organic waste, wastewater, and vacant land.
Urban agriculture may be found in a variety of locations, including: backyard,
patio, and rooftop gardens, commercial operations of all sizes, vacant lot cultivation,
institutional gardens (e.g. schools, hospitals, and prisons), and community gardens.
Urban agriculture takes place on private, public, and quasi-public (e.g. schoolyards) land,
on residential property, and on proper commercial farms. Popular perceptions often view
18

“The Lost Supermarket: A Breed in Need of Replenishment,” David Gonzales, The
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Figure 1: Urban Agriculture Typology
(Adapted from Hodgson, Campbell, Bailkey 2011)
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urban agriculture as a transitory redress for specific social, political, and economic
problems, but advocates of urban agriculture insist on its permanence. Site-specific
resources (e.g. land and water availability), combined with varying levels of formal
support from urban policy-makers, gives urban agriculture its distinct character. Diverse
agricultural practices and purposes are key features in the development and resiliency of
urban agriculture. Urban agriculture helps to build food justice through subsistence
production, provides income-generating opportunities for the urban poor, and fosters
urban sustainability (Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey 2011; Mougeot 2005; 2006).
Scholars debate the precise definition of urban and peri-urban, but the definitions
are always relational, depending on such things as population density and infrastructure
development (particularly transit). As a result, “urban agriculture” itself is loosely
defined. Within dense city centers, such as Brooklyn, urban agriculture is readily
apparent. Urban agriculture is often defined as any agricultural production that occurs on
land with other viable land use options, whereas rural agriculture occupies land that is not
threatened by other land uses. Peri-urban agriculture takes advantage of land availability
on the urban fringe, particularly on the edges of expanding cities, enjoying close
proximity to both labor and markets. Urban agriculture also includes various processing,
marketing, and service activities and may be conducted by individuals, by groups of
people, as a for-profit activity, by state officials, and, increasingly, by not-for-profit and
non-governmental organizations (Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey 2011; Mougeot 2005;
2006).
Food production is the focus of much urban agriculture, but non-food items are
also produced for use as clothing, fuel, and medicine, or simply for ornamental purposes.
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The different items produced reflect the local (cultural and physical) geography to a
greater extent than rural agriculture reflects its context. Urban processes are fully evident
in urban agriculture. For example, urban agricultural products are normally high-valued
perishables that directly reflect cultural preferences; mono-crop commodity production
(e.g. cereal crops) is generally unsuited to urban areas (Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey
2011; Mougeot 2005; 2006).
Finally, urban agriculture products are distributed in a variety of ways. Produce
may be destined for market and/or for self-consumption. Agricultural production for
self-consumption is an important function of urban farming, as subsistence production
often supplements wages. Self-consumption has historically been a key driver of urban
agriculture, particularly in the global South and in poor areas of the North, but marketoriented urban agriculture is an important economic activity and an increasing part of
urban agriculture. Products are sold on-farm, through farmer’s markets, in local stores,
supermarkets, and by farm carts throughout the city. Thanks to geographical proximity,
urban agricultural production enjoys closer time-space relations between the field and
markets (Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey 2011; Mougeot 2005; 2006).
Urban farming has many potential benefits. Chief among them are: (1)
subsistence production aimed at achieving food security, reducing urban hunger, and
building food justice; (2) income generation and the development of employment
opportunities; (3) social benefits including social integration, recreation, and community
health; and (4) overall contributions to a city’s ecology and to urban sustainability
through the creation of green space, waste reduction, and resource conservation
(Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey 2011; Mougeot 2005; 2006).
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Urban agriculture can help to reduce hunger and foster food justice through an
improvement in both the quantity and quality of food available to urbanities in food
deserts. Hunger reduction and food justice are both urban farming’s most important
potential benefits and the most intended goal. Urban food production can increase city
dwellers’ access to affordable, fresh produce thereby eliminating dependency on highly
processed food-like substances. With urban agriculture, production of food occurs where
it is most needed, in cities. Urban agriculture also facilitates self-sufficiency, as people
directly address the problem of food availability through subsistence production. Food is
not produced just for self-consumption, but for other segments of the population as well,
made available through direct markets. In fact, urban agriculture often emerges as a
response to the contradictions of capitalist agro-food, specifically urban hunger and
poverty (Hodgson, Campbell, & Bailkey 2011; Mougeot 2005; 2006). Although urban
agriculture is employed as a tool to combat the production of urban hunger, the
relationship between the two and the actual outcomes of urban agriculture are not fully
understood. Addressing this gap in the knowledge of urban agriculture within the U.S. is
the primary goal of this research.

Urban Agriculture and Food Justice in Brooklyn, New York
The many forms of urban agriculture detailed above (see Figure 1: Urban
Agriculture Typology) are all found throughout contemporary Brooklyn (see Figure 2:
Urban Agriculture in Brooklyn). Indeed, Brooklyn is at the forefront of the many efforts
to build a food movement and thus provides the opportunity to investigate efforts to build
alternatives to capitalist agro-food. This project focuses on community gardens and
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urban market farms as the two most common, and important, forms of urban agriculture
in Brooklyn. New York City has more community gardens than any other city in the
United States. And with approximately 316 of a total 700 throughout the city, Brooklyn
is home to more community gardens than any of the other 4 boroughs. Although there
have been relatively few new community gardens started in the last ten years, Brooklyn is
experiencing a growth in urban cultivation driven by the development of urban market
farms (see Appendices 2-6).
Community gardens are broadly defined as any garden cultivated by a group of
people and are the primary space of urban agriculture in the United States. They often
operate on public property and food produced is used primarily for personal
consumption, but may also be donated or in some cases sold. Urban market gardens (or
farms) are commercial projects (either entrepreneurial or not-for-profit initiatives) that
operate on private property and are cultivated by paid farmers or professionals.
At times community garden and urban market gardens are largely
indistinguishable forms of urban cultivation – particularly as oriented toward producing
food in the city. As Edie Stone, a long-time urban agriculture and community gardening
advocate and director of GreenThumb, New York City’s community gardening program,
the largest support agency of its kind, clearly explains, “the distinction between urban
farms and community gardens is largely false.” Most community gardens in New York
City, Stone notes, “always focused on food production.”19
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Figure 2: Urban Agriculture in Brooklyn
Clockwise from top left: community garden, guerilla garden, urban
market garden, and institutional garden
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Although Brooklyn’s urban agriculture occurs mostly in community gardens, the
urban agriculture renaissance in Brooklyn today is driven by the development of urban
market gardens. In large part the growth of market-oriented urban farming may be
interpreted as an attempt to “scale up” urban agriculture, an effort to move beyond
gardening as a hobby in the deliberate effort to produce greater quantities of food for
wider distribution. The notion that community gardens are not important spaces of food
production is a pervasive misconception, shared by academics, activists, and policymakers. Indeed, data collected for this research indicate that community gardeners are
motivated first and foremost by the desire to produce food and community gardens play a
key role in social reproduction of poor and working class neighborhoods.20
Although the different urban agriculture projects in Brooklyn have specific goals,
aims, and practices that will be examined more closely throughout the chapters of this
dissertation, all articulate a critique of the contemporary agro-food system and use urban
food production to address those various problems. The growing urban agriculture
movement in Brooklyn purposefully works to improve access to healthy, affordable food
by building what is articulated as a just food system as the mission statements of three of
the most prominent urban farms in Brooklyn exemplify:
East New York Farms! aims to “address food justice in our community by
promoting local sustainable agriculture and community-led economic
development” (www.eastnewyorkfarms.org).
Added Value “helps grow a just food system” (www.added-value.org).
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This conclusion is supported by interviews, official documents, public comments,
trainings and educational workshops, and GIS analysis (see Appendix 4: Urban
Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, NY).
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BK Farmyards is a “Brooklyn-based farming network providing locallygrown healthy and affordable food to Brooklyn residents”
(www.bkfarmyards.com).
“Food justice” is a term growing in popularity within many alternative food
movements. Eric Holt-Giménez (2011) defines food justice as addressing hunger and
social inequalities: food justice is “a movement that attempts to address hunger by
addressing the underlying issues of racial and class disparity and the inequalities in the
food system that correlate to inequities in economic and political power” (p. 340). For
Robert Gottlieb and Anupama Joshi (2010), food justice is much more broad and focuses
on the entire agro-food system, not just hunger: food justice is “ensuring that the benefits
and risks or where, what, and how food is grown and produced, transported and
distributed, and accessed and eaten are shared fairly” (p. 6). In both definitions, food
justice addresses injustice in the agro-food system.
The contemporary landscape of New York City is clearly unjust. With an aboveaverage poverty rate (19 percent of people vs. 13 percent nation-wide), almost 32 percent
of New Yorkers received public assistance in 2007, including 3.1 million New Yorkers
requiring food assistance (NYC Department of Planning 2008). GIS analysis and field
observations confirm that some neighborhoods epitomize “food deserts,” supporting Nik
Heynen’s (2006a; 2006b) argument that the geography of hunger is produced through
spatial isolation (see Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, NY).
Brooklyn is thus a particularly instructive case for understanding contemporary
expansions of urban agriculture and the struggle for food justice.
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Research Design and Methodology
My dissertation explores urban agriculture in Brooklyn to better understand
efforts to address disparities in food access produced by the contemporary agro-food
system. The key question driving my project is: why cultivate the city and what are the
outcomes of urban agriculture projects? Although the focus of my research is on the
contemporary cultivation of Brooklyn, I employ a historical materialist approach and thus
look closely at the history of agricultural production in the borough.
My research relied on a variety of primary and secondary data. Research was
conducted through five over-lapping phases: (1) preliminary qualitative fieldwork
consisting of participant observation and in-depth interviews, (2) GIS analysis, (3)
participatory action research, (4) in-depth interviews, and (5) collection of original
documents and archival data. I conducted a total of nine months of qualitative fieldwork
in Brooklyn (one month in the summer of 2008 and eight months January 2010 – August
2010), with follow-up research trips conduced in September 2010 and August 2011.
Throughout the entire process I collected archival data. GIS analysis was conducted
during the fall 2008 semester, after I conducted preliminary qualitative fieldwork and
again in the spring of 2011 as updated data were made available.
I approached the study of urban agriculture in Brooklyn as a case study, a method
that facilitates uncovering nuances through close reading of the data and contextual
situating (Naumes & Naumes 1999; Orum, Feagin, & Sjoberg 1991). At the same time,
Brooklyn as a case study afforded the opportunity for comparative research because, as
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my preliminary research identified, there are important distinctions between
neighborhoods, community gardens, and urban farm projects.
I employed a mixed-methods approach to tease out the complexities of the case
through the use of both primary and secondary, including GIS. Triangulation of data –
through multiple methods – ensured reliability and validity (Creswell 2003). My primary
form of data collection was participatory research, a collaborative research approach that
views knowledge as co-produced through collaboration with people and includes
collective investigation, analysis, and action (Freire 2000; Horton & Freire 1990;
McIntyre 2007).
Although this project does not align exactly with participatory action research
methods insofar as research participants did not directly help to identify research
questions, and collect and analyze data, I argue it is still very much a form of
participatory action research. In the first place, participatory research is widely
acknowledged to be very diverse, more so than almost any other research method. There
are many models of participatory research that differ in relation to the degree to which
participants are engaged in the research project. I consider this project to be participatory
action research – and not participant observation – because my political goals are readily
apparent and I engage in change efforts. Moreover, although research participants did
not directly help to define the parameters of this project, they nevertheless informed the
research from the start as I was consistently asking about potential research questions to
consider. I also conducted preliminary research during the summer of 2008, which
included participation in an urban agriculture organizing workshop with many future
research participants. Moreover, I argue that my on-going engagement in grassroots
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urban agriculture activism provides me the necessary credentials to conduct this research,
uniquely so. I am able to develop the following critique precisely because I have been
deeply engaged in this work – as both academic and activist – for many, many years.
Methodologically, participatory research helped me to fully appreciate the lived
spaces of urban farmers. Participation also provided opportunity for me to develop more
reciprocal relationships in the field.21 While collecting data I engaged fully in every
aspect of food production activities – including composting, caring for hens and
harvesting eggs, turning soil, harvesting, weeding, etc. – through on-the-ground work
with community gardeners and urban farmers. I also participated in a variety of
meetings, workshops, and trainings, and engaged in advocacy and activist efforts (e.g.,
protested). This participation clearly provided access to community gardeners, urban
farmers, and agro-food activists in ways not possible through observation alone and
provided me with first-hand experience to draw on for data. Through participatory
research I was well positioned to uncover information that would not have been available
through other qualitative methods, especially an appreciation for the difficulty of farm
work (Creswell 2003). I was able to draw on people’s experience and knowledge to gain
a fuller understanding of urban cultivation (Freire 2000; Horton & Freire 1990; McIntyre
2007). And on multiple occasions individuals noted an appreciation for my engagement.
This provided me with unique access opportunities, which were especially important
during a summer when there were a lot of other researchers in the field.
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Not to mention that it would have been awkward to barrage people working the soil
with questions; indeed, it proved easier to engage people in discussion while working
alongside them.
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I kept fieldnotes during my time in the field, would return home after collecting
data to review my notes, and would then fill in any gaps or jot down ideas as they were
fresh in my mind. Fieldnotes later served as an important data source and I analyzed my
fieldnotes through the identification of patterns, themes, and variations (Emerson, Fretz,
& Shaw 1995).
Interviews (n=28) augmented data collected through participation in urban
agricultural projects and agro-food activism (Babbie 1990; Dunn 2000). These
interviews were largely key informant interviews conducted with urban farmers, activists,
policy-makers, and community gardeners (see Appendix 1: Interview Schedule). I used a
conversational approach to my interviews, allowing for the in-depth investigation of
topics most relevant to the person and/or urban agriculture project (Babbie 1990; Dunn
2000; Hennink, Hutter, & Bailey 2011 ). Most of my interviews were based on the
driving factors that motivate individuals to cultivate the city and the outcomes of urban
agriculture projects. Interviews all began with questioning aimed at understanding why it
is important to produce food in Brooklyn. We would then discuss the specifics of the
urban agriculture work engaged in, and the detailed outcomes of that work. Interviews
normally concluded with discussions of the various obstacles to cultivating Brooklyn,
hopes for the future and the growing American interest in all things food.
Interviewees were conducted with key informants in the growing urban
agriculture movement, including urban farmers, community gardeners, political leaders,
and other agro-food activists. Interviewees were identified by research participants
(especially Edie Stone at GreenThumb) and through snowballing (see Appendix 1:
Interview Schedule). I conducted research on all existing urban market farms in
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Brooklyn (both commercial and not-for-profit) and community gardens of interest
(identified by history, political participation, references, reputation, and convenience).
And I engaged the most important grassroots organizations and political leaders (see
Figure 3: Research Partners) as identified through other methods (e.g., conferences and
workshops).

Not-for-Profit

Organizations and Agencies

Added Value

Bed-Stuy Farm Share

bk farmyards

Brooklyn Food Coalition

East New York Farms!

Green Guerillas
GreenThumb

Commercial

Urban Market Gardens

Farms and Gardens

Brooklyn Grange

GrowNYC

Eagle Street Rooftop Farm

Just Food

Gotham Greens

Manhattan Borough President’s Office

Community Gardens

More Gardens!
Berry Street Community Garden

New York Restoration Project

Hollenback Community Garden

NYC Community Garden Coalition

Imani Garden

NYC Department of Sanitation

Old Stone House

NYS Dept. of Agriculture & Markets

Woodbine St. Block Association Garden

Trust for Public Land

Figure 3: Research Sites
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As part of this project I produced a series of maps using geospatial analysis
relying on ArcGIS (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, CA,
www.esri.com) to analyze both primary and secondary data (see Appendices 2-6). The
GIS mapping both provides context for the broader project and highlights the specific
geographic context of urban cultivation in New York City. To produces these maps I
relied on demographic overlays, spatial queries, and proximity analysis. Maps: (1) locate
urban agriculture sites throughout New York City; (2) depict community garden
formation historically; (3) highlight the most important areas of cultivation; (4) provide
demographic context to urban cultivation; and most importantly (5) place urban
agriculture in Brooklyn within the context of food deserts. The maps are largely
illustrative, but also help to triangulate my findings (e.g., in the case of the spatial
correlation between food deserts and urban agriculture).
Secondary data for my GIS analysis include demographic data from the United
States Census Bureau, environmental and geographic data procured from BYTES of the
BIG APPLE, Cornell University Geospatial Information Repository (CUGIR) and the
New York State GIS Clearinghouse. Data on community gardens and urban farms was
secured from the Council on the Environment of New York City (CENYC) and the New
York City Open Accessible Space Information System Cooperative (OASIS) and through
site visits. Most importantly, I used metrics designed by my colleague Thor Ritz to map
food deserts. Thor’s metrics define food deserts as census tracts that are lacking a
grocery store and have an income level below the Brooklyn mean. These metrics better
locate food access issues in Brooklyn than the USDA definitions provide for, especially
in that federal poverty rates are not useful for understanding poverty in Brooklyn, where
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costs of living far exceed national averages and car ownership is more luxury than
necessity.
During the entire research process, I collected archival materials and other
documents. Thanks to modern technology, many archival holdings are available on the
web. In Brooklyn I also spent time in the archives at the Brooklyn Historical Society, the
Brooklyn Public Library, the Old Stone House, and the New York Public Library. I
collected and analyzed the content of newspapers, public and private documents, maps,
photographs, and other publications.
Throughout this dissertation I chose to use the real names of people, places,
farms, community gardens, and organizations unless anonymity was requested or I am
using data obtained under circumstances that may not have been entirely clear to
participants (e.g., informal conversations). Although I did not explicitly get permission
to use real names, I gave all research participants the option to remain anonymous.
Importantly, none of my research participants belongs to a “protected group” as
commonly defined by university research review boards. It was always clear to
participants that I was conducting research; I identified myself as a researcher and
explained my project (even in large meetings or other group settings), read the script for
human subjects, and would be clearly taking notes and writing down quotes. Many
interviewees accepted the offer to remain anonymous and others requested anonymity at
some point during an interview. It was always clear that research participants understood
the right to request anonymity. Moreover, many research participants are public figures
and continually make available their views to the public. These same individuals are
often featured in mainstream media, make regular public appearances, and assume a very
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public role through their work.22 And, during my time in the field, there were many other
researchers, journalists, photographers, and filmmakers collecting data and materials at
all times. In short, research participants were well aware of the research.
Although my analysis is often critical of specific efforts or projects, I view my use
of real names as ethical for a variety of reasons.23 In the first place, I argue that farmers,
gardeners, and activists working in a very public manner, and often occupy positions of
power, do not need my protection (Martin & Inwood 2012). I question whether I have
“the authority to determine the use of names,” especially when using names is
empowering and provides voice to research participants (Guenther 2009:413). I also
think that anonymity undercuts the ability to remain respectful of research partners,
whom researchers owe “the same degree of courtesy, empathy and friendship in writing
as we generally extend to them face to face in the field” (Scheper-Hughes 2000:128).
To be honest, I do worry a bit about the reaction some participants might have
upon reading this work. But I have attempted to ensure that I treat the data and
participants fairly and respectfully. Moreover, I am neither shy about my findings nor
would I conceal them from research participants. Indeed, I had direct conversations with
some participants about my preliminary findings while in the field and our conversations
often highlighted my politics. I am also directly engaged in urban agriculture. This work
provides me with both insights difficult to uncover through other methods and the ability
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For example, an upcoming fundraiser to support a not-for-profit alternative agro-food
organization includes an auction to spend the day with any number of “food heroes,”
activists and professionals working in urban agriculture and other alternative agro-food
sectors.
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As it happens, a special issue of The Professional Geographer (2012: 64, 1) was
published exploring the protection of human subjects in geographic research as I was
working on post-defense edits.
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to be specifically critical. In many ways I view these critiques as part self-reflection,
commenting about the work I myself do day in and day out.

Organization of Dissertation
My analysis of urban agriculture in Brooklyn prioritizes processes of
neoliberalization as they shape the formations and possibilities of urban agriculture.
Because urban agriculture in Brooklyn seeks to build food justice through the dismantling
of the contemporary agro-food system, concentration on neoliberalization brings into
focus the ways in which urban agriculture is both reflective of, and distinguished from,
neoliberal agro-food. In this way I explore the establishment of “alternative” agro-food
networks as a response to neoliberal agro-food.
In Brooklyn, I find that urban agriculture contributes greatly to the social
reproduction of certain communities and provides opportunities to wage the struggle for
food justice. At the same time, inherent contradictions limit the transformative potential
of urban agriculture. I argue that because urban agriculture is posited as part of a solution
addressing the deficiencies of capitalist agriculture, it is imperative that we understand
the ways in which urban agriculture not only resists, but also reflects, capitalism (and
neoliberal capitalism specifically).
There are many other important issues one could consider when researching urban
agriculture. Because I train my sights on understanding the contradictions inherent in
contemporary urban agriculture as practiced in Brooklyn, I necessarily lose focus on
other issues of concern. Moreover, by focusing on the contradictions I also worry that I
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appear too harsh a critic of urban agriculture. This is not my intention; indeed, I am an
enthusiastic supporter of urban agriculture. It is my hope and aim that my critical reading
of urban agriculture’s contradictions only work to strengthen the movement.
Following this introduction, the first substantive chapter (Chapter Two:
Theoretical Framework) lays out a working theoretical framework for my dissertation. I
draw on three bodies of literature: (1) agrarian questions, (2) geographies of food, and (3)
neoliberalization analyses to argue that understanding the growing popularity of urban
cultivation and its potential for working towards food justice is best understood in
relation to neoliberalization. Recent trends in urban agricultural production suggest a
growing respect for, and adherence to, market logics. These shifts push urban cultivation
as activism away from direct political struggles to change the contemporary agro-food
system and efforts to assert public rights to the city. I argue that long-standing agrarian
questions should figure more prominently in contemporary scholarship on alternative
food networks by helping to better understanding contradictions produced by agro-food
alternatives.
The third chapter (Chapter Three: Brooklyn’s Agrarian Past) touches on the long
history of agricultural production in Brooklyn and the more recent history of urban
agriculture in the United States. I examine the transformation of Brooklyn from farmland
to the metropolis of today. This history shapes the contemporary foodscape and informs
the possibilities of food politics. Brooklyn, one of the most productive agricultural
regions in the U.S. for over 250 years, witnessed the disappearance of its agricultural in a
mere twenty years (1890-1910). In this chapter I also explore the more recent history of
World War II era victory gardens as a precursor of today’s urban agriculture movement.
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The processes that pushed out agricultural production – for it to only to periodically
reemerge – has left a lasting impression on the Brooklyn foodscape, one that is
characterized by injustice.
In Chapter Four (Community Gardens) I pick up the story of Brooklyn’s
cultivation in the 1970s and the emergence of community gardening in the wake of New
York City’s fiscal crisis and subsequent state abandonment. Urban inequality, cuts to
social programs (e.g., transit, public parks, education, etc.), rising unemployment, and the
bottoming-out of the real estate market sparked a local community gardening movement
struggling for grassroots control of public space for productive uses. Community gardens
first served as a response to the ravages brought on by contradictions inherent in the
city’s – and ultimately the entire country’s – response to economic crisis, namely the
“roll-back” of the state (i.e. early neoliberalization). This chapter traces the history of
community gardening from its origins through the 1990s, when a rebounding real estate
market threatened the gardens and an important struggle played out over the future of
urban cultivation in New York City. Gardens were protected as both public spaces and
through the extension of private property rights, changes that would leave a lasting
impact on community gardens throughout the city.
In Chapter Five (Urban Farms), I explore the return of market gardening to
Brooklyn, focusing on the relationship between neoliberalization (as political economic
context) and contemporary urban market farms. First, I explore the problems articulated
by urban agriculture and agro-food activists. Next, I detail the specific urban farm
projects explored through this research, highlighting the motivations of the projects and
the material work that they do. The bulk of the chapter examines contemporary urban
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market farms according to three defining characteristics of roll-out neoliberalization: (1)
hegemonic ideology related to idealized agrarian boot-strap efforts and entrepreneurial
spirit; (2) the priority of private property rights; and (3) the increasing dependence of
social programs on private capital.
In the conclusion I summarize my arguments and return to the two key analytics
for my dissertation: neoliberalization and agrarian questions. I briefly assess the
possibilities of an emerging food movement. I conclude with a nod to the many
questions not asked by this project and the analytic alternatives. Despite the gaps in my
project, I hold that urban agriculture’s contradictions are too important to overlook,
especially if there is to be any real potential for food justice.
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Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework
Chapter Introduction
Our main concern here is with the role of pre-capitalist and non-capitalist
forms of agriculture within capitalist society.
An investigation into the agrarian question . . . has to consider all the
changes through which agriculture has passed over the course of the
capitalist mode of production: whether, and how, capital is seizing hold of
agriculture, revolutionizing it, making old forms of production and
property untenable and creating the necessity for new ones.
Karl Kautsky (1899)
The Agrarian Question
My study of urban agriculture in Brooklyn, New York is informed by agro-food
scholarship, particularly new theoretical developments in geography that explore
“alternative food systems” and efforts to understand alternative food within the political
economic context of neoliberalization. As well, I draw on literature addressing the
agrarian question, long-standing political economic concerns with the uniqueness of
agricultural production, and small-scale producers, vis-à-vis capital. In particular, I
deploy the agrarian question and the analytic of neoliberalization to intervene in the
literature celebrating agro-food alternatives by analyzing contradictions between the
articulated goals of urban agriculture and the material work done by urban cultivation in
Brooklyn. Using urban agriculture as a case study, I put contemporary literature on
alternative food networks into conversation with long-standing concerns with agrarian
questions. By focusing empirically on urban agriculture in Brooklyn, I highlight both the
shortcomings of alternative food networks and their potential for radical social change.
The literature I draw on is admittedly a partial set. Given the long history of
research on agriculture and food, and the many disciplinary homes of this scholarship, an
exhaustive literature review is not possible. Thus, while I do not cover the entire
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literature on agro-food, the agrarian question, and/or neoliberalization, I select works that
are influential, illustrative, and/or that raise important questions. Using these three
bodies of literature, I lay out a working theoretical framework for my research, which
explores urban agriculture in Brooklyn that is both alternative food production (an
alternative food network) and a manifestation of agro-food activism.
In this chapter I contend that the growing popularity of urban cultivation and its
potential for working towards food justice is best understood in relation to
neoliberalization. Recent trends in urban agricultural production suggest a growing
respect for, and adherence to, market logics. Because of these shifts I argue that longstanding agrarian questions should figure more prominently in contemporary scholarship
on alternative food networks by helping to better understand contradictions produced by
agro-food alternatives.

Agrarian Questions
Political economists have long considered the distinctions between the rural
agricultural and urban industrial sectors. Karl Kautsky’s The Agrarian Question (1899)
set the research agenda of studies on capitalism and agriculture by identifying the
difficulty in reconciling Marxist theories of capitalist development with the history of
agricultural development. As Kautsky explains in the introduction: “Our main concern
here is with the role of pre-capitalist and non-capitalist forms of agriculture within
capitalist society” (1899 [1988]:3). Contemporary society is decidedly capitalist,
Kautsky explains, but the capitalist mode of production is not the only form of production
characteristic of that society, which retains the remains of pre-capitalist modes:
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“Agriculture does not develop according to the pattern traced by industry: it follows its
own laws” (1899 [1988]:11).
Largely, the agrarian question24 focuses on agricultural production under
capitalism as unique from industrial production in that (1) peasant producers have direct
access to the means of production and (2) the commodity produced – food – is organic.
To whit, the agrarian question is largely a question of the consequences of these two
unique characteristics for the full development of a capitalist agriculture. For Kautsky,
Lenin, and other revolutionaries, the agrarian question was centered on the uniqueness of
the peasantry vis-à-vis capital, and, more importantly, the position of the peasantry vis-àvis class revolution.
Under capitalist development, the self-sufficiency of the peasant family slowly
disappeared as the peasantry was forced to earn money through the sale of commodities
for basic survival. “And so the peasant” Kautsky explains, “was forced to become what
we now customarily think of as a peasant – a mere farmer” (1899 [1988]:16). Thus, the
peasant became dependent on the market, “which proved to be even more moody and
unpredictable than the weather [which you could at least prepare for]” (Kautsky 1899
[1988]:16).
Kautsky (1899) concluded that despite the prevalence and expansion of large
farms during the latter half of the nineteenth century (the period on which he was
reflecting), “one still cannot really claim that the small farm is being supplanted by the
larger” (1899 [1988]:139). Although there appears to be no significant change in the
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I follow the literature in referring to “the agrarian question” in the singular, even
though there are really multiple and interrelated agrarian questions regarding the
uniqueness of agricultural production.
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ratio of small to large farms, Kautsky explains, the peasantry is still becoming more akin
to the propertyless proletariat: “The vagaries of the grain and cattle markets now manage
to accomplish what poor harvest, fire and sword could never achieve: not merely
temporary privation, but the alienation and ultimately the complete separation of the
peasants from the source of their life and livelihood, the land, and their transformation
into proletarians” (Kautsky 1899 [1988]:17). Despite the many pressures of market
expansion, the peasantry persists under capitalism. To be sure, processes of
depeasantization characterize many parts of the world, but capitalism has yet to fully
penetrate small-scale agricultural production. This contradiction is the heart of the
agrarian question.
Kautsky’s argument centers on five key points: (1) the peasantry persists under
capitalism because they reproduce labor-power; (2) peasant production is vital to
capitalism; (3) peasant labor-power is super-exploited vis-à-vis self-exploitation whereby
labor-power is neither sold nor adequately compensated; (4) the end of the peasantry
would be brought by advancements in technology; and (5) in revolutionary terms, the
peasantry is politically negligible or even negative. It was this last point that was most
important during the revolutionary fervor of Kautsky’s life (1854-1938). Importantly,
Kautsky noted, “It is a curious phenomenon that agriculture’s political significance is in
inverse proportion to its economic significance” (quoted in Alavi & Shanin 1988:xvii).
Lenin (1920) picked up the agrarian question and, after witnessing the
significance of the peasantry in the Russian Revolution, begins to more thoroughly
examine the political significance of the peasantry. In his formulation of the agrarian
question, Lenin (1920) insists on the secondary role of the peasantry for revolution:
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“Only the urban and industrial proletariat, led by the Communist Party, can liberate the
working masses of the countryside from the yoke of capital and landed proprietorship . . .
There is no salvation for the working masses of the countryside except in alliance with
the communist proletariat” (p. 1). Lenin (1920) argued that the peasantry would
differentiate over time into rural (landless) proletariat and bourgeoisie industrial farmers.
Lenin (1920) attributed the temporary persistence of the peasantry to false consciousness,
driven by the fact that the bourgeoisie deceive the peasantry into not recognizing their
proper class alliances and the revolutionary proletariat has yet to organize the
countryside. Without support of the peasantry, Lenin (1920) argued, the industrial
workers “cannot accomplish their epoch-making mission of emancipating mankind from
the work of capital.” Importantly, once state power was fully achieved, it was essential
that the peasantry be swept away and subsumed by large-scale collective production. On
this Lenin (1920) firmly disagreed with Kautsky (1899) and thus branded Kautsky a
“traitor” for considering the collectivist subsumption of the peasantry as likely to
undermine food production.
The agrarian question’s lasting importance comes from Kautsky’s (1899) work on
theorizing the impact of capitalism on the peasantry and small-scale family farms. It was
the particularities of agricultural production – its basis in biology and the possibility for
self-exploitation – that rendered the full development of a capitalist agriculture unlikely
(Kautsky 1899). Kautsky (1899) and Lenin (1920) both questioned the revolutionary
potential of the peasantry. What made the class position – and thus the politics – of the
peasantry such a mystery was the fact that the peasantry controlled access to the means of
production. Urban farmers and community gardeners in contemporary Brooklyn are
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clearly not peasants, but the material conditions of production in Brooklyn’s agriculture
make for uncertain political positions.

Obstacles to Capitalist Agriculture?
Two rural sociologists, Susan Mann and James Dickinson (1978), explicitly pick
up threads of the agrarian question to explore the persistence of small-scale agricultural
production within the United States, the heart of advanced capitalism. “[E]ven in
advanced capitalist countries,” Mann and Dickinson (1978) note, “we are confronted with
a significant anomaly: the persistence and co-existence of rural petty commodity
production alongside a dominant capitalist mode of production. Capitalist development
appears to stop, as it were, at the farm gate” (p. 467). The survival of the family farm is
not an “anomaly,” Mann and Dickinson (1978) explain, but predicated upon the nature
and logic of capitalism itself.
Petty commodity production and capitalist production are similar in that both are
forms of production for exchange and both serve the goal of private accumulation. Under
capitalist production, social relations of class exploitation dominate, whereby labor and
capital are separated and labor power becomes a commodity for the capitalist to acquire;
workers do not own the means of production. Under petty commodity production, on the
other hand, there is no formal class exploitation as labor and capital are united; the petty
producer directly owns the means of production. “For Marx,” Mann and Dickinson
(1978:469) argue, “the presence or absence of wage labour was the fundamental criterion
by which petty commodity production was to be distinguished from capitalist
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production.” Thus, the transformation from petty commodity production to capitalist
production necessitates a transformation in the social relations of production.
Mann and Dickinson (1978) argue that Marx’s labor theory of value helps explain
why family farms persist under late capitalism. According to the labor theory of value,
exchange value is determined by socially necessary labor time under average conditions.
Thus, capital seeks to reduce the distinction between socially necessary labor time and
the production time of a commodity, which includes both the period when labor is
applied (and thus value is created) and the time an unfinished commodity spends
undergoing natural processes. Within certain spheres of agricultural production natural
constraints prevent the reduction of production time and thus slows turnover, capital is
locked up in circulation as either money or commodities and becomes a cost. If and
when these natural “barriers” are transcended, we can expect capitalism to colonize these
spheres too (Mann and Dickinson 1978).
The geographer George Henderson (1999) expands the Mann-Dickinson thesis
through a historical study of California. In short, Henderson (1999) argues that what
appears as an agricultural barrier to capital on the one hand, is as an opportunity on the
other. The beautifully written and exceptionally well argued California and the Fictions
of Capital explains how “the rhythms of capital and the rhythms of nature find each
other” (Henderson 1999:x). In true dialectical form, Henderson explains: “agriculture
embodies capital and simultaneously resists it” (1999:xi).
Henderson (1999) explains that there are two approaches to the fundamental and
complex question of how to understand capitalism in agriculture: (1) the extent of wage
labor employed on the farm and (2) the circulation of capital (in the form of farm credit
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and mortgages). Importantly, Henderson (1999) explicitly argues that it does not
necessarily matter if farm production itself is defined by the capitalist division of labor,
rather what matters is whether farming can be a site for capital accumulation.
That farm production is centered in nature is a crucial point. The natural
processes of agricultural production provide the opportunity for interest-bearing capital.
Henderson notes: “the long period of time in which nature ‘takes over’ production (e.g.,
the period of waiting for crops to mature) means that farmers must often buy credit in
order to, quite literally, buy time” (1999:29).
The Mann-Dickenson thesis centered on the question: to what degree does it
matter to capitalist agriculture that the production is rooted in nature? For Kautsky, the
high “organic composition of capital” required for agricultural production (capital
invested into land and machinery compared to labor) was problematic for the full
development of a capitalist agriculture. But some sectors of agricultural production quite
readily become capitalist. For Mann and Dickenson (1978), the important difference
rests on Marx’s laws of circulating capital. “Of special importance,” explains Henderson
(1999), “is the turnover time of capital and the problem presented when the time that
capital spends in production (production time) is not matched by the time that capital
spends embodied in labor (working time). In principle, whereas time spent on labor is
always production time, production time is not always labor time” (p. 31). Importantly,
the time that capital spends outside of the application of labor, the labor theory of value
explains, is time when no value is created and capital lies idle. Within agriculture, the
time it takes for crops to mature requires little to no labor. Henderson (1999) argues that
this idle time is both a constraint and an opportunity for capital: the difference between
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production and working time and the circulation of capital that creates opportunities for
investment, for financial capital to produce value.
The dominant view holds that because the capitalist division of labor is
incomplete on the family farm, nature poses a barrier to capitalism. Conversely,
Henderson (1999) implores us to consider the alternative view, that the advance of
capitalism is most evident in agriculture’s ability to replace living labor with dead labor
in the form of machinery. From this vantage point, agriculture’s doing away with labor
represents a victory for capitalist social relations. Henderson (1999:41) makes an
important point when he argues: “I am saying that the presence and concentration of
wage labor is not the be-all, end-all of capitalism.” This simple argument has important
ramifications for how we understand the persistence of non-wage rural labor, and for the
various debates concerning so-called non-capitalist spaces within advanced capitalism.
“In other words, in theory, the way that capital exploits ‘natural’ time in production is
partly responsible for the persistence of non-wage rural enterprises” (Henderson
1999:51).
Brooklyn’s urban agriculture initiatives are motivated by food justice and are
deliberately established as non-capitalist spaces. Yet Henderson (1999) reminds us to
think critically about the relationship between capitalism and agricultural production,
which is not always marked clearly by labor relations on the farm. In Brooklyn, then, it
is important to consider the ways in which urban cultivation relates to capitalism.
Agricultural production is an opportunity for capital, even when superficially appearing
as an obstacle. Urban agriculture, then, may also provide opportunities for capital that
are not readily identified.
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The Agrarian Question Today
The agrarian question is particularly important in the neoliberal era. Agriculture
is a key arena for neoliberal transformations and expanding processes of “accumulation
by dispossession” (Harvey 2003; 2005) turn the peasantry into urban proletariats. As
Jason Moore (2008) exclaims, “agriculture is one of the decisive battlegrounds of
neoliberal globalization – I would say the decisive battleground” (p. 54). In large part
this is because the contradictions of the neoliberalization of agriculture are readily
apparent in everything from massive waves of farmer suicide to persistent hunger and the
growing “food crisis” which has fueled, on the surface, the highest real food costs since
the mid-1800s (Moore 2008).
Picking up the agrarian question at the end of the 20th century – a period of
agricultural deregulation and reregulation, neoliberal export-focused development, and
the rapid expansion of the “world agro-food economy” – Michael Watts and David
Goodman (1997) explain that the agrarian question is not something that can be resolved,
per se, but is continually “renewed by the contradictory and uneven development of
capitalism itself” (p. 6). Today, Watts and Goodman (1997) posit, the sustainability of
the metabolic socionatural relations of agro-ecosystems and the uneven patterns of food
consumption are “the predominant formulation of the ‘agrarian question’ in the new
millennium” (p. 23).
I suggest the original agrarian question is still very important for understanding
Brooklyn’s contemporary agricultural renaissance. Building on Kautsky (1899), Lenin
(1920), Mann and Dickinson (1978), and Henderson (1999) I seek to understand the
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relationship between capitalism (especially in its neoliberal form) and small-scale
production in Brooklyn. I will explore the relationship between capitalism and
agriculture, thinking about the extent of wage labor and the circulation of capital in
Brooklyn agriculture. But I am most concerned with the role of small-scale producers in
social change, the possibilities of urban agriculture contributing to food justice. As
explained in the Introduction, urban cultivation assumes two specific forms in Brooklyn:
community gardens and the newer urban market gardens. I explore the distinctions
between these forms as informative for understanding the potential of urban cultivation to
contribution to the emerging food justice movement. This approach, grounded in the
agrarian question, helps contextualize the less-than-critical analyses of much current
agro-food literature.

Contemporary Agro-Food Studies
Agro-food studies25 emerged in the late-1990s as a distinct academic discipline,
much like the other “studies” that came earlier (e.g., African-American, community,
cultural, and women’s and gender). Agro-food studies attempts to “re-connect”
agricultural production with the consumption of food and “bridge” the gap between
various disciplinary boundaries that focus on agriculture and food, namely the political
economy of agricultural production and cultural studies of food consumption.
Additionally, the exploding popular interest in food likewise pushes scholarly research.
As an emerging discipline, agro-food studies is considered an academic movement still
working to define itself as an independent academic subject. Many agro-food scholars
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conduct participatory action research that is grounded in efforts to not only better
understand agro-food systems, but to transform them as well (Allen 2008; Bedore 2010;
Constance 2009; Cook, et al. 2006; Koc & Dahlberg 1999; Nestle & McIntosh 2010).
Notably, much of this new scholarship eschews the agrarian question. Although there are
some discussions of the emancipatory potential of agro-food alternatives there is less
concern with class analysis in contemporary debates, which focus more on food as a
cultural commodity and issues of quality and the environment.
The emerging field is decidedly interdisciplinary and scholars from many
different traditional disciplines employ a variety of methods and analyses to investigate
agro-food as a window into social, cultural, political, and economic processes. At the
same time, a scholarly movement is solidifying into an intellectual community that
combines social science and humanities perspectives on food through a “systems
approach” focusing on the network of socio-political relationships that extend “from farm
to fork” (and beyond) (Allen 2008; Bedore 2010; Constance 2009; Cook, et al. 2006;
Nestle & McIntosh 2010).
The agro-food system is defined as “the set of activities and relationships that
interact to determine what [and] by what methods and for whom food is produced and
distributed” (Fine 1998:3). Sarah Whatmore (1995) outlines the agro-food system and
identifies points of analysis by linking knowledge, production, and consumption through
four sectors that are mediated by regulatory and extension agencies: (1) the agritechnology industry, (2) the farming industry, (3) the food industry, and (4) food
consumption.
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In his presidential address to the 2008 annual joint meetings of the Agriculture,
Food, and Human Values Society and the Association for the Study of Food in Society,
the two most prominent food studies professional organizations, Doug Constance (2009)
traced the emergence of agro-food studies by linking four sequential but overlapping
questions that drive current agro-food research: (1) agrarian, (2) environmental, (3) food,
and (4) emancipatory. As discussed above, the agrarian question focuses on the
relationship between capitalism and agricultural production, and explores the features
that distinguish agricultural from industrial production. Building on the critique of
pesticide uses first made popular by Rachel Carson (1962), the environmental question
explores the environmental impacts of the agro-food system in general, and agricultural
production in particular. The food question critically examines human health impacts of
agro-food – the “quality” turn26 – and alternative food systems (or “alternative food
networks”) as a response to poor food quality. Finally, the emancipatory question builds
on the previous three, which all identify barriers to true alternatives to industrialized
agriculture, by focusing on the development of sustainable and just food systems. “More
specifically,” Constance (2009:9) explains, the emancipatory question is about “what
kind of agrifood system might decrease injustice and inequality?” The emancipatory
question is a crucial one, especially as agro-food movements represent, as Constance
(2009) argues, “the most coherent challenge to neoliberal restructuring” (p. 9). My
dissertation focuses on the cultivation of Brooklyn as an agro-food movement motivated
by the emancipatory question, as part of broader efforts to build food justice, and I
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by the industrial food system and the effort to improve the “quality” of food.
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directly assess the widely held belief that agro-food movements are challenging
neoliberalization.

Geographies of Food
Food geographies emerged recently as distinct subfield of geography, which is an
important disciplinary contributor to agro-food studies as a whole. In a sign of the
growing interest in geographies of agro-food, a panel at the 2011 Association of
American Geographers (AAG) meeting discussed forming a new specialty group, a
petition was circulated, and a formal request to the AAG to create the group followed.27
In fact, it was just recently announced that the AAG approved the establishment of the
Geographies of Food and Agriculture Specialty Group, which will hold its first business
meeting at the 2012 AAG meeting.28
In the introduction to a special food issue in the journal Social and Cultural
Geography, Susanne Freidberg (2003) describes geographies of food as “particularly
interested in the relationships and contrasts between particular foods’ unrecorded ‘social
lives’ – that is, the empirical conditions and relations of production, distribution and
consumption – and the narratives told about them” (p. 3). Thus, food is understood as
embodying various social, political, economic, and environmental relationships and food
geography looks to illuminate these relationships – from the moment a seed is planted to
the moment it is consumed and digested (Bedore 2010; Cook, et. al. 2006; 2008; 2010).
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“Considering a Food Geographies Specialty Group,” 2011 Annual Meeting of the
Association of American Geographers, Seattle, WA.
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Post to GeoFood listserv, December 16, 2011 (geofood@googlegroups.com).
Incidentally, the American Studies Association created a Food Studies Caucus in
December 2011 as well.
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The tension between the unrecorded social life of urban agriculture and the popular
narratives driving the interest in urban production is an important consideration of my
research. As I argue in the following chapters, the neoliberalization of urban agriculture
is important to understand because it dramatically shapes the cultivation of Brooklyn by
altering the material processes of urban agriculture away from food justice at the same
moment it moves discursively towards it. Although I am not looking at a specific food
item, per se, I still draw directly on geographies of agro-food to uncover processes of
agricultural production as embodying multiple and contradictory relationships.
Food geography grew directly out of agricultural geography and cultural and
political ecology. Agricultural geography is a subfield of economic geography focused
on the “spatial distribution of agricultural activity,” and land-use change in particular.
Political and cultural ecology have always been concerned with food production and
consumption. Food geographies employ political economic analysis (albeit heavily
influenced by cultural studies) to examine on- and off-farm agro-food chains, networks,
sectors, and/or systems. The geography of food emphasized the entire process of
producing, transporting, distributing/selling, and consuming food. Food and agriculture
are now studied not as analytically distinct, but as inseparable (Bedore 2010; Cook, et. al.
2006; Freidberg 2003; Guthman 2004; Koc & Dahlberg 1999; Watts 2000; Whatmore
1995; 2000).
In a 1987 assessment of the field of agricultural geography, Ian Bowler and Brian
Ilbery (1987) argued that the subfield was getting a bit stale. If agricultural geography
was to remain relevant, Bowler and Ilbery (1987) posited, it needed to integrate: (1)
analysis of the food supply system; (2) stronger theoretical engagements (principally
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structuralist perspectives from political economy); and (3) the off-farm extension of
empirical research. Soon thereafter, Peter Atkins (1988) went a step farther and called
for agricultural geography to be supplanted by the geography of food. “Bowler and
Ilbery have redefined agricultural geography in order to reproduce it,” Atkins (1988)
argued provocatively, “Let us be bolder. Agricultural geography is dead: long live the
geography of food!”
Atkins’ (1988) call for a geography of food was grounded in the push for scholars
to move beyond a traditional focus on production and producer: “A study of an integrated
food system is incomplete without following its social and economic consequences to
their logical conclusion in the lives of consumers,” Atkins (1988) argues, “Hitherto we
have concentrated on the producer and production; perhaps the time has come for a reorientation towards the product and the consumer” (p. 282). Placing the analytic focus on
food provides coherence, Sarah Whatmore (2000) explains, and facilitates better
understandings of farming not as a discrete activity, but connected to a longer “agro-food
chain” that stretches well beyond the farm-gate. Although my research focuses on food
production, I pay particular attention to urban agriculture as an agro-food movement that
seeks to address disparities in food consumption patterns through alternative forms of
production. I do not focus on the product and the consumer, but both are central to
understanding the potential of urban agriculture to help realize food justice. And I aim to
suggest that new debates in agro-food studies have neglected the agrarian question too
much.
Two (somewhat) contradictory trends emerged within political economic analysis
of contemporary agro-food systems: one, an approach to agro-food research that did not
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separate it from other forms of production and the other, an examination of the
distinguishing features of agro-food production (taking its cue from the agrarian
question). It was the tension inherent in these two trends that contributed to the
emergence of geographies of food as specific agro-food analysis. This tension, and
geography’s attention to it, gives geography its major contribution to agro-food studies
(Whatmore 2000). I directly build on these tensions by examining the ways in which
urban cultivation is not characterized by capitalist production but is nevertheless deeply
shaped and thus constrained by capital and capitalism.
Recent trends in agro-food scholarship, particularly within food geography, may
be further divided by research foci. Melanie Bedore (2010) points to three specific
research areas within food geography: (1) alternative food geographies, (2) agriculture
and rural food geographies, and (3) cultural food geographies. Research on alternative
food geographies/systems/networks is arguably the most prominent of these areas
(Bedore 2010; Whatmore 1995).

Alternative Food Networks
Recognizing the proliferation of various agro-food efforts, activists and
researchers maintain that the contemporary food system is currently undergoing a
qualitative shift. As the problems associated with industrialized food come into focus,
particularly concerns about health and safety, consumers in the global North are
searching for “quality” food (Murdoch, Marsden, & Banks 2000). Slowly but surely, an
emerging alternative food movement is struggling to change the world of food. However,
as I argue in the conclusion, the focus of the emergent food movement could, and should,
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build solidarities and gain strength through a shift of focus towards efforts to change the
world through food.
Political efforts and inherent contradictions both work to expose the harmful
health, safety, and environmental impacts of the contemporary agro-food system.
Consequently, some agro-food activists pressure the agro-technology industry, the
farming industry, and the food industry (inter-related sectors of agro-food) for healthy,
nutritious, and safe food. Notably, labor or social justice issues have only recently figure
prominently (Allen 2004; Goodman, DuPuis, & Goodman 2012; Guthman 2008b; Koc &
Dahlberg 1999). More often, however, agro-food efforts manifest in the development of
alternative food networks (AFNs) that work to build alternatives to conventional agrofood rather than struggle for institutional change.
As a broad movement, or more appropriately at this time a constellation of
movements, alternative food struggles include a variety of AFNs, such as farmers’
markets, fair trade producer cooperatives, community supported agriculture (CSA), and
urban agriculture (Goodman, DuPuis, & Goodman 2012; Koc & Dahlberg 1999; Watts
2000). These alternative food networks – broadly defined as “networks of producers,
consumers, and other actors that embody alternatives to the more standardized industrial
mode of food supply” – emerge in response to the exposed contradictions of conventional
agro-food (Renting, Marsden, & Banks 2003:394). AFNs create opportunities to
examine contemporary manifestations of food politics (or anti-politics as explained
below).
In a recently published assessment of AFNs and survey of existing agro-food
scholarship, David Goodman, E. Melanie DuPuis, and Michael Goodman (2012) argue
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that academic analyses of AFNs are either celebratory or critical. On the one hand are
scholars who explore the “pre-figurative” politics of AFNs as both producing feasible
changes given on-the-ground realities and providing opportunities to address the
recognized limitations of AFNs by prefiguring more radical possibilities. On the other
hand, Goodman, DuPuis, and Goodman (2012) note, are critical scholars who highlight
the mainstreaming of agro-food alternatives and the highly racialized and classed
characteristics of AFNs and the “ideological influence of neoliberalism on movement
ambition” (p. 3).
Betsy Donald and Alison Blay-Palmer (2006) exemplify agro-food scholarship
that examines AFNs as “alternative economic spaces” existing within a broader capitalist
political economy that produce “spaces of possibility.” Although Donald and BlayPalmer (2006) note that AFNs are sometimes characterized as examples of urban elitism,
exploitation, or as already co-opted by industrialized agriculture, the authors contend that
alternative agro-food networks offer many opportunities to challenge the contradictions
produced by contemporary industrialized agro-food. Questions regarding the role of
consumers, the concentration of power, and the “reification” of the local scale in regards
to AFNs need further scrutiny: “Ultimately,” Donald and Blay-Palmer (2006) explain,
“we need to probe these complex relationships more thoroughly to decipher who stands
to gain from alternative food production systems” (p. 1903).
Contrary to growing critiques, the authors argue, “it is premature to conclude that
the industrial food system has colonized the alternative or that the alternative food system
has become solely the new diet of the privileged class” (p. 1903). Alternative agro-food
networks have the potential to bring about more just, inclusive urban development
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models despite the ever-present threat of cooptation by an “urban agro-industrial” or
“food-retailer” elite. Moreover, Donald and Blay-Palmer (2006) note, “the extent to
which these practices contain the seeds of a successor to ‘actually existing neoliberalism’
is also not known” (p. 1917). Nevertheless, the authors conclude that despite elements of
elitism, agro-food alternatives “are seeking to promote and sustain an aspect of urban life
that enhances individual and societal growth” (Donald & Blay-Palmer 2006:1917).
Critical scholarship on agro-food politics, most notably the work of geographer
Julie Guthman (2003; 2004; 2007; 2008a; 2008b; 2008c), argues that contemporary food
politics are actually anti-politics that “devolves regulatory responsibility to consumers via
their dietary choices” (2003:264). Much of what passes as agro-food politics is aesthetic,
Guthman (2003) explains, creating binary frames between “good” and “bad” food and
thus ignoring the extensive links between the privileged participation in alternative agrofood networks and impoverished eating. It is the inequality itself that makes possible an
aesthetic of food. “More importantly,” Guthman contends, “to posit one assemblage as
unwaveringly good and the other as altogether bad de-politicizes a potentially powerful
politics of consumption” (2003:55).
To better understand agro-food politics, Guthman (2008b) suggests employing the
analytics of neoliberalization. In her theoretical introduction to a special issue of
GeoForum (2008) on neoliberalism and agro-food activism in California, Guthman
(2008b) explains that understanding agro-food politics vis-à-vis neoliberalization is
necessary because “it is precisely the neoliberalization of food and agriculture that many
activists are opposing” (p. 1172). Although much agro-food activism presents as a
struggle against neoliberalization, Guthman (2008b) argues that the struggles are limited
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by the “politics that the neoliberal political economic project has rendered possible” (p.
1172). Examples of neoliberal food politics cited by Guthman (2008b) include voluntary
food labeling schemes that rest on quasi-private forms of governance and eschew
regulation in favor of consumer choice; the growth of a emergency food system that
relies on volunteers and donations in the face of cuts to state entitlements; and the
emphasis on local food that adheres to market logics and ‘value-added’ solutions. The
anomaly that agro-food politics and the scholarship that supports it (re)produce
neoliberalization rests in large part on the (often inadvertent) acquiescence to market
logics.
Returning to the dichotomy between critical and celebratory agro-food
scholarship established by Goodman, DuPuis, and Goodman (2012), it seems as though
the authors themselves set this distinction up as a foil. Goodman, DuPuis, and Goodman
(2012) themselves claim to “walk a line” between the two approaches through a
“reflexive view” that “recognizes that food activists’ struggles have failed to meet their
own visions but also pays attention to the ways in which, in some cases and in some
places, alternative economies have carved out relatively independent positions in the food
system” (p. 4). Guthman (2008b) asks that we not focus on celebratory agro-food
examples emerging as alternatives on the margins, but on those examples exploiting the
strengths of neoliberalization.
Activism and resistance, when viewed dialectically, Guthman (2008b) argues, are
not merely reactions to impacts but produce political openings that provide a glimmer of
hope for emergent political struggles. Although it is difficult to determine what
constitutes an alternative if everything is seen as neoliberalization, alternatives still matter
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in that they point toward political possibilities. Guthman (2008b) explains that
institutional arrangements emerging through neoliberalization are not pre-determined,
pre-ordained, or imposed but produced through processes by which actors engage in new
social forms as a struggle against neoliberalization itself. “In a sense,” Guthman (2008b)
argues, “activists produce neoliberal forms not because they embrace a particular
discourse, but because neoliberalism is in many ways characterized by these emergent
forms [of agro-food alternatives]” (p. 1180-1). As the data collected for my dissertation
indicate, this is indeed the case with the cultivation of Brooklyn. Urban agriculture does
not embrace neoliberal discourse (at least not always), but is nevertheless producing
neoliberal forms as emerging within, and thus constrained by, a broader neoliberal
political economy. Existing alternatives are important, according to Guthman (2008b),
because of the “indeterminancy of neoliberalism, the dialectical relationship between
activist projects and their objects, and the always possible unintended consequences” (p.
1181). With this in mind, Guthman (2008b) concludes, “it is equally important to
consider what sort of activist project is more likely to produce political openings” (p.
1181).
My research on urban agriculture in Brooklyn adopts Guthman’s (2003; 2004;
2007; 2008a; 2008b; 2008c) critical analyses that place agro-food politics squarely within
the context of neoliberalization. The relationships between neoliberalization and urban
cultivation in Brooklyn matter precisely because they shape the political possibilities for
transforming the agro-food system in the capitalist heartland. Moreover, urban
agriculture could very well serve as an effective tool for building food justice through the
formation of solidarities around broader transformations towards social justice.
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Scholars have specifically criticized claims made by Guthman (2003; 2004; 2007;
2008a; 2008b; 2008c) and others (Allen 2004; 2008; Allen & Guthman 2006; Pudup
2008) regarding the relationships between neoliberalization and agro-food alternatives for
the lack of empirical evidence supporting said claims (Hayes-Conroy 2010). Jack
Kloppenburg and Neva Hassanein (2006) succinctly explain that critical scholarship
provides “a useful counterpoint to those of us who have enthusiastically embraced the
wide range of [AFN] initiatives and projects” but the scholarship “has not always been
informed by an adequate recognition of the achievements and potentials of such
approaches” and is “inadequately supported by data” (p. 417). This research project is
thus an important contribution to the agro-food literature in part because it provides
empirical data to support emerging understandings of agro-food alternatives and
processes of neoliberalization.
“Where’s the beef?” – Kloppenburg and Hassanein (2006) sarcastically ask,
suggesting a lack of empirical data supporting critiques of agro-food alternatives. Jessica
Hayes-Conroy (2010) departs from this question and offers a “meatier agenda” by calling
for “a more material understanding of alternative food” (p. 92). Hayes-Conroy (2010) is
focused “not so much on what [alternative food politics] represent . . . but rather what
they do” (p. 66, emphasis added). Through empirical research on school garden and
cooking programs as examples of AFNs, Hayes-Conroy (2010) argues that although the
programs embody neoliberal ideology they still produce alternative forms. AFNs, HayesConroy (2010) concedes, “are important to the reproduction of neoliberal philosophy and
practice, [but] the daily effects of these school-based programs are much more complex,
contradictory, and changing than current scholarship admits” (p. 66). Moreover, if we
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consider more than the neoliberal ideology represented in the projects, but focus on “what
they do to further and/or destabilizes the production of capitalist, market-driven consumer
desires and practices” than we “arrive at a more hybrid, fluid, and – perhaps – more
hopeful picture of these alternative food initiatives in their connection to neoliberalism”
(p. 66).
Hayes-Conroy’s (2010) is spot on in her assessment that we need fuller, more
complex understandings of alternative agro-food that focuses on the material ‘work’ of
the many diverse efforts that fall under the broad agro-food movement umbrella.
However, as I detail in the following chapters, I think the debate is still wide open and the
empirical evidence mixed. I use the data collected for this research on urban agriculture
in Brooklyn to weigh in on the distinction between representations of neoliberalization
and the material reality of ‘actually existing’ neoliberalism. This distinction between the
discourses of urban agriculture and the material work of urban agriculture plays a central
role in my analysis of the relationship between neoliberal capitalism and small-scale
production in Brooklyn, but I also work to transcend this binary by explaining the
disconnect materially. To contextualize the debate I turn now to theorizations of
neoliberalization, highlighting the analytic utility of the concept, especially historical
geographies of the creative destruction produced through the differentiation between
early processes of ‘roll-back’ neoliberalization and the more recent ‘roll-out’ of new
forms of governance (Brenner & Theodore 2002; Peck & Tickell 2002:384).
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Neoliberalization
In the 1970s and 1980s, David Harvey (2005) explains, a “revolutionary turningpoint in the world’s social and economic history” (p. 1) unfolded as the previously littleknown economic doctrine of “neoliberalism” became the “central guiding principle of
economic thought and management’ (Harvey 2005:2). Neoliberalism assumes a ‘free’
market is the best path to individual freedoms that presuppose human welfare.
Accordingly, the role of the neoliberal state is to maintain “an institutional framework
appropriate to such practices” (Harvey 2005:2). As Harvey simply states:
“Neoliberalization has meant, in short, the financialization of everything” (2005:33).
Whereas classic liberalism prioritizes individual liberties, neoliberalism prioritizes free
enterprise. Liberal and neoliberal economic practices also differ in that under the later,
financial capital is buffered from absorbing losses from bad investments; borrowers are
responsible for debt repayment regardless of ability or ramifications (Harvey 2005).
Thus, neoliberalism is a distinct phase of capitalism. Moreover, as I argue in the
following chapters, the hegemony of neoliberal ideology (e.g., the cult of
entrepreneurship29) was in many ways formed through the New York City experience
(explained in Chapter Four) and helps to distinguish neoliberalism as a historically
specific form of capitalism.
Four broad processes are linked with neoliberalization: (1) privatization, (2) state
incapacitation, (3) the rescaling of state functions, and (4) the prioritization of the market.

29

Don Mitchell’s (2008) endearing term for the insidious efforts to implement “a certain
kind of neoliberal capitalism in which, as David Harvey has argued forcefully,
accumulation – that is the chasing of money – is always a function of dispossession.”
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Neoliberalism is marked by the shift from public, state-centered government to private,
market-centered governance (McCarthy & Prudham 2004). The erosion of state-centered
forms of regulation defines neoliberal governance. Government refers to rule by the
formal state, whereas governance includes a variety of actors in processes of governing
more generally and is used to better understand that decision-making has shifted away
from the state. In theory, the rise of neoliberal governance provides openings for a
variety of actors (e.g., social movements) to engage in decision-making. In practice,
however, the neoliberal era has worked to restore class power and further centralize
decision-making in the service of capital (Himley 2008; McCarthy & Prudham 2004).
The literature on governance focuses on the ways in which neoliberalization, as
inherently unstable and paradoxical, works to regulate socionatural processes.
Regulation theory seeks to explain crises between capital accumulation and social
regulation. McCarthy and Prudham explain: “Regulation theory . . . has confronted
neoliberalism directly as a so-called post-Fordist mode of social regulation” (2004:281).
Processes of governance include both decision-making and social regulation (Himley
2008; McCarthy & Prudham 2004). The neoliberal governance of urban agriculture, as I
detail in Chapters Four and Five, has dramatically shaped the cultivation of Brooklyn by
constraining the political possibilities of the cultivation of the city.
Harvey (2005) argues that neoliberalism is both an explicit utopian and a political
project, not simply an abstract set of ideas; neoliberalism is, and always was, a project to
expand capital accumulation and restore class power (see also Heynen, Kaika, &
Swyngedouw 2006). “We can, therefore,” Harvey notes, “interpret neoliberalization
either as a utopian project to realize a theoretical design for the reorganization of
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international capitalism or as a political project to re-establish the conditions for capital
accumulation and to restore the power of economic elites” (2005:19). In practice, the
second of these objectives is dominant, as neoliberalization has not been very effective in
revitalizing capital accumulation, but is extremely successful in terms of restoring class
power. In short, utopian theorization serves as justification for a whole suite of political
economic projects and is abandoned when it clashes with the objective of class power
restoration (Harvey 2005; Heynen, Kaika, & Swyngedouw 2006).
In the U.S., the material impact of neoliberalization is exemplified by the
restoration of class power as evidenced by the increasing concentration of wealth since
the 1970s. In a widely cited study, economist Emmanuel Saez (2010) explains that in
2007, the top decile of American earners accounted for 49.7 percent of total wages, a
level “higher than any other year since 1917 and even surpasses 1928, the peak of stock
market bubble in the ‘roarin’ 1920s.” Saez (2010) directly attributes the rising
concentration of wealth to roll-back neoliberalization (without using the term) when he
explains: “A number of factors may help explain this increase in inequality [including]
the retreat of institutions developed during the New Deal and World War II – such as
progressive tax policies, powerful unions, corporate provision of health and retirement
benefits, and changing social norms regarding pay inequality” (p. 4).

Actually Existing Neoliberalization
This divergence between economic theory and practice engenders contradictions
in ‘actually existing neoliberalization’ that often render grounded processes of
neoliberalization unrecognizable in relation to theory. The wide variety of ways in which
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the ideology of neoliberalism is mobilized by capital has pushed critical scholars to
understand neoliberalization as a process, not neoliberalism as a ‘thing’ (Brenner &
Theodore 2002; Peck & Tickell 2002). Approaching neoliberalization as a process better
reflects the contingency, complexity, and challenges of the various modalities of actually
existing neoliberalisms (Bakker 2007; Castree 2006; 2007a; 2007b; Harvey 2005;
Heynen & Robbins 2005; Heynen, Kaika, & Swyngedouw 2006; Mansfield 2004). As
Noel Castree (2006) explains: “Empirically, it is no surprise to discover that, however
defined, ‘neoliberalism’ does not ‘ground itself’ unchanged from place to place . . . its
embedding in real-world situations muddies the clean lines of its conceptual
specification” (p. 1). Moreover, understanding neoliberalization as a process highlights
the ways in which processes identified as neoliberal pre-date the contemporary neoliberal
era, but come together today in historically-specific ways and made coherent by
hegemonic neoliberal ideology.
Nature (Heynen, Kaika & Swyngedouw 2006) and cities (Brenner & Theodore
2002; Peck & Tickell 2002) are understood as primary spaces of neoliberalization. The
nontrivial differences of nature and the city shape processes of neoliberalization. Urban
neoliberalization processes center in large part on “mobiliz[ing] city space as an arena
both for market-oriented economic growth and for elite consumption practices” (Brenner
& Theodore 2002:368). Urban governance is shifted away from social reproduction
toward enabling capitalist restructuring. The neoliberalization of nature, on the other
hand, is centered on subjecting nature to market mechanisms through, for example,
enclosure, privatization, and valuation. It is not “nature” itself that is being
neoliberalized, but rather the governance of nature and socio-natural relationships
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(Harvey 2005; Heynen, Kaika & Swyngedouw 2006; Heynen & Robbins 2005;
McCarthy & Prudham 2004). Both neoliberalizations of cities and nature figure
prominently in shaping the recent history of urban agriculture in Brooklyn.
Just as both nature and the city are subjected to neoliberalization (e.g., through
commodification, market expansion, capitalist restructuring, privatization, and shifting
governance), they are also important sites for struggles against neoliberal projects. In
many ways, then, neoliberalization itself embodies Karl Polanyi’s (1944 [2001]) ‘double
movement’ thesis, as encompassing processes that simultaneous expand and engender
resistance to capitalist restructuring. During the nineteenth century, Polanyi (1944
[2001]) explains, “Society protected itself against the perils inherent in a self-regulating
market system—this was the one comprehensive feature in the history of the age” (p. 80).
Likewise, contemporary neoliberal market expansion is often held in check by social
struggle and/or the materiality of ‘fictitious commodities’ (labor, land, and money) that
render neoliberalization a (contentious) process, not an end state.
Just as nature and cities are key spaces of neoliberalization, agriculture and food
figure prominently as both an arena of neoliberalization and the materiality of agro-food
serves as a key driver shaping the nontrivial differences of actually existing
neoliberalization. Within the American and European context, agro-food provides a
window into the contradictory nature of neoliberalization as state involvement and
protectionism expands hand in glove with various neoliberal projects. Julie Guthman
(2008b) notes: “On the one hand, agriculture and food sectors have been subject to some
of the most intense attempts at neoliberalization . . . On the other hand, neoliberalization
appears quite limited in this sphere” (p. 1171). Additionally, agro-food movements
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struggle against neoliberalization and may in fact represent, as Doug Constance (1999)
argues, “the most coherent challenge to neoliberal restructuring” (p. 9). Moreover, as
Guthman (2008b) explains: “on the one hand a cursory account of the most visible
protests in the world today could reasonably lead one to conclude that not only is food a
major arena of protest, but that it is precisely the neoliberalization of food and agriculture
that activists are opposing” (p. 1172). At the same time, Guthman (2008b) continues, “a
surprising breadth of every day food activism incorporates neoliberal characteristics” (p.
1172).
The key question driving my project is: why cultivate the city and what are the
outcomes of urban agriculture projects? The relationship between neoliberalization and
agro-food efforts serves as the theoretical entry into my research: in what ways is urban
agriculture a struggle again neoliberalization, and conversely, how does neoliberalization
shape urban cultivation thus (re)producing neoliberalization? As I explain in Chapter
Five, the data suggest that urban food production is driven by concerns with (what
scholars identify as) the neoliberalization of agro-food but said processes also shape
urban agriculture. The materialization of urban agriculture projects in Brooklyn do not
always align with intended goals and in practice urban agriculture often reproduces
and/or exacerbates contemporary agro-food problems borne out of commodity fetishism
and market ideology. In so doing, contemporary trends in the cultivation of Brooklyn
indicate that the efforts may indeed undercut the articulated goals of food justice.
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Chapter Conclusion: The Continued Utility of Neoliberalization
There are pervasive and growing questions about the utility of neoliberalization as
a defining political economic concept. Multiple questions surround, for example, the
explanatory power of a concept that necessarily entails so many historical and geographic
contingencies and practical differences that render neoliberalizations seemingly
unrelated. In short, it is also argued that the concept is too generalized and over-used and
thus tells us nothing.
Some scholars question the possible post-neoliberal shifts driven by the current
(2008-present) ‘great recession’ (Guthman 2008b; Harvey 2009; Peck, Theodore, &
Brenner 2009). I come down on the side on those (e.g., Guthman 2008b) who argue that
neoliberalism still retains explanatory power and is thus an important frame for political
struggles against contemporary capitalism, especially agro-food activism concerned with
social justice and political transformations. In large part, the pervasive hegemony of
neoliberal ideology (which almost always goes unnoticed) helps to explain the material
practices of urban agriculture in Brooklyn. The shift from neoliberalization as obscure
economic theory to actually existing neoliberalisms also provides the concept with
explanatory power as it becomes normalized and embedded in the every-day. Jamie Peck
and Adam Tickell (2002) explain:
The process of neoliberalization, then, is neither monolithic in form nor
universal in effect. However, in the course of the last quarter-century
there have been significant internal shifts in its institutional form, its
political rationality, and its economic and social consequences. Focusing
on the changing situation in the neoliberal “heartlands,” we wish to
outline—and simultaneously problematize—the complex evolution that
has taken place, from the experimental proto-neoliberalisms of the 1970s
through the constitution of neoliberalism as an explicit political-economic
project during the 1980s to the “deep neoliberalisms’ of the past decade.
Perhaps the most controversial aspect of this process of complex evolution
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concerns the status of neoliberalism as a regulatory “project” or “regime,”
given the (contested and uneven) shift that has taken place from the
Thatcher/Reagan era of assault and retrenchment to the more recent
experience of normalized neoliberalism which has been associated with,
inter alia, the technocratic embedding of routines of neoliberal
governance, the aggressive extension of neoliberal institutions and their
seeming robustness even in the fact of repeat crises, and the continuing
erosion of pockets of political and institutional resistance to neoliberal
hegemony, including the “soft neoliberalisms” most clearly epitomized by
the Third Way (p. 384).
I quote Peck and Tickell (2002) extensively here precisely because they highlight
changes in neoliberalizations that help flesh out the concept as analytically important and
draw attention to political economic shifts that help explain changes in the efforts to
cultivate Brooklyn as neoliberalization is normalized and embedded in the every-day.
Political economic analysis examines the various ways in which neoliberal theory
has been actuated through state restructuring, privatization, enclosure, deregulation,
monetization, commodification, etc. Importantly, as shifts in the urban cultivation of
Brooklyn highlight, neoliberalization is historicized through the distinction between an
earlier ‘roll-back’ period of “deregulation and dismantlement” – the eroding of the state –
and a later period of ‘roll-out’ neoliberalization, marked by “active state-building and
regulatory reform” (Peck & Tickell 2002:384). This distinction becomes useful for
understanding the ways in which food and urban agriculture are subjected to neoliberal
forces. The roll-out of new disciplining institutions that adhere to neoliberal ideology
quietly create the confining political possibilities of neoliberalism’s alternatives. As I
explain in Chapter Four, community gardens were first a reaction to the roll-back
neoliberalization of New York City. State roll-backs driven by neoliberal economic
policies adopted by the municipal government resulted in the state’s actual abandonment
of whole swaths of the city. During the late-1990s, community gardens themselves
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became subjected to roll-out neoliberalization and urban farms emerged that were
themselves characterized by roll-out neoliberalization: private property rights are insisted
upon by the state; private capital is increasingly important; and projects work to
discipline participants (especially youth) through entrepreneurial trainings.
Neil Brenner and Nik Theodore (2002) employ the concept of ‘creative
destruction’ to “describe the geographically uneven, socially regressive, and politically
volatile trajectories of institutional/spatial change that have been crystallizing under these
conditions [of neoliberal restructuring]” (p. 351). Brenner and Theodore distinguish
between the dialectically related but analytically distinct destruction of institutions
through neoliberal market reform and the creation of “a new infrastructure for marketoriented economic growth, commodification, and the rule of capital” (p. 362). Peck and
Tickell (2002) explain this shift from destruction to creation as an evolution of
neoliberalism from its earliest form in the 1970s through established neoliberalism in the
1980s to the contemporary “deep neoliberalisms.” I suggest these deep neoliberalisms
are often unimposing and entirely hegemonic; the ideology often goes unnamed and
unnoticed. This distinction is particularly useful for understanding central themes in my
analysis that pivots, as I argue in the following chapters, on the interplay between broader
agro-food restructuring on the one hand and changing political economic dynamics in
Brooklyn on the other.
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Chapter Three: Brooklyn’s Agrarian Past
Chapter Introduction
At that time [1831] nearly all residents of the outer wards of Brooklyn
were farmers and market gardeners. Their produce and vegetables found
ready sale in New York [Manhattan]. By industry, prudence, and
economy, they accumulated wealth. They kept cows, swine and fine
steers, and in summer their wives made and packed butter for winter use.
Jeremiah Johnson, Jr. (1894)30
Personal journal
In Brooklyn, you can see the agricultural past. Not actual farms, but look
around and you’ll see . . . vegetable plants from the farming past.
Jamal (2010)31
Volunteer, East New York Farms!
This chapter provides context for understanding the contemporary expansion of
urban agriculture in Brooklyn, New York as part of a longer history of food production in
the region. Understanding the rise and fall of Kings County agriculture in the early-20th
century and the subsequent period of truly urban cultivation that emerged during the
1940s is instructive for appreciating current efforts to cultivate Brooklyn. First and
foremost, this history of food production provides insights into the factors that both
facilitate and impede urban agriculture. As well, this history highlights the potential of
urban cultivation to provide fresh food in neighborhoods now characterized by disparities
in healthful food access. The historical record reveals that the potentials of urban
agriculture to thrive and contribute to the development of food justice is driven by state
intervention, shifting local real estate markets, and the broader political economy of
American agro-food. The possibilities for creating the type of socio-ecological city
advocated for by today’s urban agriculture movement were more open at certain points in
30

Johnson, Jeremiah Jr. 1894. “Recollections of Old Roads, Residents and the
Occupations.” Brooklyn: Self-Published.
31
Personal conversation, Jamal, June 19, 2010.
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history and closed in others. Recognizing these historical openings, and the processes
that shaped and ultimately closed them, are instructive for current efforts to cultivate the
city.
This environmental history of Brooklyn’s agrarian past is well positioned within
two foundational trends of environmental history scholarship: the agro-ecological
approach championed by Donald Worster (1979; 1985; 1990) and the urban
environmental history perspective advocated by William Cronon (1990; 1991). Worster
(1990) contends that environmental history should focus on agroecosystems –
domesticated ecologies – and prioritize agricultural transformations as key to
understanding history. Cronon (1990) insists that we remember that food, like nature, is
not simply material, but is “also an elaborate cultural construct” (p. 1124). Cronon
(1990:1124) explains, “How and why people choose to eat what they do depends as much
on what they think – about themselves, their relations to each other, their work, their
plants and animals, their gods – as on the organisms they actually eat.” Urban agriculture
exemplifies how food production is explicitly bound up in these cultural contexts.
Furthermore, in arguing for cultural contextualization within environmental history,
Cronon (1990) argues that all landscapes ought to be considered by environmental
historians. “Cities in particular,” Cronon insists (1990:1131), “deserve much more work
than they have received.” Ever since the publication of Cronon’s (1991) Nature’s
Metropolis, urban environments have become a focus for environmental historians (e.g.,
Gandy 2002). These approaches – agro-ecological and urban environmental history – are
appropriate for this history because I prioritize the agricultural transformations that
helped create the modern metropolis of Brooklyn and highlight the important cultural
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context of victory gardens within the broader war effort. I focus on the two most
important periods of Brooklyn’s agrarian past precisely because the details of each appear
forgotten in today’s efforts to cultivate the city.
The processes shaping urban agriculture today, primarily the institution of private
property that determines land access and shifting patterns of agro-food in the U.S.
(production, distribution, and consumption), have long worked to shape Brooklyn’s
agriculture. As I explain in this chapter, the historical record demonstrates that from its
pinnacle in the late-19th century to its brief return during the 1940s, the cultivation of
Brooklyn was deeply shaped by state intervention, or lack thereof. The record suggests
that there are indeed possibilities for viable alternatives to capitalist agriculture. These
alternatives are characterized by historical contradictions that produce both opportunities
and constraints for urban cultivation driven by tensions within agro-food changes and
local political economic processes. Urban agriculture contends with capitalist property
rights that govern land use. Without state intervention, the right to cultivate the city is
lost to more ‘productive’ uses that generate higher land rents.
As I detail in Chapters Four and Five, recent efforts to cultivate the city through
both community gardening and urban market farming encounter similar tensions with
private property and broader American agro-food trends. The current efforts of urban
agriculture are grounded in assumptions that overlook the key aspects of the history of
Brooklyn’s cultivation, particularly in terms of the newfound respect granted by urban
cultivation to the institution of private property. It was capitalist property rights that first
helped to destroy agrarian Kings County and would later undercut the community
gardening movement. And the success of victory gardening, always touted as a national
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example of decentralized subsistence production, was predicated on state support that
made land available for food production. History thus brings into question the goals and
assumptions of today’s urban agriculture efforts and points to some of the legacies that
curtailed a once-vibrant urban agriculture and still serve as contradictions to the
cultivation of Brooklyn.
Our story begins at the height of Brooklyn’s agricultural production in the late19th century when Kings County (coterminous with Brooklyn since 1896) was one of the
most important agricultural counties in the United States (second only to neighboring
Queens County). Kings County’s role as breadbasket to the rapidly growing cities of
New York and Brooklyn was vanquished almost overnight, in the mere twenty years
between the 1890 and 1910 censuses.32 The contradictions driving this rapid decline of
farming in the early 20th century are still at work today, including the ability of market
logics, especially land/real estate markets and patterns of food production and
consumption, to shape trends in urban cultivation. Dramatic changes in the American
agro-food system, driven in large part by technological innovations in transit and
refrigeration and the attendant changes in the American diet, facilitated the decline of
Brooklyn’s agriculture; unencumbered real estate speculation was the nail in the coffin.
In the face of changing landscapes of agricultural production and consumption, the state
served the interests of finance capital, showed indifference to food production, and
Brooklyn’s agricultural dominance became a mere footnote in the history books.

32

Data from the 1890 and 1910 U.S. Censuses of Agriculture show that the number of
farms declined from 307 in 1890 to 110 in 1910, with a loss of 11,053 acres or 88% of
farmland.
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The first period of a truly urban cultivation in Brooklyn unfolded during World
War II, when the American home front was dotted with victory gardens, particularly in
urban areas. In Brooklyn, victory gardens were accompanied by a tepid, but notable
resurgence of market gardening during the 1940s.33 The success of victory gardens was
predicated on state support that propagandized self-sufficiency and provided material
resources for urban cultivation, most importantly land access.
The post-War abandonment of small-scale subsistence production and the
dramatic transformations of agricultural technologies, production methods, and
techniques and the attendant socio-environmental impacts serve as an important impetus
driving the recent rise of urban agriculture in Brooklyn.34 Quotes from two interviews
conducted for this research implicate post-War agro-food transformations as motivating
urban cultivation:
I mean all of these [changes in long-distance transit] that have made it
possible for things to move back and forth so easily . . . have destroyed
[regional food systems].35
Most of the food industry is owned by a few large corporations and that
trend is still continuing. The consolidation of agribusiness and of food
manufacturers, and so, that’s huge and that’s scary.36
More important for contemporary urban agriculture is the perceived successes of victory
gardens. To many folks engage in urban cultivation, victory gardens serve as a poignant
and often-cited illustration of the potentials of urban farming.37 Reconciling the
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Data from the 1930 and 1950 U.S. Censuses of Agriculture shows that the number of
market gardens in Brooklyn rose from a low of 11 in 1930 to 65 farms by 1950.
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This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Five.
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Personal interview, Christina Grace, June 3, 2010.
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Personal interview, David Vigil, June 15, 2010.
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An often-cited statistic by academics, activists, journalists, gardeners, and urban
farmers is that victory gardens produced 40% of the fresh produce consumed by civilians
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differences between today’s urban agriculture movement and the contradictions of
victory gardens is important for understanding the potential of agro-food alternatives.
In this chapter I first review Kings County agriculture in its prime during the late19th and early-20th centuries to explore the key features that made it viable and robust. I
then discuss the precipitous decline of agricultural production in Brooklyn, focusing on
the contradictions that drove this history. The story then jumps to the explosion of urban
cultivation in New York City in the 1940s and the equally sudden disappearance of
victory gardens after the war’s end. This history reveals key contradictions that shape the
borough’s urban agriculture possibilities, specifically in regards to the role of the state,
agro-food changes throughout the United States, and real estate markets.

Agrarian Kings County
Kings County was historically an important area of agricultural production,
especially during the late-19th and early-20th centuries when the region supplied the cities
of New York and Brooklyn (then only occupying what is now downtown Brooklyn) a
great deal of the food needs of a rapidly expanding population. The agrarian history of
Kings County, however, receded from view quickly as Brooklyn grew and then merged
with the outward expansion of New York City.
The sudden fall of Kings County agriculture from its pinnacle in the late-19th
century is instructive for understanding both the contemporary efforts of urban farmers to
cultivate Brooklyn and the obstacles that stand in the way of a viable urban agriculture in
the borough and throughout the U.S. Marc Linder and Lawrence Zacharias (1999),
during World War II. Although it is difficult to trace the origins of this statistic, it is
consistently cited.
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authors of the only comprehensive exploration of Brooklyn’s agrarian past – Of
Cabbages and Kings County (1999) – tell the story of the rise and fall of Kings County
agriculture. This history illustrates, Linder and Zacharias (1999) explain, that the “force
of capitalist development can be so profound that it propels the conversion of farmland
even where ‘the nightmare of food shortages’ for hundreds of millions may result” (p. 7).
The destruction of farming in New York City resulted from blind faith in the market and
the convictions of capitalist development. But the market made a mistake, Linder and
Zacharias (1999) conclude, and this mistake was facilitated in large part because there
were “no institutional means by which the collective-good character of the land on which
a diverse selection of local fresh vegetables could be produced for New York City’s
population could be reflected in land prices” (p. 8). No market mechanism existed to
protect farmland from real estate speculation and the state failed to intervene in the
market.
Although Kings County agriculture was quite productive, and provided much
food for a city that would later become marked by deep food injustice, unfettered real
estate development and the lack of state foresight (Linder & Zacharias 1999) combined
with technological developments that uncoupled fresh produce production from
consumption in time and space (Freidberg 2009; Levenstein 2003) to destroy most of the
farmland in Kings County in the blink of an eye. Linder and Zacharias explain: “Kings
County thrived as a leading agricultural center in the United States for 250 years and
then, in the surprisingly short period of 20 years, semiarbitrarily registered between the
decennial censuses of 1890 and 1910, was almost entirely converted into an urban
residential community” (p. 4).
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Before European colonialization, the area now known as Brooklyn was an
important area of agricultural production for the native Lenape (or Dutch Indian)
community. The Lenape employed techniques of “companion planting,” whereby
different plants are cultivated in close proximity to increase crop productivity by
providing each other nutrients, biological pest control, and pollination. Most commonly
the Lenape grew varieties of the “Three Sisters,” including corns, beans, and squash
(Sanderson 2009). Notably, the Dutch would destroy this diversified agriculture in favor
of livestock and grain, only to have it revived during the heyday of Kings County’s
agriculture and again by today’s contemporary urban farmers.38
The Dutch first colonized the western end of Long Island (modern-day
Brooklyn) in the early-17th century by settling the town of Flatlands in 1624 (around the
present-day neighborhood of Canarsie). Kings County was primarily a producer of grain
and livestock until the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 transformed the area’s farming.
As the trade distance between New York and the Midwest was dramatically reduced,
livestock and grain production quickly became uncompetitive with the newly opened
Midwest, where production costs were much lower and long-distance transportation now
affordable. The Erie Canal also helped the population and economy of the region grow,
as New York became the United States’ leading port (Sheriff 1996). Urbanization
ensured that increasingly fewer people produced their own food.
After the Erie Canal opened, Kings County turned from extensive to intensive
farming (defined by a high rate of inputs relative to land area) and quickly became a
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Corn is not regularly cultivated by urban farmers due to the need for relatively large
plots to ensure proper pollination; it simply requires too much space to warrant any
investment.
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leading vegetable producer for the booming cities of New York and Brooklyn (Linder &
Zacharias 1999). By the late-1880s, Kings County was one of the most productive
agricultural counties in the U.S. (see Figure 4: Man Plowing Field, Brooklyn, 1888).
Reminiscing about mid-19th century Kings County, Jeremiah Johnson, Jr. waxed
nostalgic about rural life his self-published memoir:
At that time [mid-1800s] this entire region [Kings County] was
agricultural; almost all residents were engaged (owing to the peculiar
quality of the soil) in raising early vegetables for the New York markets.
As there was no Southern competition (such as now) their products
commanded high prices, and consequently by prudence, economy, energy
and industry, they acquired wealth and independence (p. 5).39
The labor needs of Kings County farmers increased dramatically during the shift
from extensive grain production to intensive vegetable farming. Fortunately for Kings
County, the growing cities of Brooklyn and New York provided ample labor power.
Linder and Zacharias (1999) explain: “The transition to intensive agriculture in Kings
County would have been impossible without the requisite labor force. The proximity of
New York City, instead of luring away farmworkers and driving up their wages, attracted
a large supply of experienced immigrant agricultural laborers” (p. 179). Driven in part by
the penetration of cheap U.S. grain into European markets made possible in part by the
Erie Canal, peasants-turned-immigrants flooded the New York City region and provided
amply labor power to Kings County farmers. During its heyday, Kings County
farmworkers were largely Irish, German, and U.S. whites and blacks. Later, Italian
workers would join the labor pool (Linder & Zacharias 1999).
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Johnson, Jeremiah Jr. 1894. “Recollections of Old Roads, Residents and the
Occupations.” Brooklyn: Self-Published.
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Figure 4: Man Plowing Field, Brooklyn, 1888
Adrian Vanderveer Martense Collection
Brooklyn Historical Society
Fertilizers, in the form of human and animal waste, were a vital input for Kings
County market gardening. By 1880, there was 20,000 cubic feet of “night soil” (human
waste collected in the middle of the night) distributed to Kings County farmers annually
from the cities of Brooklyn and New York (Schultz 1988). As much as agricultural
production in Kings County relied on urban fertilizer, farms also served useful for
neighboring cities and towns by absorbing the waste produced by the city’s growing
population of people and horses (Steinberg 2002).
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As New York City and the City of Brooklyn grew, the market for fresh produce
boomed and farmers began converting to market gardening40 to meet the growing
demand. “By 1880,” Linder and Zacharias (1999) explain, “market garden production
dominated Kings County agriculture” (p. 21). That year, Kings County farmers led the
country in farm value, use of technology on farms (including machinery, tools, and
fertilizers), yield per acre and farm output. Because they were highly specialized and
employed more labor and technology than farms elsewhere, the output of Kings County
farms was four times greater per acre than its closest competitor according to the 1880
U.S. Census.41
Kings County agriculture was so widely successful in the late-1800s due to its
proximity to the cities of New York and Brooklyn. These urban centers provided farmers
with ready access to large markets, abundant natural fertilizers, and ample labor power in
the form of newly arrived European immigrants, many of whom had agrarian
backgrounds. The Kings County Rural Gazette editorialized in 1873 that although
farmers elsewhere had the advantages of better soil and cheaper land, Kings County
farmers benefited from proximity to market. In fact, the Rural Gazette argued, more
urban growth could help Kings County farming:
[I]f . . . our villages should increase to towns, (especially manufacturing
towns) the benefits would naturally accrue to farmers, whose lands would
increase in value, and who would also have an increased demand for their
produce and could furnish the market without paying dearly for
transportation, or subjecting themselves to the extortions of middlemen.42
40

Market garden and truck farm are used interchangeably to describe small, diverse farms
producing fruits and vegetables for direct market sale.
41
U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office. 1883. Report of the Productions of
Agriculture as Returned at the Tenth Census: 1880. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office.
42
“Farm Notes,” Kings County Rural Gazette March 8, 1873, p. 6.
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Farmers in Kings County, although cultivating higher-priced lands than farms farther
from Manhattan and Brooklyn, were able to take advantage of a growing market and
seemingly endless labor supply.43
Because of the proximity between production and market, the retail markets in
New York City were affordable and the abundance of produce provided ample fresh
fruits and vegetables for even poor and working class customers. The New York Times
published an exposé, “The Multitude at the Market,” on the Union Market in 1884
noting: “It is the great green grocers’ shop of economical buyers. Poor people can get
more for their money there than anywhere else in town. The prices make a store-keeper
with an exacting landlord faint at his stomach.”44 The proximity of agricultural
production to the country’s largest cities helped to ensure food was widely accessible.
Until 1884, when Wallabout Market opened, farmers would drive their wagons
into Manhattan to sell their produce. Facing increasingly difficult market conditions,
including tighter restrictions on wagon movement and points of sale, many Kings County
farmers started selling street-side in Brooklyn. Soon thereafter, farmers organized and
built public support and the Brooklyn government established Wallabout as a permanent
marketplace in 1884 on the East River near the Brooklyn Navy Yard, an accessible
location that was “advantageous to producers and consumers alike.”45 As soon as it
opened, Wallabout became the world’s largest farmers’ market and the sale of harvested
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Ibid.
“The Multitude at the Market,” The New York Times October 5, 1884, p. 5.
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“The Wallabout Market,” The Brooklyn Eagle August 6, 1883, p. 2.
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produce became less costly in both time and money for farmers; in turn, produce was
made more affordable for consumers.46
The Wallabout market was public, and state support was key for its success. The
market was established in direct response to the needs of farmers and urban consumers.
At the time, the city government moved ahead with the project, which became a reality
after establishing a public committee to oversee the market, purchasing the necessary
land, and then investing in infrastructure development to support the market.47 In large
part, farmers were able to build support by appealing to consumer need for fresh,
affordable produce. Moreover, the city viewed farming as a viable endeavor and
expected agriculture to continue expanding in Kings County (Linder & Zacharias 1999).
The state – pushed by farmers and consumers – was thus important for helping to create
adequate markets, which was very important for the successes of Kings County
agriculture that served both producer and consumer.

The Rapid Decline of Agricultural Production in Kings County
What geographer George Henderson (1999) describes as the rise of ‘new’
agriculture in the late-19th century had dramatic impacts on Brooklyn agriculture, first
propelling levels of production and the profits to be earned in agriculture upward; later
undercutting Kings County agriculture as proximity to market became less relevant for
realizing agricultural profits. Harvey Levenstein (2003) explains this new agriculture:
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“A Wallabout Market Dispute,” The Brooklyn Eagle November 24, 1884, p. 4; “The
Wallabout Market,” The Brooklyn Eagle August 6, 1883, p. 2; “The Wallabout
Marketmen,” The Brooklyn Eagle June 9, 1885.
47
“The Wallabout Market,” The Brooklyn Eagle August 6, 1883, p. 2.
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Between 1880 and World War I, the American food industry was radically
transformed. Agriculture had always been the nation’s biggest business,
but now it was becoming big business in another sense, as new technology
and the need for more capital investment were encouraging the creation of
larger farms and the beginnings of more complex organizations to finance
agricultural production (p. 41-2).
American agriculture became a full-blown capitalist endeavor during the late-19th and
early-20th centuries as social, political, economic, and technological shifts made largescale production more attractive to capital. As foreshadowed by the agrarian question,
small-scale producers became either the rural landless proletariat or capitalist growers
who owned the means of production and purchased labor power to produce surplus value.
To be sure, this process was not complete and many small-scale producers persisted. But
the general tendencies of agro-food expansion pushed American farmers from the land
and the Jeffersonian agrarian ideal became more myth than reality.48
Henderson (1999) explains that the penetration of capital in agricultural
production was evident on many fronts: “The reconstitution of the economy in the
countryside, so clear in the 1880s, was manifest in multiple but related directions: in
rising crop production, in the economies of rural real estate and land and water
development, in bold manipulations of the physical environment, and in an elaborate
migrant labor market” (p. xii). During the late-19th century, as Kings County agricultural
production was peaking, farming in the county became very capital intensive, especially
in relation to farming elsewhere in the United States. In Kings County, farming relied on
expensive land, labor, tools and equipment, and fertilizers. Nevertheless, farming in
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A commonly cited statistic holds that less than 2% of the American population engages
in any form of agricultural production.
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Kings County remained lucrative and the growing metropolis provided an everexpanding market.49

Expansion of the American Agro-Food System
As agricultural production expanded across the U.S. in the late-19th century, fresh
produce prices declined in large part as a result of increased competition from more
distant farmers and rising agricultural productivity based on advances in synthetic
fertilizer technologies (Mazoyer & Roudart 2006). Levenstein (2003) notes that these
changes were a double-edged sword for farmers, many of whom were stuck between
growing debt to finance land purchases and technology acquisitions and falling market
prices for their produce. “For the urban consumer, however, the benefits were visible on
the table” (Levenstein 2003:31). During this period, large corporations came to dominate
the food industry:
In the early 1870s, the food industry in America still centered on small,
independent producers growing, raising, and processing their wares,
sometimes marketing them themselves but more often selling them to
local middlemen who sold them in bulk. By 1914, however, large
corporations were playing a major role in almost all aspects of the system
(Levenstein 2003:34).
Proximity to large urban markets was long an advantage for market farmers
producing food for direct consumption. But, as Susanne Freidberg (2009) explains in
Fresh, a history of perishable food in the U.S., “the advantages of proximity eroded as
transport improved” (p. 133). Although the first shipment of vegetables were sent to
New York City by ship from the South in 1854, Southern production was not
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“Farm Notes,” Kings County Rural Gazette March 8, 1873, p. 6.
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economically significant until post-Reconstruction (Friedberg 2009; Levenstein 2003;
Linder & Zacharias 1999).
Transcontinental rail lines entered into service in the mid-1800s, but it was the
refrigerated railroad car, first introduced by Southern Pacific in 1889, that had the most
profound impact on the geography of fresh food production and consumption (Henderson
1999). Prior to refrigeration, perishable foods were neither able to travel long distances
nor keep for very long without spoiling. Thus, food distributors had no other sources for
wholesale purchasing other than regional farmers. Moreover, up until refrigeration
became ubiquitous in the average American household, perishable foods were purchased
daily, often from a near-by producer. As a result, regional producers dominated the
lucrative urban markets in the Northeast (e.g., Brooklyn, New York City, Philadelphia,
Boston, etc.) throughout most of the 19th century (Friedberg 2009; Henderson 1999;
Levenstein 2003).
Long-distant transport, refrigeration technologies, sophisticated marketing, and
changing American diets all collided to change the American agro-food landscape
through geographical dispersion of production and consumption at the turn of the 19th
century (Friedberg 2009; Henderson 1999; Levenstein 2003; Walker 2004). Henderson
(1999) explains, “What cracked open these [Northeastern] markets [to producers from the
South and West], apart from the extremely shrewd marketing organizations, were
speedier, lower cost shipments by transcontinental rail and canning and drying
technologies” (p. 12).
It was not direct competition from Southern and Western producers that had the
greatest impact on Kings County farmers; rather, it was the early marketing of Southern
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produce and the shortening of the season by which local farmers held the market in
exclusivity. Northern demand for crops from the South dwindled when local crops came
to harvest, as prices and the quality and freshness of the produce grown closer to market
was dramatically better than fresh food transported long distances. Price and taste
ensured customer preference remained with local produce when available. Although
there was no demand for summertime produce from the South, the mere existence of
Southern produce created a price ceiling that constrained Kings County farmers.50
Southern farmers had two great advantages over Northern producers: lower costs
of production (land and labor in particular) and earlier harvests. The most important cost
advantage enjoyed by the South was rooted in slavery, the legal end of which created a
surplus of labor-power throughout the U.S. South. In response to Southern competition,
farmers in the North, including in Kings County, were more aggressive than their
Southern counterparts in employing new farm technologies (e.g., seed drills and horsedrawn planters) that reduced labor costs. In an effort to remain competitive, some Kings
County farmers used hothouses, greenhouses, and cold frames to extend their growing
season (Sherman 1928).51 Kings County farming was consistently profitable and
continued to thrive despite competition from elsewhere in the U.S.
Technological shifts in agricultural production, transport, and consumption
seemed to spell the demise of Kings County farming, but competition did not necessarily
cause the end Brooklyn agriculture. The loss of agriculture in Kings County, Linder and
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Zacharias (1999) argue, was not an inevitable result of price competition from Southern
producers, per se: “The farm sector’s decline at the end of the nineteenth century is
shown not to have resulted from a collapse of competitiveness or profitability” (p. 14). A
few Kings County farmers, Linder and Zacharias (1999) argue, could have grown large
enough to warrant vertical integration through the development of marketing mechanisms
or producers could have organized and created sales cooperatives. Neither option panned
out. Kings County farmers failed to organize into a society for marketing and knowledge
sharing. This lack of organizing was all the more important given the complexities of
New York’s distribution systems and the rise of scientific methods employed in
agricultural production, including the growth of agricultural societies, presses, funding
support for production and marketing, government subsidies, and the development of
university extension programs and experiment stations (Linder & Zacharias 1999). State
support was key for helping agricultural expansion throughout the rural southern and
western U.S., but was lacking for agriculture in Kings County.

Aesthetic Considerations
The formation of Greater New York in 1898, then the second-largest city in the
world (behind London), created a vast and integrated built environment that excluded
farming, helping to facilitate the demise of Brooklyn farming. During this time, “new
questions arose about farmers’ usefulness along the city’s urban fringe . . . if agricultural
products of all kinds could be imported from distant sources without extraordinary cost,
what point was there to low-density, agricultural land uses so close to the city?” (Linder
& Zacharias 1999:46). In fact, this argument still holds a great deal of sway today,
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exemplified by the comments of one interviewee who argues that urban food production
is important as an educational tool but is not a viable land use:
I would have to admit that I think that the highest and best use of land
concept, that growing tomatoes on Lexington Avenue may not be the
smartest move [laughs]. On the other hand, to me personally, and I would
never discourage anyone from going into food, for one thing because it
attracts a lot of people and people become interested, but I think that
community building and also the environmental ed[ucation], the kids
educational components of it are really the invaluable parts. It is worth,
whatever we have to do to get that done. Because there is no substitute [to
the role of community gardens in community building and environmental
education in the city]. Whereas a tomato you can grow across the river in a
nice field, you know [laughs]. I got to think that makes more sense [than
urban food production].52
Yet the notion that farming and cities do not mix was not, and clearly is not,
universal. As noted above, the Kings County Rural Gazette argued in 1873 for an
integration of farming and urbanization as beneficial to both farmer and consumer.53
Stanley Schultz (1988) explains that urban agriculture was an integral part of utopian
visions for U.S. cities in the early-19th century. ‘Urbtopians’ envisioned the perfect
society as decidedly urban, but working in ‘harmony’ with nature, including cultivated
fields interspersed with residential areas and industry. But by the end of the 19th century
the hegemonic view of greenspace was no longer productive, it was solely aesthetic; this
understanding of the urban/rural divide retains power to this day.54
In the case of New York City in general, and Brooklyn in particular, the influence
of Frederick Law Olmsted, the famed architect of New York’s Central Park and
Brooklyn’s Prospect Park, helped to entrench an urban-rural dichotomy in Brooklyn by
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extinguishing any notion of an urban agriculture through emphasis on the restorative
impact of nature – defined narrowly as urban parks – on the corruption of city life.
Emerging notions of a city/country dichotomy helped to push agricultural production out
of Brooklyn by shaping public perceptions in favor of a tamed urban nature separate from
agriculture. Olmsted’s vision guiding Brooklyn’s urban expansion eschewed the rural
characteristics of Kings County through careful urban planning shaped by residential
street plans and park designs (Gandy 2002).
Olmstead designed Prospect Park to play a central role in the urbanizing Kings
County. The park was designed with boulevards, parkways, and green space running into
the countryside, thus making rural Kings County more attractive for residential
development.55 Olmstead disregarded farming in favor of the interests of urban capital as
he helped shape Brooklyn into a residential community with favorable amenities for the
city’s growing capitalist class, specifically focused on convenience and comfort. But, the
wholesale emphasis on parks and other greenspaces necessitates substantial public
expenditures constructing and maintaining these green oases, which were no longer
productive and thus nontaxable. The urban nature emerging in Brooklyn necessitated
greater land rents to support the Olmstead vision and, as Mathew Gandy (2002) explains:
“Olmstead’s aesthetic vision proved acceptable to the city’s political and economic elites
because it powerfully inflated land values at a crucial juncture in the city’s
metamorphosis into a world city” (p. 113). The future of Brooklyn’s agriculture was
once again in the hands of the state. This time, however, it was not simply neglect of
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options that might support food production, but direct efforts to push farming from the
city.

Private Property, Real Estate Speculation, and the Search for Profits
Marc Linder and Lawrence Zacharias (1999) argue that it was neither growing
Southern competition nor the changing American agro-food system that forced
Brooklyn’s agricultural decline. Rather, the local real estate market and the rising
profitability of land sales drove agriculture from Brooklyn. In large part, as New York
City expanded and opportunities in both industry and the service sector increased, there
was growing concern about where the masses – expendable workers needed for an
expansive capitalist economy – would reside (Linder & Zacharias 1999). And although I
would argue Linder and Zacharias (1999) understate the importance of agro-food
expansion and technological developments that allowed farming to disappear from
Brooklyn (i.e. agriculture could only be relinquished as the highest and best land use if
food could be produced elsewhere), the data indicate that private property considerations,
driven by the search for profit, were indeed the proximate cause of Brooklyn’s
agricultural decline.
Improved transportation was the most important precondition for the conversion
of Kings County farmland to suburban community for the working masses. The first
steam railroads in rural Kings County opened in 1864 to provide beach access as an
escape from the corruption of urban life. By the summer of 1878, there were
approximately 250 trains running daily through Kings County to the Atlantic Ocean on
just four railroads; four years later six railroads supported trains running across Kings
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County every 15 minutes. Trolleys and night car service opened in the 1890s and the
first subway connecting Brooklyn to Manhattan via tunnel under the East River opened in
1908. Brooklyn was well on its way to becoming a modern metropolis.56
Although the trains steaming through rural Kings County and other transportation
developments likely illustrated to many the urbanization that would soon follow, the loss
of agriculture was not a forgone conclusion. In fact, the expansion of Kings County’s
transportation infrastructure was first supported in part by the need of farmers’ to get
goods to market. The Brooklyn Bridge itself was touted as a necessary advancement for
farmers transporting fresh produce to market in Manhattan. But farmers were not the
only groups poised to benefit from the great bridge. As David McCullough explains in
his history of the Brooklyn Bridge:
In Brooklyn . . . it was said the bridge would make Brooklyn important,
that it would make Brooklyn prosper. Property values would soar
[turning] vacant lots and corn patches into pure gold. Everybody would
benefit. Brooklyn was already expanding like a boomtown, and the bridge
was going to double the pace, the way steam ferries had. Merchants could
expect untold numbers of new customers as disaffected New Yorkers
flocked across the river to make Brooklyn their home. Manufacturers
would have closer ties with New York markets. Long Island farmers and
Brooklyn brewers could get their wares over the river more easily (p. 25).
But the Brooklyn Bridge, which opened in 1883, supported the ability of Kings County
farmers to get to market for only a short time. Immediately and completely, Kings
County farmland became extremely attractive to investors for non-farm uses by
dramatically shortening the distance to Manhattan.
The future of Kings County as suburban paradise was recognized prior to the
bridge’s opening, as an 1874 article from The New York Times notes: “Having all the
56
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advantages of ocean, bays, and rivers, of fertile fields and picturesque hills and valleys
within east reach of the commercial heart of the City, it [Brooklyn] promises . . . to
become the most charmingly varied place of residence in the world.”57 And, an opinion
piece in the Brooklyn Eagle explained: “The completion of the East River Bridge
[Brooklyn Bridge] is to be a turning point in the history of Brooklyn. Following that, will
come rapid transit, and with that . . . extension of the boundaries of the city.”58
The state was directly involved in supporting urbanization efforts through urban
development in advance of population expansions. The New York State Legislature
permitted gas and water pipes in 1864 and local government entities began building the
urban infrastructure necessary for the conversion of farmland to city. The various towns
that would become Brooklyn also built elaborate sewer systems and constructed vast
networks of streets, all in advance of future urbanization that would rain profits on large
landowners waiting to cash in. Lamenting the building of infrastructure that prefigured
urbanization, Jeremiah Johnson, Jr. exclaimed rather sarcastically in 1894, “During the
last few years the greatest extravagance has been practiced in the county towns . . . streets
not needed for generations have been constructed at fabulous prices” and gas lamps have
been “erected principally to light grass, potato and cabbage fields . . . Wonderful for
vegetables, attractive for night bugs, bankruptcy for owners!” (p. 7).59
Farmers close to the growing city of Brooklyn were the first to cash-in on the
city’s growth by selling farmland as prime real estate. Rural Kings County was unable to
build a dynamic agricultural sector without the assistance of Brooklyn’s financial capital.
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The importance of off-farm capital, particularly bank credit, that Henderson (1999)
identifies as shaping agricultural production in California also held sway in Brooklyn. As
Linder and Zacharias (1999) argue:
The vegetable farmers’ failure to forge the kind of dynamic agricultural
sector that could sustain its own credit institutions in rural Kings County
strongly suggests that the ultimate economic dominance there would flow
from the city of Brooklyn, which, at the appropriate time, would finance
residential development rather than modernization and expansion of
farming (p. 123).
Brooklyn banks and other investors profited handsomely from the success of Kings
County agriculture; the profits were later re-invested not in agriculture, but used for urban
development.
But the focus of debates on urbanization shifted and support for the future of
farming in Kings County eroded. Large landowners dropped the concern for
agriculture’s future, which was likely only a ruse to drive up land prices. Much of the
farmland in Kings County was held by a handful of owners and real estate speculation
became attractive in even the furthest reaches of the county as land prices continued to
climb (see Figure 5: Land Advertisement). Notably, this was in many ways the first
vestige of a capitalist land market. The same Dutch families who had been party to
primitive accumulation, the taking and privatization of land, still held title to most of
Brooklyn.60
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Figure 5: Advertisement for Land Owned by John Lefferts, 1887
Lefferts Family Papers
Brooklyn Historical Society
“There is no suburb of New York or Brooklyn that offers an opportunity so favorable to
secure lots from first hands in a location so unexceptionable, at prices so reasonable, on
terms so easy, where dwellings of a good class will sell or rent so readily, and at fair rates.”

In 1899, the Brooklyn Eagle noted that increasing land prices and rising taxes
were pushing farmers out of Brooklyn.61 “The migration of truck and market garden
farmers from Kings County,” the paper explained, “has become a well defined and
striking movement during the past few months and the migration is continually increasing
in volume. It is the result of recent extensive sales to building syndicates of suburban
property.”62 Three years later the Brooklyn Eagle detailed the raising land rents that
“heavily handicapped” farmers “within the city limits.” The process was unmistakable:
“continually are farms being bought up and taken out of food production to be cut up into
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building lots for sale in some new suburban enterprise.”63 Urban expansion appeared
inevitable and farming was pushed from the city. As a “businessman” who dealt with
many farmers (presumably as a middleman) explained:
I never saw such a general exodus of farms from Kings County . . . While
the high city assessment have tended to drive the farmers out of Kings
County towns, the land owners have been assisted by the fact that there
was an active demand for building lots and have let their farms go for that
purpose.64
In the end Brooklyn’s agriculture was destroyed by the confluence of emerging
capitalist land markets and the maturation of capitalist agro-food. On the one hand, the
city’s agricultural lands succumbed to real estate speculation. On the other hand, it was
not just land speculation and a real estate frenzy that forced farming from Brooklyn.
Rather, the capitalization of farming and simultaneous technological developments that
also facilitated the decline of agriculture in Brooklyn. The same period that pushed
farming from Brooklyn coincided with production advances in agriculture and historychanging developments in refrigeration, transit, and the American diet that made the
geographic expansion of agro-food systems complete. Agricultural production was
distanced from food consumption; the spatial expansion of the American agro-food
system helped destroy a productive and viable periurban agriculture (see Figure 1: Urban
Agriculture Typology). And while this story is not necessarily unique to Brooklyn, the
importance of Kings County agriculture and the speed at which it disappeared distinguish
the Brooklyn story from others, including neighboring Queens County. Moreover, the
developments that paved the way for urbanization were first justified based on the need to
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support regional farmers and even urban growth itself was first viewed as supporting
agriculture.
In the early-20th century, state intervention and urban planning, Linder and
Zacharias (1999) conclude, might have saved agriculture in Brooklyn, at least to some
degree. The state could have set limits on population density or blocked capital’s access
to certain types of land, provided land for public cultivation, enacted land use regulations,
created tax rates differentials to support commercial farms, developed food distribution
networks, or built an agricultural extension system. These options, however, would have
entailed political mobilizations that pushed the state to intercede in the real estate market
and undertake comprehensive urban planning. But state intervention, explain Linder and
Zacharias (1999) “lacked adequate political-economic constituencies” and the
possibilities of creating the sort of socio-ecological city advocated for by today’s urban
agriculture movement were foreclosed.
At this time, the state did nothing to support urban agriculture. Kings County
agriculture was once thriving because there was no direct threat from other ‘higher and
best’ land uses. No direct state support for urban production was needed during this
period in part because there was not a fully matured capitalist land market. However, the
state did support urban agriculture more broadly, in large part through the public markets
that facilitated distribution. Urban agriculture was very important for meeting the needs
of a growing population in the New York City area.
Urban agriculture eventually collapsed in Brooklyn without state intervention to
provide conditions conducive to farming. In fact, not only did the state fail to intervene
but it also encouraged the departure of agriculture from Brooklyn. At the federal level,
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the state shaped agro-food expansion through land-use policies (homesteading acts), the
development of transportation infrastructure, and through the creation of a class of lowwage laborers in the Jim Crow South. At the municipal level, the state supported real
estate development through the building of infrastructure in advance of urbanization (e.g.,
water, sewage, power), an improved transit system, tax codes, and the promotion of
views of the city as antithetical to farming.

World War II Victory Gardens and the Resurgence of Brooklyn Agriculture
Urban agriculture would make a brief – but triumphant – return to New York
City65 (and elsewhere throughout the U.S.) during World War II in the form of victory
gardens, the small-scale subsistence food gardens that dotted the wartime home front,
especially in urban areas. Victory gardening played a key part in the American war effort
by supporting the state’s need to redirect industrial agriculture toward military needs and
our allies and by fostering a sense of patriotism for citizens not directly engaged in
warfare. At the same time, the importance of victory gardens was not solely relegated to
their function for the state; victory gardens were equally important to hungry citizens,
who were reliant, as a result of widespread wartime rationing, on self-sufficiency in food
production.
The resurgence in food production throughout Brooklyn in during the Second
World War was not driven by victory gardening alone. In fact, the number of market
farms in Brooklyn rose from a low of 11 in 1930 to a 20th century high of 65 farms,
65
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occupying approximately 219 acres in total, by 1950. In 1944, at the height of the war,
Brooklyn farms were producing almost $1 million of farm products, excluding the output
of victory gardens.66 The market farms that returned to Brooklyn in the mid-20th century
were almost entirely small operations (under three acres) that produced a wide diversity
of agricultural products (including a variety of crops, dairy products,67 and eggs) that
were largely sold within the borough. Notably, not a single farm in the borough was
owned or operated by a person of color.68
More important for our story, however, is the widespread cultivation of Brooklyn
during World War II, whereby ordinary citizens came out in droves to engage in
subsistence production under the auspices of the national Victory Garden Program. The
community gardening that emerged during the 1940s in New York City served as the
direct antecedent of the grassroots community gardening movement that would develop
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. The experience of victory gardening is widely used by
supporters of urban agriculture to debunk the popular perception of urban cultivation as
aesthetically pleasing and useful for community development, but not an important form
of food production. Advocates of urban cultivation never hesitate to point out that
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victory gardens are claimed to have produced 40% of the fresh produced consumed by
Americans during the height of the war.69
Needing to direct industrial agriculture’s foodstuffs to the Armed Forces and the
U.S. allies, the federal government promoted self-sufficiency in fruit and vegetable
production by initiating a national effort to supplement rationing. Urban agriculture
during World War II was a state-directed effort, coordinated at the federal-level, and
implemented at the state- and municipal-level. Victory gardens first emerged to provide
basic foodstuffs and serve as a home front war effort. They provided for hungry citizens
and in so doing lent credence to the state. Through small-scale production, victory
gardens filled a gap created by forced reductions in consumption. And, victory gardens
helped to temporarily change hegemonic notions of agriculture in the city.

The United States’ Promotion of Victory Gardening
There was no explicit victory garden agency during World War II, but the state
extensively promoted small-scale food production. Most of this promotion was
conducted at the federal level by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), which
published and distributed instructions, guidelines, and general information to victory
gardeners (Bassett 1981; Lawson 2005; Miller 2003). At the municipal level, victory
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gardens were directly managed and materially supported by the Victory Garden Council
of Greater New York Civilian Defense Volunteer Office (CDVO).70
The victory gardening movement effectively began in December 1941, when
Secretary of Agriculture Claude Wickard and the Director of the Office of Defense,
Health and Welfare Services Paul McNutt called a National Defense Garden Conference
and created the National Victory Garden Program. Wickard and McNutt outlined the
goals of the Program, which would: (1) ease reliance on commercially-produced fruits
and vegetables in order to make more available for the war effort; (2) reduce demand on
much-needed materials used in food processing, packaging, and distribution; (3) release
transportation infrastructure from domestic food distribution; (4) improve home front
morale; and (5) preserve foodstuffs for possible shortages (see Figure 6).71
Professional associations, businesses, not-for-profit organizations, voluntary
societies, schools, and all levels of government supported the national victory garden
effort. Books and pamphlets were published, propaganda proliferated, and victory
gardens sprung up everywhere. The efforts proved successful and by 1943, at the height
of the federal program the USDA estimated72 there were a reported 20 million victory
gardens under cultivation in yards, on vacant lots, and alongside schools and businesses
(Bassett 1981; Bentley 1998; Lawson 2005; Levenstein 1993).73
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The Victory Garden Program will:
Increase the production and consumption of fresh vegetables and fruits by
more and better home, school, and community gardens, to the end that we
become a stronger and healthier nation.
Encourage the proper storage and preservation of the surplus from such
gardens for distribution and use by families producing it, local school
lunches, welfare agencies, and for local emergency food needs.
Enable families and institutions to save on the cost of vegetables and to
apply this saving to other necessary foods which must be purchased.
Provide, through the medium of community gardens, an opportunity for
gardening by urban dwellers and others who lack suitable home garden
facilities.
Maintain and improve the morale and spiritual well-being of the
individual, family and nation.

Figure 6: Garden for Victory: Guide for Planning the Local Victory Garden Program
United States Department of Agriculture, 1942

Full understanding of the success of victory gardens emerges from
contextualization of their emergence in the World War II home front. Agriculture in
Kings County succeeded during the turn of the century in large part due to the confluence
of the availability of land, labor, and a ready market, and then disappeared as the land
became more valuable for real estate development rather than farmland, which was no
longer needed due to dramatic agro-food shifts in the U.S. Victory gardens flourished
based on expansive state support, the growing need for fresh produce in Brooklyn and
elsewhere, and in part because food is much more than a necessity of life. That is,
material and discursive work of victory gardens helped ensure their success.
To be sure, we cannot underestimate the role played by victory gardens in
providing food needed by hungry citizens. Vernon Lamson, Chair of the Greater New
York Victory Garden Council of the Civilian Defense Volunteer Office (CDVO)
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explained to The New York Times in 1943: “if New Yorkers are going to be well-fed next
year they must produce a large part of their vegetables themselves.”74 Imposed rationing
and the lingering effects of the Great Depression created food access problems and
necessitated subsistence food production.
But the U.S. government also deployed victory gardens for their representational
importance. Historian Amy Bentley (1998) explains that food is more than sustenance:
“Food plays a significant role in social relationships, is a highly symbolic element . . . and
aids in developing and maintaining cultural identities” (p. 1). The materials used by the
federal government to support the victory garden effort demonstrate the important
material and discursive role played by food (see Figures 7 and 8). The success of victory
gardens sheds light on the willingness of the American public to support the war effort
and the real material need for fresh produce throughout the U.S. Advertising and
propaganda were vital to the overall accomplishment of the home front effort in general,
and victory gardens in particular.
Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, patriotic sentiments and war fever
swept the United States, instigated by the emerging war machine that found war as a
counter-measure to the capitalist crisis exposed by the Great Depression. Patriotism and
profits mixed to create a distinctly American home front (Leff 1991). Victory gardens
provided an outlet for, and promoted the display of, patriotism. As Bentley (1998)
explains, “By calling food production ‘the first line of defense’ in this total war effort, the
government hoped to encourage millions of Americans to grow and eat their own fruits
and vegetables” (p. 114). Food, the American public was told, was fighting (and
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winning) the war (see Figure 7). As Gardens for Victory, a popular victory garden
guidebook from 1942 began: “Food usually wins wars, and writes the peace. And it is
well to realize that much of this war’s winning food may be grown by ourselves in our
own gardens” (Putnam & Cosper 1942:4). Gardens were not only fighting the war, but
they would help prepare for the post-war victory as well. This framing propagated
widespread buy-in to gardening and victory gardens enjoyed extensive support by the
American public.
The federal government emphasized the importance of victory gardens for
providing self-sufficiency and their ability to free up economic capacity for war related
production (Bassett 1981; Bentley 1998; Lawson 2005; Miller 2003). Self-sufficiency
became a national duty, a sign of national power. Char Miller (2003) notes, “Producing
one’s own food benefited the state in many ways, including the redistribution of
commercially grown produce, the savings in transportation demands, and the savings in
metals [among other vital resources]” (p. 399). By propagandizing victory gardening, the
United States was able to direct more to the war effort, and pacify citizens who could
supplement foodstuffs made scarce by rationing. “You can use the land you have to grow
the food you need,” exclaimed one government poster, emphasizing the ability of
ordinary Americans to feed themselves (see Figure 8). In Food Gardens for Defense,
another popular victory garden guide, M.G. Kains (1942) instructs: “Food products from
farm and ranch are needed for our armed forces . . . Thus it is important that the home
gardener produce as much of his own needs as is practicable” (p. vi).
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Figure 7: “Plant a Victory Garden”
Office of War Administration
Government Printing Office, 1943

Figure 8: “You Can Use the Land you have to Grow the Food you Need”
Department of Agriculture
Government Printing Office, 1941
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To be sure, victory gardens were part and parcel of a broader home front
conservation ethic. All vital resources were reserved for the war effort, and would-be
wasters were scorned for supporting the enemy.75 Rationing and conservation were both
promoted and self-sufficiency in food production served this effort – fertilizers,
pesticides, metal, rubber, and oil were all in short supply. Victory gardens were a means
to conserve resources that were desperately needed for the war effort (Bassett 1981;
Bentley 1998; Lawson 2005; Miller 2003). Notably, the government continually stressed
the need for careful planning of victory gardens; poor garden execution would waste
valuable resources and thus more problematic than no garden at all.76
Through effective propaganda and on-the-ground guidance, the U.S. National
Victory Garden Program produced both material and symbolic benefits for a nation at
war. Home front reliance on industrial food production was eased and food rations were
supplemented through self-sufficiency. As well, gardens provided the American public
with an outlet for patriotic fervor and served as a means for home front participation in a
distant war.

Victory Gardening in New York City
On the ground, victory gardens were coordinated by state governments and
managed at the municipal level. In New York City, the Greater New York Civilian
Defense Volunteer Office (CDVO) established the Victory Garden Council to oversee the
city’s victory gardening program. The wartime food needs of the city exposed the
weakness of a food system reliant on distant production and long-distance transit. The
75
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contradictions of the urbanization of Kings County and the geographic expansion of agrofood came back to haunt in that localized food production on a small scale was needed to
feed the civilian population during the war. As the above quote from Vernon Lamson,
Chair of the CDVO Victory Garden Council indicates, partial self-sufficiency was now a
priority: “New Yorkers . . . must produce a large part of their vegetables themselves” (see
Figure 9).77 One woman recalled victory gardens as providing much-needed food for her
family as a child during the 1940s: “My mother would send me out before dinner to pick
tomatoes and other vegetables,” explained Lorelei, “they [victory gardens] were an
important source of fresh produce for us.”78
For urban areas like New York City, the USDA and CDVO advocated community
gardening, not the cultivation of private yards, on account of the fact that city yards were
often too small and soil conditions not suitable to food production.79 To guide the victory
garden program, the CDVO established a city-wide plan calling for neighborhood groups
to manage gardens. The local committees would be able to “determine the garden needs
of its community; the kind and extent of home, school and community gardens advisable;
the availability and suitability of land for garden purposes and the equipment necessary
for growing, preserving and storing vegetables and fruits.”80
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Figure 9: Brooklyn CDVO Victory Garden, 1943
Brooklyn Collection
Brooklyn Public Library

The support provided by New York City was instrumental in the vibrancy and
overall success of victory gardening in the city. Both the New York Botanical Garden
and the Brooklyn Botanical Garden provided horticulture training and education
materials and programming to gardeners. Both also established demonstration gardens to
support the effort and to illustrate proper gardening techniques and establish expectations
for a citizenry removed from farming.81 At the height of the war, an estimated 450,000
victory gardens existed within city limits.82
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Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia provided the most needed support for the victory
gardening movement. In early 1943, the mayor announced his support for victory
gardens by offering land and resources to the CDVO. The goal was for 250,000 victory
gardens by that spring. Most importantly, the CDVO coordinated land access by
matching gardeners to land. Mayor LaGuardia promised that city-owned land would be
made available through the CDVO, especially to community groups. The mayor also
offered free city water for gardening and ensured that all city agencies would cooperate
with the CDVO to support food production. Private owners were asked to offer land to
the CDVO, who would then send out experts to inspect and catalogue suitable land.
Actual gardens would be developed on the ground through borough and neighborhood
block associations (see Figure 10).83
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Figure 10: Brooklyn Victory Garden, 1945
Elka Isreal, Chair of the West Flatbush CDVO and her husband Abraham working in a
community vegetable garden.
Brooklyn Collection
Brooklyn Public Library

Post-War Abandonment of Urban Cultivation and the Rise of Industrial Agriculture
Victory gardens disappeared from the landscape as quickly as they appeared.
After the high of 20 million gardens nationwide in 1947, they declined rapidly. As the
end of the war neared, Bentley (1998) notes, “business and other groups pressed the
government to lift food control measures as soon as possible” (p. 138). The end of
victory gardening accompanied the end of rationing. There were profits to be made and
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capital wanted to get a jump on building post-war consumption to fill the expected gap
left when war spending decreased and the federal government’s tap went dry.
The dramatic decline of urban cultivation was glaring in New York City. The city
saw 200,000 food gardens disappear in one winter, from a high of 450,000 during the
1947 growing season to only 250,000 in 1948.84 Andrew Wing, executive secretary of
the National Garden Institute, attributed the decline in gardening first and foremost to
housing development. Wing explained that many previous garden sites were being lost to
new construction. Moreover, state support was waning at both the federal and municipal
level as some public officials gave his efforts to build ‘Freedom Gardens’ the “cold
shoulder.” Brooklyn was poised to enjoy a real estate boom and was the most reluctant
borough to support continued cultivation, Wing explained.85
As a direct result of the decline of subsistence production, the food needs of wartorn Europe, and the lag time in getting industrial production redirected to American
consumers, the USDA openly worried about the impacts of garden abandonment. A
spokesman for the USDA explained to the New York Times that American diets were
recently found to be short on fresh vegetables. Subsistence production could both
improve diets and ease demand on large-scale producers.86 Urban agriculture was
important because it helped ensure food was widely available. In fact, immediately
following the collapse of both periods of widespread urban cultivation 1890-1910
(Artman 1926) and 1942-1947 there were noticeable declines in fresh food access.
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In an environmental history of post-war suburban sprawl, Adam Rome (2001)
explains that the victory gardens were not the only victim of an exploding real estate
market. Driven by the need for cheap housing and the desire to fill the post-war
government-spending gap, Rome (2001) argues, the patterns of real estate development
that characterized the post-war period created a geography of environmental destruction
in the United States. The end of the war ushered out one of the most resource-conscious
periods of U.S. history and ushered in the suburban America we know today. Also
important for understanding the future rise of urban agriculture in Brooklyn, World War
II set in motion socio-ecological shifts that continue to shape the landscape to this day.
Modern-day industrial agriculture fully materialized during World War II, and as I will
explain in Chapters Four and Five, these developments motivate much of the
contemporary cultivation of Brooklyn.

Contradictions of Victory Gardening
Victory gardens, I suggest, are deeply dialectic, at once material and symbolic,
individual and communal, emerging in the space between production and consumption,
rural and urban, citizen and state, life and death, and society and nature. The history of
victory gardens, and the dramatic agro-food changes initiated during and immediately
after the war, is rife with contradiction and marked by complexity and dramatically
shaped the movements of urban agriculture that would later crop up in Brooklyn. Victory
gardens serve as an inspiration for contemporary efforts to cultivate the city but their
successes are not always fully understood by today’s proponents. Moreover, the post-war
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abandonment of victory gardens and real estate boom shaped the city in ways antithetical
to urban food production and set up the urban abandonment of the 1970s.
Understanding why victory gardens emerged and proved successful on a variety
of fronts provides keys to understanding why they disappeared from the landscape. The
contradictions of this history inform today’s efforts to cultivate Brooklyn and how
advocates of urban agriculture might better position their efforts. The experiences of
victory gardens highlight the importance of the state for successful urban agriculture.
State support for victory gardens was not a concession to political struggle but instead
served the needs of the state itself.
Char Miller (2003) argues that victory gardening was a manifestation of what
would become a significant postwar function of citizenship: consumption. “Victory
gardening,” Miller explains, “was one rare avenue of domestic practice in which the state
allowed and encouraged consumption . . . particularly consumption that promoted greater
production” (2003:404). Consumption for garden production became a vehicle for selfexpression and identity, setting the stage for the post-war consumer society. Through this
productive consumption, Michael Adams (1994) notes, “Americans came to believe wars
are won by buying and selling, not by killing and dying” (p. 74). Victory gardens were
supported by the U.S. government, and were ultimately successful, in large part because
both production and consumption were spatialized in the gardens of America; they
materialize in the dialectical process of production-consumption.
Miller (2003) effectively argues that victory gardens provide a window into the
relationship between the state and individual. Victory gardens, Miller explains, helped
the state recuperate “of one of the most powerful metaphors of an earlier notion of
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freedom: self-sufficiency. Citizens were encouraged to be self-sufficient to benefit the
state” (2003:395). The tension created by the contradiction of needing to direct
foodstuffs and vital resources to the war effort and needing to provide enough for the
home front provided the proper context for victory gardens to emerge quickly and
flourish. The state needed to support victory gardening to ensure support for the war and
to maintain legitimacy. Self-sufficiency was promoted as a vehicle for freeing up
resources for war making, for feeding a hungry nation, and for building support for the
war.
At the same time, another contradiction appears in that the self-sufficiency
promoted individuals to feed themselves but this individuated responsibility was
increasingly governed by the state. New documentation of poor eating habits in U.S. and
the National Draft Board’s report that over 40 percent of potential recruits did not pass
their physical examinations because of undernourishment engendered newfound attention
to the body. For example, the first chapters in both Food Gardens for Defense (Kains
1942) and Gardens for Victory (Putnam & Cosper 1942), widely popular victory
gardening guides, are devoted to the importance of vitamins. As Miller (2003) explains,
“Even as self-sufficient production was nationalized, the body of the consumer of the
food was brought under increasingly direct attention of the nation” (p. 399). Through
victory gardening, Americans were encouraged to increase their intake of minerals and
vitamins by consuming fresh fruits and vegetables. American bodies “came under
increased state scrutiny and concern” (Miller 2003:399).
The state needed healthy bodies but could not produce them alone. Citizens
themselves would become responsible for ensuring that the needs of the state were met.
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“Health begins with the food we eat, and the exercise we take,” reads Gardens for
Victory, “gardens for defense will give us both” (Putnam & Cosper 1942:4). Food
Gardens for Defense exclaims right on its cover: “The food gardening guide: to save your
health, to save your country” (Kains 1942). By supporting victory gardens, Miller (2003)
convincingly argues, “The needs of the body were aligned with demands of the nationstate” (p. 400).
Victory gardening helped define citizenship on the World War II home front,
Miller (2003) explains, wrapped in notions of what it means to be American: “The ability
to turn to the land in an effort of self-sustenance was often counted as a significant
element of American freedom” (p. 397). Laura Lawson (2005) notes that in addition to
healthy food, victory gardens were also promoted as wartime leisure activities and
healthy outdoor experiences. After extolling the concrete ways in which victory gardens
support the war effort, M.G. Kains (1942) goes on to explain in Food Gardens for
Defense:
There are still other reasons for us to do our part even though it does
require more effort to wield a hoe than to open a tin can. There are
contributions that are not so visible but nevertheless are just as important.
The time spent in the garden, the few minutes in the morning before going
to work, and the few minutes in the evening are the very best tonic for
overwrought nerves. The pleasure obtained in making plants grow and
produce—fruit, vegetables, flowers—is the best morale-builder that man
can devise. You cannot buy it, but it is there. Yours for the taking!
The contact with fresh earth, the feel of early morning sunshine, and
the joy that comes from a productive garden make a better workman, one
with stronger nerves, a steadier hand, and a spirit that will not bow down
or bend under the pressure of the toughest kind of a job. These are some
of the reasons behind our National Garden Program. It’s up to the
gardeners to do their part and to help others to join in raising standards of
health and morale (p. vii-viii).
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Broadly, victory gardening was promoted as a pleasant endeavor rather than a burden.
Food production was important, but so too was the recreation opportunities provided by
gardening and the space created for interactions with nature.
Victory gardens, then, emerged as an attempt to draw on Jeffersonian ideals – on
bucolic notions of farming – to re-define how Americans relate to agriculture and the
city. Victory gardens eschewed the notions of the city advanced by Olmsted yet still
offered an opportunity to realize an idealized natural order. The era of victory gardens
illustrates not simply the all-important emergence of self-sufficiency in food production,
but a whole set of attendant developments that worked in tandem with the much-needed
nutritional needs of the U.S. As well, this history illustrates that victory gardens
emerged, and succeeded, within a complex set of contradictory processes. Although it
was driven by neither altruistic motivations nor political struggle, the state was of the
utmost importance for the achievements of victory gardening. So too was the fact that
real estate development was temporarily suspended. And, as we saw with the death of
agrarian Kings County, a rebounding real estate market ensured victory gardens would
soon loose favor with the state. As I will explain in the next chapter, these patterns will
again come around to shape the cultivation of Brooklyn.

Chapter Conclusion: Brooklyn’s Lost Opportunity
This history of agriculture in Brooklyn clearly highlights the importance of the
state for shaping patters of production. Kings County’s agriculture first collapsed in
Brooklyn without state intervention to provide conditions conducive to farming. During
the 1940s, the loss of small-scale subsistence production would come to be seen as a
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threat to national security during World War II and the state would directly engage in a
wide variety of activities to actively reinstate urban cultivation. The lost opportunities to
maintain a balance between agricultural production and urban development cast a long
shadow during the 1940s, 1970s, and today, periods of renewed interest and need for
urban cultivation.
As discussed in the Introduction, the ramifications of this loss of food production
in Brooklyn are evident to this day. The areas of Brooklyn once characterized by
intensive small-scale market gardens are the neighborhoods that today are marked by
deep food inequalities and disparities in healthy food access (see Appendix 4: Urban
Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, New York). Notably, throughout these same
neighborhoods, especially in parts of central Brooklyn, urban cultivation is making a
comeback of sorts, with community gardens and market farms emerging as an effort to
build food justice (see Figure 1: Urban Agriculture Typology in Introduction). These
renewed efforts are the subject of the remainder of this dissertation and I analyze the
trends in depth in both Chapters Four and Five.
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Chapter Four: Community Gardens
Chapter Introduction
In my dream of dreams . . . every block would have a community garden.
Mark Truskowsky (2010)87
Hollenback Community Garden
In this chapter I pick up the story of Brooklyn’s cultivation in the 1970s and the
emergence of community gardening in the wake of New York City’s fiscal crisis and
subsequent state abandonment. Urban inequality, cuts to social programs (e.g., transit,
public parks, education, etc.), rising unemployment, and the bottoming-out of the real
estate market sparked a local community gardening movement struggling for grassroots
control of public space for productive uses. Community gardens served as a response to
the ravages brought on by contradictions inherent in the city’s – and ultimately the entire
country’s – response to economic crisis, namely the ‘roll-back’ of the state (i.e. early
neoliberalization).
In this chapter I analyze the contradictions of efforts to conform community
gardening to neoliberalization. The inroads made by neoliberal processes during the late1990s became problematic for the more recent political battles that occurred in the
summer of 2010 over an expiring legal agreement that protected the remaining public
gardens. Despite the processes of roll-out neoliberalization that altered community
gardening governance, the movement was – and still is – a struggle, against the
neoliberalization of New York City. As I will argue in the next chapter, this
distinguishes community gardening from the more recent rise of urban market farms in
important ways that shape the political possibilities of the two forms of urban agriculture.
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Economic Crisis and the Emergence of Neoliberal New York
New York City was plagued by deep economic crisis in the mid-1970s. It was
during this period that contemporary urban agriculture directly traces its roots. In the
wake of urban disinvestment and decay arose opportunities for the public to seize control
of vacant space to literally cultivate the city. Unlike victory gardens, the state was not
responsible for pushing gardens and did not initially provide extensive support for the
new wave of urban cultivation. Community gardening in the 1970s did not emerge from
the top-down as it had during the 1940s. Instead, community gardening pushed through
the cracks of the city as an urban grassroots movement buffering the ravages of draconian
cuts to city services and social programs. Tepid state involvement would come after the
community gardening movement coalesced and gardeners advocated for state support.
The economic crisis in New York City is largely understood as a ‘fiscal’ crisis
resulting from the extensive short-term borrowing of city government. As William Tabb
(1982) argues in his analysis of the economic destruction of New York City, The Long
Default: New York City and the Urban Fiscal Crisis, the root causes of the city’s fiscal
problems were more complex than the immediate issues of overborrowing and economic
recession. “The reasons for the city’s crisis,” Tabb (1982) explains, “take us into almost
all areas of U.S. politics, social concerns, and economics” (p. 3). During this period,
there was a broader crisis of social control and the emergence of a wide variety of social
struggles during this high point of radical activism.
Tabb (1982) attributes the crisis to the growing power of “the global corporation”
now able to “escape the control of spatially based governing structures” (p. 6). A
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historical view now confirms Tabb’s prediction: “New York City in the mid-1970s was
the tip of the iceberg, the visible part of a far more enormous and dangerous
phenomenon: the decline of the industrial northeast and the transformation of its cities to
suit the purposes of the corporations and service industry” (1982:1).
The 1970s economic slowdown in the U.S. marked a crucial turning point for the
redistribution of the benefits of economic growth that had previously been shared to some
degree following the development of the Keynesian welfare state. It is this broader
process of redistribution, justified in part by the 1970s economic downturn, that Tabb
(1982) calls ‘the long default.’ As discussed in Chapter Two, this political economic
restructuring is today known as the beginning of neoliberalization.
Tabb (1982) argues that New York City’s fiscal crisis illustrated the impacts of
federal policy designed to reduce government involvement in social issues in favor of an
increasing reliance on market mechanisms to provide social services. Tabb (1982) notes:
“the handling of the New York City crisis prefigured the Reagan administration’s tactics
in its effort to dismantle the welfare state” (1982:6). Or as David Harvey (2005)
succinctly explains: “The management of the New York fiscal crisis pioneered the way
for neoliberal practices” that would later flourish under Reagan (p. 48).
After detailing a number of specific economic cycles in New York City Tabb
(1982 explains:
While each of these cycles has its unique aspects, certain features are
common to them all. Periods of economic contraction always intensify
interest group and class struggles. Who should pay, and who should
provide the basis for renewed expansion, are the issues . . . Real elites only
enter the day-to-day operations of governments in periods of crisis; they
move to the background as soon as possible, after they have restructured
the context of decision-making in ways they find congenial. The New
York City fiscal crisis of the 1970s was no different (p. 19-20).
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Joshua Freeman (2000), Harvey (2005), and Tabb (1982) all argue that the economic
crisis provided an opportunity for the wholesale restructuring of New York City. This
restructuring is “a process,” Tabb (1982) explains, “of uneven development in which
decay and growth are part of a single reality” (p. 10). Urban abandonment unfolds hand
in glove with gentrification; economic decline in one neighborhood, city, or region is
accompanied by economic growth elsewhere.
When published in 1982, Tabb’s warning was darkly prophetic and has now been
proved beyond a doubt: “I do not believe New York City is ‘dead,’ Tabb (1982:4)
explains, “but is in the middle of a transformation in which an attempt is being made to
push large number of poor and working people out, and to reduce the cost of local
government. Should this effort succeed, the city’s future as a corporate capital will
indeed be bright.” History has proved Tabb to be extremely astute as the city has been
remade in the image of financial capital, as a mere caricature of its former self.
The proximate cause of the fiscal crisis in New York City in the 1970s was a
simple gap between city expenditures and revenues, a gap that was initially stayed by
federal and state aid, tax increases, and borrowing; and later exacerbated by a national
economic recession in the middle of the decade. Although budget deficits were nothing
new to New York City, the federal government and the banking institutions, which had
previously supported deficit spending, were now unwilling to facilitate the city’s
borrowing. During the first months of 1975 the banks stopped lending to the city and
dumped their holdings of New York City securities, saturating the market and ensuring
the city had few options for borrowing (Freeman 2000; Harvey 2005; Tabb 1982).
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The fiscal crisis provided an opportunity to reshape the governance of New York
City in the favor of capital. As John Mollenkopf and Manuel Castells (1991) explain:
Core economic institutions like commercial banks, investment banks,
corporate law firms, and real estate developers, for example, had the
incentive, the means, and the structural and political position to gain
government support for their development goals. The economic and fiscal
crisis of the mid-1970s clearly made the political environment more
receptive to their interests (p. 9).
Financial institutions engineered the bailout of New York City by claiming all tax
revenues to service the city’s debt and exerted direct oversight of the city’s operations
and contracts through the creation of the ‘Emergency Financial Control Board’ (EFCB).
The EFCB instituted austerity measures that would support the interests of capital and cut
social programs viewed as antithetical to business (Freeman 2000; Harvey 2005; Tabb
1982).
A major belief of the city’s governing forces in the 1970s was that the
restructuring of New York City necessitated ‘planned shrinkage,’ or a reduction of the
surplus population, which could be achieved through, and thus justified, cuts to social
programs. Notably, this thinking was the diametrical opposite of the early-20th century
when agriculture was first forced out of Brooklyn. Then, population increases were
widely welcomed by corporate interests looking for surplus labor power to fuel the
region’s industrialization. In the 1970s, this population was deemed superfluous and
responsible for the city’s debt load. As I explain below, the restructuring of New York
City would take another turn in the late-1990s, as vast economic expansion and explosive
gentrification fueled a new round of urban growth. During the first period of
restructuring (1970s), community gardens emerged; in the second period (1990s) they
became threatened and were vigorously fought for.
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During the late-1970s and early-1980s, the process of reprivatization was
extensive. This included a great deal of social services, but the real estate market had not
yet really taken off yet as it would in the late-1990s. This is roll-back neoliberalization in
textbook form. In a market economy, governments are controlled by the logic of
economic efficiency. Local governments are under pressure to create conditions
conducive to economic growth, particularly as capital is geographically mobile. Local
governments must maximize revenues by reducing the poor population and, as Tabb
(1982) explains, “the best way to do this was to tear down their housing” (p. 39).
John Mollenkopf and Manuel Castells (1991) note, “During the 1970s, the
housing market collapsed in large parts of the Bronx, northern Manhattan, the Lower East
Side, and Central Brooklyn, all concentrations of poor black and Latino populations” (p.
8). New York City’s economic crisis was highly spatialized as it become more profitable
for landlords in the aforementioned areas to burn down buildings and collect insurance
than it was to collect rent, especially from poor tenants. And, entire neighborhoods
literally burned to the ground as the city’s austerity measures cut the number of
firefighters.88
Fires were accompanied by the loss of affordable housing to foster growing
despair and misery and left vast tracks of empty lots in poor neighborhoods. The
wholesale destruction of neighborhoods was compounded by an extreme lack of
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employment opportunities, cuts to all social services, crumbling schools and declining
opportunities for higher education, and the loss of transit services.
Citizens rebelled against the official neglect of New York City. Workers went on
strike and community members protested in the streets. It was also during this period that
new forms of cultural resistance grew; Hip Hop emerged from the ashes of the South
Bronx, Harlem, and Brooklyn and punk rock from the Lower East Side. In the wake of
abandonment, urban cultivation expanded as a vehicle to expand food access and redress
the destruction of block after block in poor neighborhoods and communities of color.

The Community Gardening Movement
It was against this backdrop of New York City’s declining fortunes (for most
people) that community gardening emerged. Unlike victory gardens, there was a shift in
the 1970s from coordinating gardens from above (i.e., the state) to grassroots garden
development (Lawson 2005; Von Hassell 2002). Malve Von Hassell’s (2002)
comprehensive examination of community gardening in New York City links the
emergence of grassroots urban gardening in the 1970s to environmentalism and notions
of urban sustainability. Von Hassell (2002) documents the organizations emerging in the
late-1970s to support community gardening as being focuses on “urban ecology, notions
of public ownership of land, waste management, and community revitalization” (p. 48).
But the community gardening movement was only tangentially linked with other social
movements (e.g., black liberation, student radicals, etc.). Community gardens, it is
widely recognized in the literature, help to foster social activism (Lawson 2005; Von
Hassell 2002). Community gardening did not begin as overt politics, per se. Instead,
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community gardeners became politicized through the experience and community
engagement.
Initially, community gardens were either marginally supported by the city or
ignored altogether. In part, the city appreciated the role community gardens played by
taking care of lot maintenance for free and for filling the gaps left by spending cuts
(including literal gaps left by fires in destroyed blocks and lack of park development and
maintenance). Most important was the nonexistent monetary value of the lots, which
ensured gardens were not threatened by other land uses.
As early as 1973, The New York Times was touting community gardening as “a
practical solution for urban vacant lots.” As one gardener interviewed for the story
explained: “The communal garden is one of the solutions for solving the ever-increasing
problem of derelict vacant lots that blight the city.”89 Addressing problems of food
access, urban abandonment, the lack of green space, and community development were
the early motivations behind community gardening.
Although the community gardening movement of the 1970s began before the
official fiscal crisis of New York, it was still in many ways a direct response to the state’s
abandonment of New York City. Notably, as my GIS analysis indicates, community
gardens first sprouted in the same neighborhoods abandoned by capital and then left by
the city government for dead: the Lower East Side, the South Bronx, and north and
central Brooklyn (see Appendix 5: Community Gardens in New York City by Date).
Green Guerillas, a community gardening group started by Liz Christy in 1973, served as
the catalyst for the cultivation of the city when the group started tossing ‘seed bombs’ –
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small clusters of seeds and nutrients held together by moist clay – over fences into
inaccessible lots around the Lower East Side.90
In 1973, Christy was working on a demonstration project for an architect to
transform a vacant lot in lower Manhattan to its original use as farmland. With the help
of local community members, the success of that first vegetable garden sparked a
movement. At first, the African American and Latino neighbors were skeptical of the
young white folks building a garden on the corner of the Bowery and East Houston in the
Lower East Side. But Christy and her friends worked to directly engage the community
and soon neighborhood teenagers were working alongside the transplants (Brooks &
Marten 2011).
Popular perceptions hold that from the late-1970s through the 1990s, community
gardening in New York City did not prioritize food production in the same way that it
does today.91 The data collected for this research indicate that this is a mistaken
perception driven not by changing motivations for community gardening, but changing
rationales that connect to broader public interests.92 Indeed, every newspaper article
reviewed, and many interviews conducted for this project93 indicate food production was
important to the city’s first community gardeners. One woman explained her rationale
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for gardening in 1975 as motivated by the food she could now grow: “Last summer, from
the end of June on, I didn’t buy anything for salad.”94
One interviewee I spoke with, who is engaged in the community gardening
movement, highlights the misperception of gardening motivations: “I think gardeners
generally, it was not so much about food then [during the early days of the movement], it
was more neighborhood improvement and community building.”95 And while it is
certainly true that the early wave of community gardeners were motivated by many
factors, including community development, food production was certainly also top
priority. Edie Stone, the director of the city’s community gardening program
GreenThumb, notes that many people engaged in community gardening have always
relied on the food produced. But Edie also readily acknowledges there is a growing
interest in food issues outside the community gardening movement that is often exploited
to build support. After explaining that food issues have long driven community
gardening, she acknowledges the current rise of a “more upscale, locavore kind of
movement . . . a more yuppie side of the movement.” 96 Edie explains:
The main thing I always tell people is that the issue of food access and
food justice is not anything new. I mean, right when the economy got
really messed up, about a million journalists called me and said, ‘is there
an uptick in the interest in community gardens because food is expensive
and people don’t have jobs?’ And I’ll say that the population that I’ve
primarily served, that has never not been an issue, this is not a new
problem for them. These are generally low-income communities . . . So
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this is all people who have had food access and food justice issues. Since
1978 [the year of GreenThumb’s founding] until now . . . I think gardeners
have been growing food for their own consumption and to distribute to
people, pretty much since the beginning of community gardening in New
York.97
After working to help establish other community gardens, Liz Christy realized the
need for the coordination of resources and expertise to support community garden
development. As Christy recounted to a reporter for The New York Times in 1976: “I
kept coming up against the same problems over and over and over again and it seemed to
me absurd that there wasn’t one organization that offered this kind of service [the
provision of gardening materials and horticultural expertise].”98 In 1974 Green Guerillas
helped establish 16 gardens and in 1975 they supported an additional 84 gardens.99 These
were not planned spaces, but community places created from the ground up. Community
gardens, as planner Laura Lawson (2005) explains, “reflect a different type of land usage
. . . Such spaces have rarely been planned as part of development but happen after the
fact, often on deserted, derelict, or otherwise unused land” (p. 2).
The first citywide conference on community gardening, attended by
approximately 300 people, was organized by Christy in 1975. At that time, most
gardeners deplored the ‘bureaucratic red tape’ that hindered garden development.
“Almost all of [the conference attendees] had the same complaint,” reported The New
York Times, “A community group chooses a vacant lot to rescue, and then they are
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blocked by bureaucratic obstacles.”100 Most notably, the issue of land ownership and
securing access to land for the cultivation of an identified lot were the major obstacle to
establishing a community garden. The problem was not lack of available lots to cultivate,
but rather finding out who owned the lot and then gaining landowner permission to
garden. Admittedly, many gardeners did not worry about permission and would cultivate
any available land.101 Christy organized both Green Guerillas and the community
gardening conference precisely to help community members with these specific issues.102
By the late-1970s, community gardens were spreading across the United States.
The USDA’s annual yearbook was dedicated to food gardening in 1977, largely in
response to growing demand from the American public for information. The yearbook,
Gardening for Food and Fun, reads exactly like the many guidebooks produced during
the victory garden era or like the plethora of contemporary publications dedicated to the
topic. “Interest in gardening is at its highest level since the Victory Garden era of World
War II,” began the USDA Yearbook, which explains that victory gardens were
encouraged by the USDA to offset shortages in commercial production during the war.
“The current high interest in gardening,” the report continues, “is attributed to . . . the
increasing cost of food” (USDA 1977:2). The yearbook featured stories and photos from
New York City’s nascent community gardening movement and called attention to the
need for long-term land security and dedicated resources to support the movement.
Currently, the yearbook explains, “no organized Federal or State programs exists to fund
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and supervise community gardens” (USDA 1977:20). The USDA noted that successful
community gardens are those organized by “citizens who know how to twist arms to
procure land and startup funds” (USDA 1977:21). The report portended the state support
that was forthcoming and would be important for the maturation of the community
garden movement.

USDA Urban Garden Program
The New York City community gardening movement served as a catalyst for
community gardening elsewhere. Most notably, Brooklyn Congressman Frederick
Richmond led the effort to start the Urban Garden Program (UGP) within the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 1977. The program began when Richmond,
who had been heavily lobbied by Green Guerillas, took a seat on the House Agriculture
Committee (the only member with an urban constituency) and convinced Congressman
Jamie Whitten of Mississippi, Chairman of the all-important House Appropriation
Committee, to support community gardens (Lawson 2005; Malakoff 1994; Zukin 2010).
Richmond had long supported urban cultivation. In fact, in 1975 Richmond
partnered with Christy and Robert Rodale (the famous publisher of agricultural literature)
to host an urban agriculture conference in Brooklyn: Big Apple Farm and Food
Conference. The conference, Richmond explained to The New York Times, “won’t be
strictly a conference on community gardening . . . [but will explore] using new
techniques to produce vegetables and fruit without the middleman.”103 The conference,
clearly a harbinger of future trends, explored both theoretical and practical considerations
103
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of urban agriculture, rural/urban linkages, and early forms of community supported
agriculture and producer cooperatives for urban markets.104
Richmond would later recall that the efforts he saw firsthand in his Brooklyn
district convinced him that community gardens (and urban agriculture more generally)
were important sources of fresh food in urban neighborhoods and the federal government
could help the movement. “I told the Chairman that I believed we should put something
in the [federal] budget for urban gardening,” recounted Congressman Richmond, “I told
him that the family that gardens stays together, that poor families could save some money
by growing their own food, that gardens were good for the ecology and would help
beautify the slums – but I wasn’t getting anywhere” (quoted in Malakoff 1994:5).
Whitten was finally convinced when Richmond’s pitch turned toward the support the
funding could provide rural interests. Reminiscent in many ways of the support
businesses provided victory gardens through self-serving interests (see Chapter Three),
Richmond explained: “I said, ‘Mr. Chairman, if these city people understood how hard it
is to grow a carrot, they’d have more understanding of our farmers and the problems they
face. They would be more supportive of government efforts to help America’s farmers.’
Mr. Whitten looked at me and said: ‘Fred, you got me’” (quoted in Malakoff 1994:5).
The 1977 federal budget included $1.5 million for the Urban Garden Program to
support community gardening in six cities with New York receiving the lion’s share of
$500,000. Similar to the support provided by the USDA for victory gardens, UGP was
run through the Cooperative Extension Service, the USDA’s educational unit, and thus
provided education and training for urban food production, and did not provide land or
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gardening materials (e.g., soil, seeds, or plants). By 1985 the program included twentyone cities and an annual budget of $3.3 million. The USDA estimated that over 200,000
participants produced over $20 million of food that year alone (Lawson 2005; Malakoff
1994).
Despite the success UGP and its popularity, the USDA continually omitted the
program from its budget requests and Congressman Whitten had to personally reinstate
the funding year in and year out. The program came under direct attack during Ronald
Reagan’s presidency but was again saved by Whitten. From 1977 to 1993, Whitten
backed the Urban Garden Program with over $50 million dollars in total. But the
program’s funding did not keep pace with inflation and its expansion to other cities; in
real dollars, funding declined steadily. In 1992 Whitten, then 82 years old, resigned his
leadership posts in Congress. President Bill Clinton’s 1994 budget did what Reagan
could not: kill the USDA’s Urban Garden Program (Lawson 2005; Malakoff 1994; Zukin
2010). This will become an ominous year for community gardening and fundamentally
alter relations between the movement and the sate. Federal support would whither and a
municipal threat would emerge.

GreenThumb: New York City’s Community Gardening Program
Although impacted by the end of the Urban Garden Program, community
gardening in New York City was better positioned than most other cities to receive
continued state support. The city had established the Operation GreenThumb program in
1978. At first, the program operated without a budget and with only one part-time staff
member charged with overseeing garden leases that provided city-owned lots for $1/year.
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GreenThumb was thus providing the most important material resource for (urban) food
production: land.105
Opinions differ on the rationales driving the decision to start GreenThumb
(Ferguson 1999; Zukin 2010). For example, long-time community garden activist Lenny
Librizzi and others contend that the advocacy efforts of Green Guerillas and the
noticeable explosion of interest in community gardening pushed the city to support
community gardeners and legitimate their efforts.106 Other gardeners contend, however,
that GreenThumb was started by then-mayor Edward Koch in order to exercise control
over land access. Community gardens were viewed merely as an ‘interim’ land use and
GreenThumb leases were temporary (only one year) and could be revoked with only 30
days notice. Even when some leases were later extended in 1983 to five or even ten
years, private property rights remained paramount, as gardens on land valued at over
$20,000 could not enjoy long-term leases (Ferguson 1999; Lawson 2005; Von Hassell
2002; Zukin 2010). This would provide the city flexibility to sell land if and/or when the
real estate market rebounded.
GreenThumb was first housed within the Department of General Services, the
agency responsible for managing city property. The city’s land holdings were expanding
considerably during the late-1970s as a result of the fiscal crisis, the drastic decline in
land value, and the resulting urban abandonment (The New York Times reported there
were more than 32,000 vacant lots throughout New York City by the end of 1978). 107
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The city owned much of the vacant land, acquired in rem when real estate taxes went
unpaid.108
After its first year without a budget, GreenThumb acquired Federal Community
Development Block Grants (CDBG) from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). CDBG funding allowed GreenThumb to expand support beyond
the provision of land by offering materials and services for community gardening,
including plants, tools, healthy soil, and horticulture advice.109 GreenThumb is funded
exclusively through the CDBG program to this day. The city itself houses GreenThumb
within the Department of Parks and Recreation and takes credit for the program’s success
but does not commit material resources for the program other than land (which is not
actually a cost to the city). Indeed, this is an area of concern for community gardeners,
long cognizant of the vital role GreenThumb plays in the movement. Community
gardeners and GreenThumb staff openly argue that the city should support the program
with tax dollars.110 As Stone notes: “[Our budget] could be covered by the City,
Bloomberg could pay for this [GreenThumb] many times over.”111
Congress cut the 2012 CDBG budget by over 25% over the next two years. But
the original proposal called for deeper cuts and would have eliminated federal funding for
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GreenThumb altogether.112 After Congressional Democrats successfully restored much
of the funding, community gardening advocates in New York City breathed a sign of
relief, but recognized it was only a temporary respite from the continued attacks on
government spending. New York City Community Garden Coalition (NYCCGC)
member and long-time gardener Jon Crow sums up a widely-held view when he argues:
In GreenThumb's 30+ years the City has not spent a dime for all the good
work it does. It's time that our City Council members and the Mayor
spend some of New York City’s Tax Levy Money to protect GreenThumb
from whatever happens in D.C! We're talking a tiny fraction of the City's
total budget, but in the hands of GreenThumb it can do so much to help
support gardening efforts citywide.113
Today, GreenThumb is touted by the New York City Department of Parks and
Recreation as “the nation’s largest urban gardening program.”114 GreenThumb has over
10,800 people in its database, and provides material support to over 500 community
gardens, serving an estimated 55,000 people.115 The program grants garden licenses
(more on this below in the section on contemporary gardening) and offers a variety of
support to gardeners. GreenThumb provides technical assistance to gardeners, mostly in
the form of education workshops and trainings, and material support, including plants,
tools, soil, compost, and mulch.
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“Welcome to the Era After Communism:” Community Gardens Under Threat
During the 1970s and 1980s, the community gardening movement signaled a
grassroots shift in the abandonment of the city (see Figure 11). Instead of leaving New
York City, people invested in their neighborhoods creating an interesting socioecological experiment in bottom-up, unplanned urban development. Through urban
cultivation, community gardeners interrupted the violent cycle of urban abandonment and
disinvestment. It was a clear break from the top-down approach to park development and
the management of nature in the city that exemplified the era of New York City’s
urbanization (see Chapter 3). In many ways, however, the success of community gardens
also served to produce the threat of a revitalized real estate market. Community gardens
did not, of course, revive finance capitalism and facilitate the economic rebound of New
York City, but they did help facilitate both gentrification of the city and the shifting of
New York City toward the commodified spectacle it is today.
Although community gardens flourished from the 1970s through the early 1990s,
very few had long-term protection.116 A defining moment in the history of community
gardening played out throughout New York City in the late-1990s. In 1999, then-Mayor
Rudolph (Rudy) Giuliani placed 114 community gardens on the auction block,117
prioritizing private property rights over public space, exemplifying the neoliberal
insistence that property ownership be secured in the realm of market exchange. Giuliani
ingeniously framed the fight over gardens in New York City as focused on the right to
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Figure 11: Summer Volunteers in Community Garden, c. 1980
Brooklyn Collection
Brooklyn Public Library
affordable housing, which would replace community gardens. In so doing, two common
allies – housing advocates and community gardeners – were pitted against each other.
But in threatening all the community gardens at once, Giuliani’s move had the
contradictory effort of uniting the community gardeners who challenged Giuliani through
a variety of tactics, including an insistence on their right to cultivate the city (Staeheli,
Mitchell, & Gibson 2002).
Trouble for community gardens in New York City was simmering close to the
surface soon after Giuliani was elected mayor in 1993. Immediately, Giuliani had all
requests for new community gardens denied. Quietly, Giuliani directed the Department
of General Services to inventory all city-owned lots and began transferring garden
management from the Parks Department to other city agencies, most notably the
Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD), and began moving to sell
the lots. Giuliani ended GreenThumb’s lease program, replacing leases with ‘license
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agreements’ that further eroded public control over the gardens by explicitly limiting
legal rights to the land (Ferguson 1999; Lawson 2005; Von Hassell 2002; Zukin 2010).
At first, lots were sold for housing development sporadically. In poorer
neighborhoods, city officials made the claim that ‘affordable’ housing was desperately
needed. As Fran Reiter, the Deputy Mayor for Economic Development and Planning
plainly explained to a reporter in 1997: “the bottom line is, we’re going to build wherever
we can, whenever we can . . . Do we sacrifice gardens to build housing?” Reiter asked
rhetorically, “You’re damn right we do.”118 Community gardeners and their supporters,
including activists, City Council members, borough presidents, and GreenThumb staff,
began to mobilize immediately119 (Ferguson 1999; Lawson 2005; Von Hassell 2002;
Zukin 2010). Reminiscent of the early-20th century and the late-1940s, urban cultivation
was threatened by an expanding real estate market and state powers committed to serving
the interests of a particular faction of capital.
In February 1997, approximately 200 gardeners rallied at City Hall Park, calling
for an end to garden sales. Relying on the colorful tactics of street theater – including
giant puppets and armfuls of freshly harvested produce – the gardeners delivered
hundreds of letters from garden supporters and gifts from the gardens (flowers, fruits, and
vegetables) to Deputy Mayor Reiter. The gardeners offered to help inventory the city’s
community gardens and asked that the city officially recognize their value to the city and
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its citizens. The city did not respond to the gardeners’ requests and the Giuliani
administration pushed ahead with sales of garden lots.120
As the city moved forward on garden auctions, and gardeners fought for their
protection, the conflict between gardeners and the city escalated. In September 1997,
gardeners from the Lower East Side united with gardeners from Harlem to file suit
against the city, challenging the proposed garden destruction on the grounds that public
review was denied. The city in turn sought to have the petition dismissed. In October,
the court ruled in favor of Giuliani, on the grounds that the community gardeners lacked
standing to challenge the land use determinations because they had no “legally
cognizable interest” in the property. That is, because the community gardeners did not
own the garden lots, they had no legal standing to challenge Giuliani’s development plans
in court. As the judge’s opinion explained:
It follows that petitioners herein lack standing to challenge the land use
determinations by which the gardens at the 11th Street Project and Harlem
Project sites will be eliminated. Petitioners have absolutely no legally
cognizable interest in the 11th Street Project sites since their use of those
properties was never licensed by the City. The petitioners, of course, lack
standing with respect to the Harlem Project sites since any licenses to use
those properties, revocable at will by the City, have been revoked
[emphasis added].121
Giuliani was emboldened by his reelection in November 1997 amidst high
approval ratings. In April 1998, the Giuliani administration issued a secret memorandum
that ordered the emergency transfer of all but a handful of the GreenThumb licensed
gardens from the Parks Department to HPD in preparation of a wholesale garden sell off
120
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and nullified all GreenThumb licenses. After the memorandum was leaked, HPD was
forced to issue a statement pledging support for the GreenThumb program and a hollow
promise that the transfer did not present an imminent threat to the gardens.122
But community gardeners were not fooled, especially as the sale of garden lots
continued and protests escalated. In July 1998, protesters released 10,000 crickets in the
auditorium of Police Headquarters in lower Manhattan, during an auction of community
gardens. Despite the action, the sale proceeded, the lots were sold, and one city
spokesman called it “the most successful [auction] the city has had.”123
In December 1998, the garden privatization effort was laid bare when The City
Record, the official journal of New York City, quietly published a list of 114 garden lots
that would be auctioned in May 1999.124 The gardens were not slatted for ‘affordable
housing’ but would simply be auctioned to the highest bidder. As the auction date
approached, community gardeners and their allies organized to protect the gardens by
creating gardener organizations (including the New York City Community Garden
Coalition that will remain prominent as discussed below). The gardeners built alliances
with other community groups, enlisted the support of public officials, the media, and
celebrities, filed multiple lawsuits, and demonstrated (Ferguson 1999; Lawson 2005; Von
Hassell 2002; Zukin 2010). Gardeners were arrested during City Hall sit-ins125 and for
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blocking traffic126 in lower Manhattan. The New York Times openly supported the
gardeners, providing positive media coverage and in an editorial called the destruction of
community gardens “an act of neighborhood violence.”127 The Trust for Public Land
(TPL) offered $2 million for 70 gardens but the offer was rebuked by the city.128 For his
part, Giuliani wore his contempt for community gardeners on his sleeve. In response to
activists struggling to protect community gardens from the auction block he infamously
quipped at a press conference: “This is a free-market economy; welcome to the era after
communism.”129

Protecting the Gardens from Giuliani
On May 10, 1999, just three days before the scheduled garden auction, newly
elected New York State Attorney General Eliot Spitzer sued the Giuliani administration
for violating state environmental laws.130 Filed in State Supreme Court in Brooklyn,
Spitzer charged that the Giuliani administration did not provide for the requisite
environmental review mandated by New York State law prior to the sale of public
property.131 Moreover, the lawsuit charged, because many of the lots have long been
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used as gardens, New York State law views them as parkland and any sale must be
approved by the State Legislature.132
Notably, the state’s relationship to the community gardens was deeply scalar. In
part, community gardeners were able to engage in the ‘politics of scale’ (Kurtz & Smith
2003) to protect the gardens by moving beyond the scale of the city to enlist support for
their efforts. It is also important that New York City was poised to benefit from garden
destruction and New York State was not. Real estate development would provide
extensive financial benefits to the city, including adding to the tax roles, relieving the city
of the burdens of land ownership, and serving the capital interests tied to political
leadership. The personal politics of Spitzer also factored into his decision to file the
lawsuit, including: his well-known political aspirations, his need to set himself apart from
Republican Governor George Pataki who also fancied himself as an environmentalist,
and his adversarial relationship with Giuliani. Spitzer also came from one of the most
powerful families in New York City real estate. It is hard to know how this shaped his
decision to support community gardening. The Spitzer family is invested in Uptown
Manhattan and thus was likely not directly interested in, or impacted by, the location of
threatened gardens. Publicly, Spitzer credited the lobbying of the Green Guerillas for his
involvement (Zukin 2010).
Giuliani, who had previously been unwilling to negotiate with TPL, was spurred
by the Attorney General’s lawsuit to enter into last-minute negotiations. At first, the city
demanded that any sale was contingent upon making “all the lawsuits go away,” as one
environmental impact statement on any action they propose or approve which may have a
significant effect on the environment.”
132
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city official explained.133 TPL Senior Vice President Rose Harvey noted that dropping
the lawsuits “is a condition put forward by the city,” but “we have no ability to do that.”
TPL was not a party to the lawsuits and was only interested in a “real estate
transaction.”134 This highlights the beginning of the roll-out neoliberalization of
community gardening. Although TPL refused to drop the lawsuits as Giuliani insisted,
TPL was nonetheless meeting with Giuliani on his terms that protection occurs through
market mechanism; TPL was engaging in negotiations on the terms established by
neoliberalization. By not challenging the supremacy of the market, TPL’s “protection” of
community gardens worked to (re)produce neoliberalization.
One day before the scheduled auction, the State Supreme Court, upset that
Giuliani had destroyed a high-profile garden under the cloak of darkness early that
morning, issued a restraining order that halted the garden auction.135 That same day, TPL
bought 62 of the gardens for $3 million dollars. As Joanne Morse, the New York City
Program Manager for TPL explains:
We [TPL] were getting prepared to go to the auction and bid . . . And that
was really complicated because you don’t know what is going to sell for
what, and what order they were going to come up in, and there were all
these complicated machinations of if this one was going to come up first,
should you wait, and should you bid . . . and how much you should pay.
But luckily, like the night before, very soon before the auction they agreed
to sell. And we raised, I think, $6 million, a little over. And we were
prepared to spend $3 million. $3 million for the acquisition and $3 million
to set them [the acquired gardens] up and figure out what to do. And they
gave us a list . . . that we could have. Now meanwhile there was horsetrading about who was on that list and who wasn’t. And that caused a fair
amount of bad feelings all around. But what we were after really was the
gardens that were the most valuable to their neighborhoods . . . had the
133
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most people involved and could sustain themselves. We had $3 million
dollars, we said let’s take the ones that will keep going and so we did. But
that left 50-something sitting there.136
TPL purchased the 62 gardens for $3 million dollars, leaving 52 gardens temporarily
protected by the Supreme Court ruling but nonetheless under direct threat.
Concerned about the threat to the remaining gardens, Bette Midler, the American
actress and singer, purchased the remaining 52 gardens through her organization New
York Restoration Project (NYRP) for an additional $1.2 million. Although NYRP had
already contributed some $1 million to TPL for their garden purchase, Midler had
reportedly been resolved to ensure no garden was sold for development.137 Thus, the city
received $4.2 million dollars simply to not develop lots that had become productive
public space. The authority of private property rights was asserted.
Many of the gardens purchased by NYRP were the “less desirable parcels”138 that
were passed up by TPL. As Joanne Morse explains, the garden lots purchased by NYRP
“tended to be the ones that were in fact abandoned or there were so few people so their
strategy for going forward has been very different from ours.”139 As I explain below,
these different approaches to managing the privatized gardens are important for
distinguishing those community gardens that are under a bit more public control (TPL)
from those governed by, and thus serving, private interests (NYRP).
Immediately upon taking office in 2002, newly elected Mayor Michael
Bloomberg began negotiating with Spitzer in earnest, working on a deal to settle the
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Attorney General’s long-standing lawsuit. In September 2002, Mayor Bloomberg and
Attorney General Spitzer announced the signing of a “Memorandum of Agreement,”
commonly referred to as the ‘Community Gardens Agreement’ or simply the
‘Agreement’ by the gardeners, formally ending the long battle by temporarily protecting
the gardens. The Agreement stipulated that approximately 400 gardens would be
transferred to the Parks Department and governed by the GreenThumb program, another
30 or so would be developed immediately, and a list of approximately 110 could be
subject to sale. The Agreement did however, provide alternative sites for the gardens
slated for development; mandated an environmental review of any potential sale of the
110 gardens; ensured possible development of gardens would be subject to the city’s land
use process; and called for notice to be given for any garden action to the Community
Boards of both the garden and garden coordinator on record with GreenThumb.
Notably, the agreement would expire in eight years, in September 2010,
presumably after Mayor Bloomberg was no longer eligible for the mayor’s office as
limited by a two-term limit. Bloomberg himself later expanded the city’s term limits, but
it was still the case that when the agreement was signed, Bloomberg was clearly kicking
the proverbial can down the road for the next mayor to deal with the long-term, or
permanent, protection of community gardens.

Contemplating the Struggle and its Outcomes
The purchase of the community gardens by TPL and NYRP was clearly not a real
victory for the community gardening movement, as many of the gardeners and their
supporters themselves attest. Although the purchase was a short-term victory to save
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gardens from the wrecking ball, it was also a step backwards for a movement making
claims to public space for cultivation. Giuliani’s insistence that the gardens be shifted
from public to private space – that the gardeners respect the institution of private property
– was ultimately accepted by the garden purchase. Writing in The New York Times, Dan
Barry explained: “[Giuliani’s] general response to those who want to keep the lots
gardens has been: So buy them.”140 And that is exactly what TPL and NYRP ensured
happened, even when other tactics (i.e. political organizing and lawsuits) appeared to be
working. Even Rose Harvey of the TPL cautiously noted: “It’s a victory if it’s the end of
private purchases of public space . . . And a beginning of a process in which the city
protects open space on its own.”141 Green Guerillas sounded a similar note in a report
issued after the purchase:
[F]orcing supporters of community gardens to pay the City millions of
dollars to secure a future for community gardeners is bad public policy.
We simply cannot allow this to become the model for garden preservation
in New York City. Community gardeners and garden supporters must
continue to press on with demands for public policies that preserve and
protect community gardens without private money. Gardens deserve
nothing less.142
Although the 2002 Agreement was a victory for the community gardening
movement overall, it still allowed for some of the community garden lots to be sold for
development. Rose Harvey of TPL explained of the agreement: “It is not perfect . . . But
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perfect is usually the enemy of the possible.”143 Under the Agreement, a number of
community gardens were sold immediately for development, and others available on the
market, but many more gardens were transferred to the Parks Department and saved as
public property. Thus, although some gardens disappeared, a process was established to
ensure the public had a right to cultivate the city and to provide opportunity to intervene
– through political, not market, mechanisms – when a garden was threatened. As former
GreenThumb director Jane Weissman explained at the time of the Agreement: “It
preserves almost 200 community gardens . . . but even more important, it sets out a
process that’s fair, that’s equitable, that is going to provide notification and will give
gardeners a chance to find support for their gardens.”144 From the perspective of
community gardeners, the Agreement was an important step but was also a limited
victory in that it was finite and did not protect the gardens in perpetuity. As I discuss
below, this limit of the Agreement became a major issue as it neared expiration in the
summer of 2010.
In the end, when the gardens were purchased by land trusts for public use, they
were privatized but became quasi-public property, ushering in a new landscape of
gardening with unknown consequences. The gardeners’ struggle to save their land
served, in the short term, as a catalyst for more effective political organizing (Kurtz &
Smith 2003; Schmelzkopf 1996; 2002; Staeheli, Mitchell, & Gibson 2002). But, as I
argue below, the impacts of the respect for private property rights, as indicated by the
land trust purchase, exemplifies roll-out neoliberalization. By adhering to market logics,
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the purchase of the community gardens (re)produces neoliberalization and, as the data
now indicate, undermines political mobilizations by curtailing the politics of the possible.

Contemporary Community Gardening
The struggle to protect community gardens from the auction block drastically
changed the landscape of community gardening in New York City. Many gardens
became private property, owned by TLP and NYRP. Emerging from the ownership of
gardens were debates around the governance of the gardens and the role of private capital
in supporting the gardens. As well, the protection of the gardens secured through
purchase ensured that many gardens were no longer threatened by other land uses.

Private Property, Private Capital
By the summer of 2010, the Trust for Public Land (TPL) and New York
Restoration Project (NYRP) owned 69 and 52 community gardens, respectively.
Following the garden purchase by the two organizations, New York City donated another
five gardens to TPL. From the beginning, TPL and NYRP had very different approaches
to garden management.
NYRP, it was explained during an interview, “ended up with the gardens that
were very hard to take care of. And it was on purpose that [TPL] didn’t take the ones we
thought we couldn’t manage.”145 Thus, in 2002, TPL ended up owning community
gardens that were well established in terms of community engagement and garden
vitality. NYRP, on the other hand, owned the gardens that lacked extensive community
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involvement but were purchased because Better Midler would not allow one more garden
to be destroyed and she had the means to protect them as private property.146
The different characteristics of the gardens purchased reflect on the different
models of garden management employed by TPL and NYRP. As Efrat Eizenberg (2012)
succinctly explains in an article exploring the different management styles at length: “The
Trust for Public Land promotes a model that emphasizes community ownership, while
the New York Restoration Project promotes a model that emphasizes the preservation of
land” (p. 106). Under TPL, community gardeners are more directly engaged in managing
the gardens themselves. But unlike the public gardens, TPL gardeners are also more
legally responsible for the privately owned property, including former responsibilities of
the city (e.g., lot maintenance, trash) and are subject to citations and fines for violations.
In fact, in the summer of 2011, TPL transferred ownership of 32 community gardens to
the Bronx Land Trust and Manhattan Land Trust, with high hopes of transferring the
remaining gardens to the Brooklyn-Queens Land Trust (BQLT) in the near future.147 In
theory this provides for more local control over the gardens; in practice the practical
issues of garden management are more salient, especially as the local land trusts are fully
responsible for their own fundraising and thus reliant on private capital.
NYRP, on the other hand, is more focused on protecting the land itself, without
much regard for the gardeners. Eizenberg (2012) argues that the NYRP model
“paradoxically replicates the modern private urban space that excludes residents from the
process of its production. Though not intended for the purposes of capital accumulation,
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the NYRP model is based on instrumental rationality and centralization of power,
components that characterize the workings of the private market” (p. 117). Gardeners are
excluded from “participating in the production of space” that fundamentally undermines
the notion that community gardens are a public space.
The distinction between the two organizations matters, but under both models the
gardens are still privatized and thus no longer governed by the public, but by
organizations that exert control over the gardens (even if they do this in different ways).
One community gardener explains, “the land trusts have resources but the gardens are
managed by staff not community members.”148 This stands in stark contrast to the public
gardens, which are under direct control of the gardeners themselves as long as they
comply with the GreenThumb license guidelines, including the requirement that gardens
are open to the general public at least 10 hours per week and include at least 10 garden
members (i.e., a ‘community’ garden cannot become a de-facto private yard). For
gardens owned by both TPL and NYRP, the meaning of public space is eroded through
new forms of community garden governance that exemplify the creative destruction of
neoliberalization by undercutting the state through new forms of community gardening
that rely on capital and private property. And, as one gardener explained, “the thing
that’s come out of [land trust ownership] is that no one is overseeing the land trust!”
Even so, the gardener continued, the land trust seems to provide more protection of the
garden. Although he “likes the public model” the fear is that “political changes within
Parks [could lead to] more use of the gardens” for things other than food production.149
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GreenThumb Director Edie Stone is direct in articulating her concerns with these
trends. With “private money,” she questions, “who calls the shots?” Moreover, Edie
explains, “I don’t think [land trusts] have proven to be a successful model.” The NYRP
gardens, as one community garden activist explains: “are dangerous and spreading like
wildfire.” NYRP is dangerous, according to the activist, in that the community is pushed
to the side when the organization develops a garden. They are spreading quickly as the
organization actively redevelops more of the garden lots purchased by NYRP. “NYRP
gardens make nice parks,” the activist continued, “but are not community gardens.”150 Or
as Edie notes, “[NYRP] gets rid of the [community] group and builds a landscape
designer’s paradise . . . but what happens when Better Midler gets bored?” The reliance
on one person’s enthusiasm worries Edie for the long-term viability of the gardens.
Moreover, there is no real community input in the gardens. “New York Restoration
Project testified that the gardens would be safer if transferred to them,” Edie explains
about the organization’s insistence that it can best protect the gardens from development.
She continues: “the land maybe yes, but the actual garden . . . no!”151 A community
gardener from a TPL garden explained his concern with NYRP’s top-down approach: “A
community gets built by the building of a garden. Not: here’s your garden” like NYRP
does it.152
Even with TPL, Edie explains that in theory she likes the potential of public land
trusts, but “the reality of it is they don’t work.”153 The major difficulties arise around
issues of funding, water access (which the GreenThumb gardens do not pay for and the
150
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privatized ones do), and liability insurance (an important concern for community gardens
throughout the entire U.S.). Other garden activists debating the merits of land trust
ownership at the New York City Community Garden Coalition’s 2010 Community
Garden Forum pointed out that philosophically, community gardens are “our land” and
should not need to be purchased for protection. Another gardener pointed out that on the
one hand, the land trusts have resources; on the other hand, the resources often come
from corporations, which prefer to sponsor specific gardens for the publicity gained
through branding.154
Corporate funding for the not-for-profit sector in general, and for agro-food
efforts in particular, is currently a sensitive topic as public sector funding contracts and
private funding opportunities expand. The debate centers on the acceptance of muchneeded resources from the same sector held responsible for many of the problems
addressed through not-for-profit activities. Recently, a great deal of debate has swept the
blogosphere and food activist listservs concerning a $1 million gift from Walmart to
Growing Power, the Milwaukee-based urban agriculture organization headed by
MacArthur Genius and movement leader Will Allen. Snippets of the debate on comfood,
the Community Food Security Coalition’s (CFSC) listserv, arguably the most important
discussion board for food activists, academics, and policy makers, highlight details of the
debate.155 There was a great deal of disagreement regarding the donation and how it will
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impact the growing ‘Good Food Movement.’ Christopher Cook, journalist and author of
Diet for a Dead Planet: How the Food Industry is Killing Us (2004) argued:
When Allen says we can no longer afford to be “idealistic” by refusing
corporate largesse, with all respect, he has it backwards – it is profoundly
realistic and wise to refuse those dollars, which are, invariably and without
exception, not only tainted but tied to future political allegiance with the
corporate agenda. There are no exceptions to this rule.
Let’s remember: the PR and influence that Wal Mart and Pepsi
gain from this “charitable giving” expands their corporate power and their
market control – the very things that are directly undermining our food
system, sustainability, and food access and justice. These two corporations
are a huge part of precisely why we are in such deep trouble with our food
today. It’s not just about “tainted” dollars, it’s about how these
corporations will (and they will) profit both economically and politically
by buying market share in the food justice movement. Don’t let them in,
they cannot be trusted, and they will wreak havoc.
In response two separate food activists posted:
The real question is – without Wal-Mart’s money, who WILL fund the
food policy think tanks in DC and the independent organizations in other
parts of the country? And what is the benefit of the funding? What is the
reach of that benefit? Who will pay the salaries of the negotiators at the
table? Who will fill the food boxes at the pantry (btw, those aren’t just
“donations”)?
There aren’t enough worm castings needing to be bought or ears of
corn sold to fund the work most of these organizations produce. There
aren’t enough government grants. And, if you haven't noticed, there is an
unequal distribution of wealth. So if we want to redistribute that wealth, it
means we have to take it from the people who have accumulated it.
Which means going to Wal-Mart. Yes, its a form of money laundering, if
you will. But it’s a complex relationship and its overly simplistic to say
that accepting Wal-Mart money is always bad. Money is a tool. It can be
used for good or for ill. If it pays the salaries of staffers who then get to
work for another day on revising nutritional standards for school lunches,
or childcare centers, then by all means, lets take it. If we want results, we
have to be at the table.
Another poster submitted:
I don't agree with the idea that we can’t be “idealistic” and still receive
corporate contributions. And I also don't think that by accepting this
money, Will Allen will be “tied to future political allegiance with the
corporate agenda” as Chris suggests. If this same money was coming
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from the Department of Defense, or perhaps the Catholic Church, would
that also make it unacceptable just because the DOD or the Vatican does a
lot of things one might not agree with? I still listen to NPR even though
they receive support from “ADM – Grocer to the World” . . . Certainly
money is tainted . . . There simply ’t’aint enough of it for all the good
causes that need it. I would suggest that WalMart’s supporting activities
of groups like Growing Power is a step towards mainstreaming these
activities.
Within the community gardening community in Brooklyn, this argument about
capital is particularly salient. Most importantly, as the first response to Cook suggests
when the poster writes, “those aren't just ‘donations’,” food is a material necessity and it
is thus difficult to refuse donations – regardless of source – when hungry bodies are at
stake. For community gardens, we are not talking about immediate hunger in the same
sense as emergency food, but the food produced is still very important to many families
struggling to put food on the table.
More immediately, the TPL and NYRP purchase of lots were made possible by a
free-flow of donations, many from corporations. Without the purchase, some argue, the
land would have been destroyed and thus private capital did what the state would not.
This argument, of course, does not accord with the eventual Agreement that protected the
gardens as public space. Because the privatized gardens are reliant on private capital, it is
common to see specific NYRP gardens that are sponsored (funded) by corporations and
thusly named. Notable examples in Brooklyn include the Target® Community Garden –
Brooklyn in the “rapidly revitalizing section of Bedford-Stuyvesant” near the Pratt
Institute and a community garden in East New York sponsored by Goldman Sachs.
Target also sponsors gardens in both the Bronx and Harlem. Other NYRP garden
sponsors include Disney, Toyota, Home Depot, and Tiffany & Co. Gardens without
specific corporate sponsors are available for “adoption” from NYRP throughout
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Brooklyn and the Bronx; notably all the NYRP gardens in Manhattan (clearly the most
visible gardens) are already claimed.156
Two comments from separate interviews highlight the contradictory nature of
corporate funding for food initiatives. On the one hand, neoliberalization has ensured
more and more financial support for social programs and the like must come from the
private sector, as state expenditures are cut to adhere to the hegemonic ideology of a
small state. Moreover, corporate funding is relatively hassle-free – easy to come by and
even easier to spend once acquired. State funding is drying up and much state grant
making and reporting requirements are bureaucratic nightmares for small organizations
(e.g., those working on urban food projects) that lack extensive development staff.
Private foundations are notoriously fickle. Projects must be framed properly for
consideration and foundations often have a heavy hand in shaping the projects they fund.
On the other hand, corporations are viewed by most food activists as responsible for the
problems associated with agro-food and other social problems that intersect with agrofood. Thus, the acceptance of corporate dollars is deemed problematic by many food
activists as the practice lends credibility to corporate donors and shifts power dynamics
toward corporations that provide the funding.
For example, when asked about funding sources for Farming Concrete, a citizen
science project measuring the food production of New York City’s community gardens,
project founder and director Mara Gittleman noted:
I haven’t yet turned corporate . . . a lot of the corporations that are funding
these types of projects right now, like Pepsi, Kraft, it would just be too
hypocritical. I’m really weary of that because gardeners are already really
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weary of people doing research. So if this is funded by something we’re
against . . . It’s tricky on a number of levels . . . 157
One community gardener in Fort Greene who also worked on fundraising for the
Brooklyn-Queens Land Trust (BQLT) argued:
All the money is with corporations, why not just go for it?! It is a question
of how to deal with it, not a question about avoiding it . . . Why not look at
it as thinking about appropriating capital for not just accumulations
sake?158
But Edie Stone is concerned about the growing interest in food issues and the corporate
dollars following in response: “I’m really afraid of the huge corporate interests . . .
[they’re] really co-opting. Because there’s so much money . . . I’ve seen groups
destroyed when so much money [comes in] and [there is] no infrastructure” [for handling
the donations]. In fact, Edie explains, this almost happened to East New York Farms!,
widely considered a model for community gardening and urban farming and huge success
story.159 In many ways, however, Edie’s concerns reflect the above community
gardener’s suggestion that corporate funds are fine if properly handled. She later clarifies
that in her experience corporations undercut community gardens. In New York City Edie
points to the fact that many sponsored community gardens are ‘revitalized’ without
community input and end up, for example, with much less space for food production (if
any at all). Food production is messy, Edie notes, and often does not accord with the
beautiful park-like areas envisioned by corporate sponsors.160
In other cities, Edie notes, there are a lot of top-down projects with corporate
sponsors who always want to build new projects, not enhance existing projects. This is
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the case with NYRP which “gets rid of the group and builds a landscape designers’
paradise.” With NYRP, there is no real community input. Edie thinks that some of the
groups getting involved in urban cultivation – those operating on philosophy – will not be
too harmful. But the corporate branding folks will be damaging.161
Edie’s views are influenced by almost twenty years of work in the community
gardening movement in New York City. Moreover, Edie sits on the board of the
American Community Gardening Association (ACGA) and thus has a national vantage
point as well. “Everywhere,” she explains, the ACGA “sees this top-down corporate
influence.” It is not helpful to the growing movement, as it does not support existing
efforts sustainably built through the grassroots: “Lots of interest [in urban cultivation] but
the interest and resources are not being plowed into existing work, existing groups.”162
At one point in the aforementioned online debate about Walmart’s million dollar
gift to Growing Power someone anonymously posted a link to Walmart’s “Best Practice”
manual for “Recognizing the Walmart Foundation for its Good Works,” highlighting the
political allegiance with the corporate agenda derived from the public relations windfall
tied to corporate giving with a tongue-in-cheek review of the highlights:163
What Walmart Wants from the Good Food Revolutionaries (and how you
can help!)
Amidst a lot of back and forth about all the good that Walmart’s purse can
do for the good food revolution, surprisingly little has been raised about
why the heck Walmart is being so generous in funding revolutionaries
who dream that another food system, a more justice-centered,
participatory food system that’s not totally motivated by maximizing
profits at any cost, is possible -- and indeed necessary.
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It turns out that Walmart is opening their pocketbook because they would
like some help in “RECOGNIZING THE WALMART FOUNDATION
FOR ITS GOOD WORKS.” (GOOD WORKS is just a gentler way of
saying megabucks.) To attain this recognition, they’ve provided the
revolutionaries they fund with some best practices . . . Make no mistake,
this isn’t your grandmother’s altruistic philanthropy, this is revolutionary!
The post continues to list a few choice highlights from Walmart’s “best practices
manual,” including specific language to be used in press releases, logo formating
and coloring, proper ways to thank Walmart, and the necessity that all public
communications get vetted by the corporation.
Yet anyone who has ever received a grant or donation from a corporation
or a private foundation knows this is just a routine practice. Even state grants
often require formal recognition and academic writing regularly recognizes the
funders that supported the work.164 It is assumed that this recognition will make
future support more likely. Indeed, Target, a major sponsor of NYPR, has a
similar set of guidelines.
Target and Walmart, for example, both suggest using the corporate name
in the actual program or project sponsored to ensure people recognize the support
provided. Target provided guidelines for proper recognition, specific language to
use online, in marketing materials, and in press releases, and provides a whole
host of marketing tools (e.g., web banners, posters, program advertisements, and
signage).165 In the case of the Target Community Garden – Brooklyn, the
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community garden had been tended by the community for many years, but fell
into “disrepair” before getting “restored” in 2007 by NYRP with support from
Target. In this case, Target did not merely provide funding for the garden
remodel, but actually provided “nationally acclaimed garden designer and
horticulturist Sean Conway” to direct the efforts. 166 Not mentioned publicly by
NYRP or Target is the fact that Conway is Target’s personal landscape designer
responsible for landscaping at stores (parking lots) around the country. Indeed,
the not-too-subtle garden design – with abstracted logos in Target red – makes it
nearly impossible to overlook the garden’s sponsor even if you do not read the
garden sign on the way in (see Figure 12). Notably, the new garden has few
spaces of food production, whereas food production was the priority of the garden
prior to its “restoration.”
The political economic restructuring of New York City over the past decade – the
processes that first threatened community gardens altogether – did wonders to alter the
city through forms of gentrification well beyond Giuliani’s wildest dreams.
Gentrification first destroyed community gardens and later, as gardens themselves
became desirable to gentrified neighborhoods, the gardens were altered from within,
driven in part by newfound interest in agro-food alternatives. As one interviewee
explained: “The relationship between community gardens and gentrification is pretty
strong . . . which is just the relationship between property value and capital.”167 Gardens
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Figure 12: Target Community Garden - Brooklyn
were once a threat to capital accumulation by hampering real estate development but now
help drive up property values.
Community gardening and gentrification relate on multiple fronts. As
documented by a widely cited New York University study, community gardens help
drive up property values and are seen as cultural amenities desired by the “creative class”
and thus contribute directly to gentrification (Been & Voicu 2006). In gentrified
neighborhoods, residents come to desire and/or expect community gardens, as Edie Stone
explains: “Slow Foodies” want new gardens without existing groups involved and thus
“represent yuppy gentrification and not community justice.”168 Finally, gardens are
shaped within through processes of gentrification. Sarah Ferguson, a Lower East Side
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garden activist, first recognized this process during the height of the struggle with
Giuliani:
As a neighborhood gentrifies, so do its gardens. The handful of
community gardens on the Lower East Side that have attained permanent
status through the Parks Department have done so because they have
exceptional plantings, as well as highly motivated members capable of
writing grants, lobbying politicians, and hosting poetry and jazz
performances to prove their worth as community assets. Tilling vegetable
plots isn’t enough. What’s being overlook, of course, are those modest
spaces tended by poor people for whom gardening is not a hobby
(Ferguson 1999:76).
Mark Trushkowsky, a community gardener and the coordinator of his garden, the
Hollenback Community Garden (see Figure 13) in Fort Greene, Brooklyn, has an
interesting perspective on gentrification. Fort Greene is undergoing extensive

Figure 13: Hollenback Community Garden
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gentrification, and many would argue it is already gentrified. As well, the Hollenback
Community Garden, under cultivation continuously since 1980, and bought from the
auction block by TPL, is dealing with the gentrification of its membership. But the
gardeners are directly confronting the issue head on and working to ensure it serves the
community, newcomers and long-time residents alike.
In Hollenback, Mark sees a “gentrifying force that comes in and is played out in
the garden.” Like many successful community gardens cultivated for many years,169
garden membership is still somewhat exclusive in practice and, for a variety of reasons,
only some people get involved in gardening. With Hollenback, “people have been in the
neighborhood for a very long time who never come in to the garden.” But the new,
young, white, hip members of the neighborhood readily engage the garden. Thus, Mark
notes, “A lot of the new members – no all – are new to the ‘hood and younger.” With the
new community members, Mark explains: “There’s a certain sense of entitlement. ‘Oh,
there’s a community garden, that’s for me.’ And it is. But it’s for everyone.” The
gardeners have collectively decided that the garden should “be reflective of the
community, not just one side of it.” To do this they have instituted a variety of practices
to confront gentrification head-on: they discuss it openly, have rules for garden
membership that includes waiting periods and demonstration of commitment, and they
instituted an apprentice program that connects the newer members (often middle-class
and white) with older members (usually working class persons of color) to foster
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understanding and the transfer of horticulture knowledge. But the struggle with
gentrification is constant and on-going.170
The relationship between capital, private property, and community gardens is
clearly complex and embodies a host of contradictions. The evolution of community
gardens vis-à-vis neoliberalism is reflected in the shift from gardening as a struggle again
roll-back neoliberalization to gardening as the (re)production of roll-out neoliberalization.
As explained in Chapter Two, the era of neoliberalism is historicized by Peck and Tickell
(2002) who distinguish between an earlier period of roll-back to the current period of
roll-out neoliberalization. There was an evolution, the authors explain, from the
“experimental proto-neoliberalisms of the 1970s through the constitution of neoliberalism
as an explicit political-economic project during the 1980s to the ‘deep neoliberalisms’ of
the past decade” (Peck & Tickell 2002:384). Roll-back neoliberalization is the obvious
destruction of state institutions. In the case of community gardening, roll-back was
evident in the abandonment of poor and working class neighborhoods throughout New
York City. The processes were clearly identifiable on the ground and easily discerned as
driven by specific political economic logics. Today, however, neoliberalism has been
“normalized,” which is marked by an “embedding of routines of neoliberal governance,
the aggressive extension of neoliberal institutions and their seeming robustness even in
the face of repeated crises, and the continuing erosion of pockets of political and
institutional resistance to neoliberal hegemony” (Peck & Tickell 2002:384). Roll-out
neoliberalization is characterized by the development of new regulating institutions that
become normalized through hegemonic ideology. Unlike roll-back neoliberalizations,
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roll-out is neither blatant nor readily identified because it has become deeply embedded
in the everyday. The privatization of community garden ownership and the growing
importance of corporate funding are emblematic of the roll-out neoliberalization of
community gardens. This shift has shaped the ways gardens operate and the work they
do for capital. The neoliberalization of community gardens also shapes political struggle,
most evident in the fight to protect gardens threatened by the expiring Community
Gardens Agreement.

The Expiring Agreement and Efforts to Gain Long-Term Garden Protection
In the summer of 2010 community gardeners started to grow increasingly
concerned about the expiration of the 2002 Community Gardens Agreement. The
gardeners started to organize in earnest to win long-term, possibly even permanent,
protection for the remaining public gardens. In this struggle we see the impacts of the
previous political mobilizations and the shifting governance of the now-privatized
gardens. On the one hand, many of the gardens were now protected as private property
and did not feel threatened by the expiring Agreement. On the other hand, the garden
community as a whole now had well-established advocacy groups and substantial
organizing experience to draw on. Because of this, many community gardening leaders
now have access to government and during this round of negotiations the gardeners
themselves had a seat at the table through the New York City Community Garden
Coalition (NYCCGC). Under Giuliani, only the land trusts were engaged in direct
discussions with the city as parties to a real estate deal. Moreover, the growing interest in
food issues throughout the United States ensured many political leaders in New York
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City are very supportive of urban agriculture. As City Council Speaker Christine Quinn
forcefully argued in favor of strong protection of gardens despite the expiring Agreement:
“We can’t take one step forward and one step back, we need a strong agreement that
protects the gardens!”171
There was a great deal of debate as to what sort of protection would be preferred
by most community gardeners. Some gardeners suggested that the Agreement should
simply be extended to provide more time to figure out long-term forms of protection. In
response, most gardeners, especially the political leadership, argued that it was
imperative to seize on the sense of urgency provided by the Agreement’s expiration date.
Moreover, as one gardener explained, “we had the last eight years to prepare for this and
did nothing. The time to get a deal done [for garden protection] is now.”172
There was a great deal of resentment for the near-constant threat to community
gardens. As one gardener explained: “Gardeners have put a lot of energy over the past
ten years into protecting the gardens. Imagine if we could put that energy into building
beautiful and productive gardens.”173 Notably, many of the garden activists were no
longer actually engaged in gardening but remain involved in the movement. It is also
apparent that many activists fully engaged and deeply committed to the movement (as
evidenced by public statements, participation in meetings, protests, leadership roles, etc.)
were also involved in the original struggle in the late-1990s. Many of the newcomers to
urban cultivation, visible at social events, workshops, and in the field, are not engaged in
the political struggles around the rights to the land. This confirms that the direct threat to
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gardens encouraged politicization of gardeners and the “protection” offered by private
property rights undercuts political organizing.174
During the spring of 2010, much of the discussion centered first on what the
gardeners could do to engage the process and proactively create proposals to protect
public gardens. There was also a great deal of talk about political leaders, and how much
trust the gardening community could place in leadership to do the right thing by
extending garden protection. One gardener explained: “Giuliani came at you with a
shotgun . . . you knew he was an enemy. Bloomberg comes at you with a stiletto . . . he
pretends he’s your friend and then stabs you.”175 Or as another gardener noted: “We just
don’t know where the administration stands, where they’re coming from.”176
In early spring 2010 it became clear that the mayor’s office had passed the issue
on to the Parks Department and the expiring Agreement would be replaced by new Parks
Department rules governing the public community gardens under the auspices of
GreenThumb. The Parks Department would write the new rules but would negotiate with
the City Council, who would represent the interests of gardeners. In some ways, this was
an encouraging sign to the gardeners who felt the Parks Department was the most
supportive city agency, especially as the home of GreenThumb.
Karen Washington, President of the NYCCGC Board of Directors and clear
leader of the community gardeners during the new wave of organizing around garden
protection, worked hard to assert the rights of gardeners to participate in the process to
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negotiate a new agreement and organized gardeners. “We need to be at the table,” Karen
argued:
The City Council was speaking on our behalf [in early negotiations with
the mayor’s office] but the message was not getting made. Before
anything goes forward community gardeners and [representatives from
the] Parks [Department] need to talk directly. We need the concerns to
be heard directly from the community gardeners.177
Indeed, Edie Stone would later agree that the negotiations around the expiring Agreement
did not need to be as contentious as they would become and the lines of communication
between the different parties involved should have been more direct.178
In April 2010 the Parks Department released a set of proposed rules that
circulated amongst the community gardeners. This was not an official proposal yet; the
Parks Department was simply looking for feedback from the gardeners, as voiced through
the Community Garden Coalition (NYCCGC) and the City Council. After testing the
waters, so to speak, the Parks Department would release an official set of proposed rules
for public comment as stipulated by the New York City Rulemaking Process.
The gardening community was not happy with the first proposal. The general
sentiment was that the new rules gave the city too much leeway in deciding which
gardeners were not properly adhering to the GreenThumb license and there was not
sufficient recourse for gardeners to save threatened gardens. Community gardeners
wanted to ensure that if a garden was found to be in “default” the broader community
would be informed, ideally before the problem got too bad, and could thus step in to
intervene and turn a troubled garden around.179
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The problem, as Karen saw it, was that City Council Speaker Christine Quinn
“wants to be the white knight who saves the gardens and that’s not happening.” Karen
went on to explain: “I’m not saying Quinn hasn’t stuck her foot in the door . . . but now
it’s on us.”180 Moreover, Karen suggested, Quinn was either not being totally honest in
her support for community gardens or lacked the negotiating power she herself conveyed
as evidenced by the fact that the first rules proposed to replace the Agreement were
“weak at best.”181
In large part, Karen was arguing that the gardeners were well organized and could
and should speak for themselves. She was working hard to rally gardeners to directly
engage in the efforts to replace the Agreement with strong rules that protected
community gardens in perpetuity. Throughout the spring and summer of 2010, Karen led
the fight to protect gardens by working with city leaders and sounding the alarm for
political advocacy. The NYCCGC submitted a formal letter to the Parks Department and
the mayor’s office requesting a seat at the table and in early June 2010 the rules process
was put on hold and the NYCCGC was invited into the process and asked to provide their
top priorities for the proposed rules.182
But the rules officially proposed by the Parks Department did not satisfy the
NYCCGC. Specifically, the gardeners wanted language in the new rules to reflect the
strong protective language of the 2002 Agreement. An NYCCGC public statement
explained:
We are firmly against the proposed Rule: While we were heartened to be
included in the drafting process of the Rule, we are demanding inclusion
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of clearly stated protections for ‘the gardens offered to Parks Department
for preservation as community gardens or open space’ as stated in the
present Agreement.183
On August 4, 2010 the NYCCGC organized a rally and press conference for City
Hall. The group wanted to draw public attention to the proposed rules that fell short of
the 2002 Agreement.184 Community gardeners were also busy preparing for the August
10th public hearing and simultaneous rally they planed for outside the hearing. Gardening
activists and their supporters wanted to ensure the Parks Department revised the proposed
rules to more closely resemble the expiring Agreement.
The August 10th rally and public meeting was held in Manhattan. The hearing
was held at the Parks Department Chelsea Recreation Center, which happens to be
directly across the street from a community garden, where the rally was held. Despite
being held on a Tuesday (workday) morning, there was a great turnout for the event, with
hundreds of diverse supporters carrying banners, exemplary produce from community
gardens, playing music and dancing. Similar to reports of rallies from the late-1990s, the
atmosphere was carnival-like.
The hearing was a very controlled exercise in democracy. People waited in line
to get into the hearing, but there was no clear information provided on the procedures of
the hearing. The park police guarding the door controlled entrance to the hearing under
the guise of “fire safety” and there was clearly not enough room for everyone to
participate simultaneously although it is likely the large turnout was expected by the city.
While waiting in line, chants of “more gardens now!” rang out. At one point, when
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Speaker Quinn left the building, shouts of “Quinn, show some leadership” indicated
overall disappointment with her role in the negotiations between the Parks Department
and community gardeners.
Hearing attendees were visibly upset that the public hearing could not include full
participation of all attendees at once because the room was not large enough to
accommodate the crowd. Every time a public comment mentioned concern about the
process of the hearing itself, the public officials managing the hearing replied that
everyone would get a chance “to speak,” including the people that were still waiting
outside. But this response failed to provide comfort for gardeners interested in not just
speaking but also hearing what others had to say and wanting public officials, like
Speaker Quinn, to hear all of the public comments. The hearing was not organized as a
conversation, simply a process that allowed people who had pre-registered to speak to get
up and talk for three minutes, a rule enforced for everyday citizens and ignored for
professionals (e.g., from the Brooklyn Botanic Garden, Green Guerillas) and public
officials.185
Every public statement supported community gardens and requested the proposed
rules be strengthened. But many of the gardeners did not specifically comment on how
the proposed rules could be strengthened and instead focused on providing testimony
regarding the importance of community gardens and reasons to protect the gardens.
These varied widely and included: access to fresh food, especially in areas where there is
none; food and environmental justice; neighborhood revitalization and development;
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access to open space and/or green space; conservation and waste reduction (especially
rainwater and compost); and access to public land – right to control public land.
Substantive testimony, most of which came from elected officials, suggested the
rules be improved by making them resemble the 2002 Agreement more closely. Specific
suggestions include: ensuring that gardens in good standing have their licenses renewed
automatically; that a mechanism be created to find groups to assume management of
gardens in default rather than having them destroyed; putting in writing Parks’
commitment to keeping the gardens under their jurisdiction; providing an alternate
garden site for garden lots that are to be sold; the “accelerated default” option which
serves as an imminent threat should be stricken; and finally, there should be a clear
process for establishing new gardens.
Remarkably, the final rules that appeared in September 2010 actually reflected the
extensive feedback provided by the NYCCGC and community gardeners. The NYCCGC
initially released a statement of support for the process, but stopped short of praising the
rules.186 True to their commitment to process and serving the entire gardening
community, the NYCCGC waited to speak with constituents before issuing a statement
and held a town hall style meeting. Generally speaking, the Coalition is supportive of the
new rules. Their critiques all focus on the process of the rules (or lack thereof) governing
information sharing for threatened gardens and support for struggling gardens. The
community gardening community would also like to see actual legislation and policy to
protect all forms of urban cultivation.187
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For her part, GreenThumb Director Edie Stone is “happy” with the new rules to
protect community gardens and thinks the process is a “perfect example of the
government working as it should.” That said Stone would have preferred that the
proposed rules were a bit more “progressive” before the hearing, which did not need to be
so contentious. The other concern of Edie’s was the question of gardener representation
– through NYCCGC – earlier in the process. Overall, Edie is happy with the new rules,
she explains, because she is focused on gardeners, not simply gardens; that is, she works
to serve people by providing support for the cultivation of public land. She explains:
“My priority is preserving active gardens, not land . . . If I had to choose, I’ll give up the
land somewhere else [to protect an active garden] . . . Land advocates say why give up
any land. This is not a practical view.” The rules preserve active gardens and are thus
working in the interest of people, not simply land preservation.188
In the end, the recent struggle over the expiring 2002 Agreement illustrates the
impacts of the earlier phase of garden threat that transformed community gardens through
roll-out neoliberalization. The purchase of gardens in 1999 ensured that many gardens
were no longer threatened and this undercut the ability to generate widespread support for
the new wave of political action. Those who did engage were either cultivating public
land or were holdovers, garden advocates from the late-1990s, very few younger
gardeners were involved. Karen Washington tried to get the slogan “if one garden is
threatened we’re all threatened” to resonate but was unsuccessful in getting TPL or
NYRP gardeners galvanized. The gardens did successfully organize thanks to the fact
that there are remaining public gardens throughout the city worth fighting for.
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Chapter Conclusion: Shifting Cultivation
The community gardening era of the 1970s emerged in the wake of state
abandonment and lack of sufficient access for the urban poor to conventional agro-food.
Urban inequality, cuts to social programs (e.g., transit, public parks, education, etc.), and
the bottoming-out of the local real estate market sparked a local community gardening
movement struggling for grassroots control of urban land for productive uses. The battles
over community gardens in the 1990s were largely a response to efforts to (re)assert
private property rights to land that had been publicly cultivated for many years.
Community gardens play an important role in the social reproduction of urban
neighborhoods throughout Brooklyn by providing food in areas otherwise lacking. Of
greater interest to me, however, is the role community gardens play in the broader
struggle to challenge corporate rule of both the city and agro-food. The community
gardening movement of the 1970s and 1980s was a struggle against early processes of
urban neoliberalization, the “roll-back” of the state, and the fight to protect those gardens
during the 1990s was in many ways a fight against “roll-out” neoliberalization. In many
ways community gardening was a struggle, and still is a struggle, against the
neoliberalization of New York City.
This history of community gardening in New York City illustrates the importance
of state support, especially in facilitating land access, for successful public cultivation of
the city. Within capitalist economies, urban agriculture is very much at the whim of real
estate markets. During the heyday of agricultural production in Brooklyn, the real estate
market drove farms from the expanding city. During the 1970s, the market pushed out
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the “surplus” population, creating spaces for public food production. In the late-1990s, a
rebounding real estate market again dictated land-use shifts, as the cultivation of the city
became an obstacle to profit. In some cases community gardening survived by coming to
terms with private property rights; in other cases, protest forced the state intervened to
protect the public’s right to farm the city. Finally, during the summer of 2010, the state
provided a more secure process for the public to secure rights to the city in response to
public demands.
By this time, however, the landscape of community gardening was already
altered, with fewer spaces to cultivate, a growing interest in food issues, loss of control to
some of the gardens themselves through processes of privatization, the impacts of
gentrification within and around gardens, and a lack of direct political engagement that
further eroded the voice of gardeners themselves. The result of these shifts, combined
with the (mistaken) belief that community gardens are not viable forms of food
production, is a push toward new forms of urban agriculture, especially in the borough of
Brooklyn. Very few new community gardens have cropped up in New York City during
the past decade, but a number of urban market gardens have emerged throughout
Brooklyn. These urban farms, qualitatively different than community gardens (see
Figure 1: Urban Agriculture Typology in Introduction), are the new face of urban
agriculture.
In the next chapter I explore the neoliberalization of agro-food and urban
agriculture as a response to those processes. First I discuss the problems produced by the
neoliberalization of agro-food. I then explore urban cultivation as a response to
neoliberalization. I return to the distinction between “roll-back” neoliberalization and
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“roll-out” neoliberalization as key to understanding subtle distinctions between the
community gardening movement discussed in this chapter and urban market farming as
characteristic of roll-out neoliberalization.
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Chapter Five: Urban Market Gardening
Chapter Introduction
The question is not: can New York City feed itself? That’s not the point
[of urban agriculture]. We can grow health food aimed at reaching the
folks who need it the most while building a strong local economy. We can
empower, challenge, and build.
Bee Ayer (2010)189
Farm Manager, bk farmyards
Urban agriculture is currently experiencing a renaissance in Brooklyn. The
contemporary period of expanding urban cultivation is motivated by the growing interest
in agro-food issues (as Discussed in Chapters One and Two) and largely assumes the
form of urban market gardens,190 small- to medium-scale farms.191 Urban market gardens
differ from community gardens in that they operate on private property,192 are not
cultivated communally by community members but are managed by paid farmers or
professionals, and produce food for sale, not personal consumption.193
Urban farms are the material expression of the need to “scale-up” urban
cultivation. It is often argued that community gardens are nice, but as environmental
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Just Food CSA in NYC Conference, Bee Ayer, February 28, 2010.
The terms urban market garden, urban market farm, and urban farm are used
interchangeably in this chapter to denote small, diverse farms producing fruits and
vegetables for direct market sale, including both for-profit and not-for-profit initiatives.
In Brooklyn, only the 3-acres Added Value urban farm project is larger than one acre.
191
The USDA defines a farm as any operation with $1,000 or more in sales of
agricultural products during a given year.
192
Often the land or rooftop is donated and there are even a few examples of the city
donating municipal land for urban farm projects. And, as we saw in the last chapter,
many community gardens now operate on private property as well.
193
The political distinctions between community gardens and urban market gardens are
more pronounced and will be developed through the central arguments of this chapter,
especially as they relate to political possibilities and neoliberalization.
190
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justice activist Majora Carter insists, “they cannot feed the world.”194 And although this
statement is accurate, the broader implication is that community gardens do not offer
much in the way of food production. There are many reasons to question this veracity of
this assumption regarding the productive limitations of community gardens, yet it
remains a widely held belief. To date, there is little quantitative data on the food
production capacities of community gardens. Even so, all but a handful of community
gardens produce food; food is the motivation behind most community gardens; and all
gardeners interviewed for this project are primarily interested in growing food. Although
I did not directly present data on food production in community gardens in the previous
chapter, the productive capacities of community gardens needs further research. At this
point, however, the data collected for this project clearly indicate that community gardens
are importance sources of fresh produce within Brooklyn, especially within areas
classified as food deserts (see Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in
Brooklyn, NY).195
Although there have been few community gardens developed in New York City
since 1999,196 urban cultivation has continued to grow, especially in the borough of
Brooklyn. As a result of the confluence of urban development, the threat to community
194

“Green the Ghetto and How Much it Won’t Cost Us,” Majora Carter, University
Lecture Series, Syracuse University, September 21, 2010.
195
Indeed, many efforts exist to quantify the production of community gardens. During
my fieldwork, a new project – Farming Concrete – was initiated to measure the produce
of New York City’s community gardens. In 2010, 25 Brooklyn community gardens
participated in the project and reported 35,680 pounds of produce, with an estimated
value of $90,100 on a combined 0.87 acres. This pilot project clearly illustrates the
productivity of community gardens; 35,680 pounds on less than one acre in nothing to
scoff at. I am currently working on a collaborative research project to measure the food
productive capacities of community gardens in Syracuse, NY.
196
“GreenThumb Gardeners’ Handbook,” GreenThumb. Retrieved November 1, 2011
(www.greenthumbnyc.org).
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gardens, and the rising popularity of food issues, the expansion of urban agriculture has
largely taken the shape of small urban farms. The first urban farms established, including
East New York Farms! and Added Value, started in 2000 and 2003, respectively, are notfor-profit projects motivated by the desire to address disparities in healthy food access
through community development, especially youth programming.197 With the exception
of bk farmyards, which started in 2009 and follows the template established by the other
projects,198 the newest urban farms are all rooftop entrepreneurial market projects,
including Eagle Street Rooftop Farm (2009), Brooklyn Grange (2010), and Gotham
Greens (2011), none of which explicitly seek to address disparities in food access but
instead hope to provide “hyper-local” produce to Brooklyn consumers.199
In this chapter I explore this return of market gardening to Brooklyn, focusing on
the relationship between neoliberalization (as political economic context) and
contemporary urban market farms. First, I explore the problems that urban agriculture,
and agro-food activists more broadly, explicitly work to address and connect these onthe-ground articulations with the neoliberalization of agro-food. Next, I detail the
specific urban farm projects explored through this research, highlighting the motivations
of the projects and the material work that they do. I then briefly return to the previously
discussed (Chapter Two) distinction between “roll-back” and “roll-out” neoliberalization
and articulate the analytical importance of this distinction for understanding the
(re)production of neoliberalization through urban market farming. The bulk of the
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Personal interview, David Vigil, June 15, 2010; Personal interview, Ian Marvy, June
29, 2010.
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Personal interview, Bee Ayer, May 28, 2010; Personal interview, Stacey Murphy,
August 6, 2010.
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www.rooftopfarms.org
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chapter examines contemporary urban market farms according to three defining
characteristics of roll-out neoliberalization: (1) hegemonic ideology related to idealized
agrarian boot-strap efforts and entrepreneurial spirit; (2) the priority of private property
rights; and (3) the increasing dependence of social programs on private capital.

Problematizing Conventional (Capitalist) Agro-Food
Agro-food is widely recognized in the literature to be an important arena of
neoliberalization. Notably, the neoliberalization of agro-food embodies blatant
contradictions. Agriculture and food are both subjected to a variety of neoliberal efforts
but also remain heavily regulated and protected by the state. Neoliberalizations of agrofood include vertical integration and corporate consolidation, the increasing privatization
of land access, the patenting of life in the form of seeds and genetically modified
organisms (GMOs), free trade agreements that destroy national agricultural economies,
and efforts to dismantle entitlements that produce the visceral contradictions of hunger
and obesity in the United States. Although these processes are not new, they come
together in ways unique to the neoliberal era to discipline subjects and the state,
reorganize capital, and restore class power. These processes now appear ideologically
coherent and tied together under neoliberalism, which becomes hegemonic (Biel 2000;
Magdoff 2004; McMichael 2010; Guthman 2008b).
The contradictions of neoliberalization are brought into sharp relief by strong
state institutions that hold the neoliberalization of agro-food in check. Within the U.S.,
the Farm Bill is the most notable example of state intervention in agro-food, including the
continuation of many entitlements (despite best efforts to eliminate them), government
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subsidies provided to agricultural producers, and the persistence of research and
extension services provided through the land grant system (Biel 2000; Magdoff 2004;
McMichael 2010; Guthman 2008b).
Unlike community gardens, which emerged during the 1970s in response to the
neoliberal roll-back of the state (re)produced through urban forms, contemporary urban
market farms are created specifically as alternative food networks (see Chapter Two for
discussion of AFNs).200 The community gardening movement that emerged in the 1970s
and 1980s were not necessarily driven by the same concerns with the agro-food system as
much as they were grassroots responses to problems of food access and employed as a
tool for community development. Many urban market gardens are motivated by
disparities in healthy food access, but participants also highlight a variety of concerns
with conventional agro-food as the impetus for urban agriculture. This is especially true
for the commercial rooftop farm projects.
During preliminary research for this project conducted during the summer of
2008, I explicitly asked interviewees to articulate the problems associated with
conventional agro-food and the specific problems they target through their work.201
Christina Schiavoni, an activist and organizer working for the organization WhyHunger,
a grassroots not-for-profit that works across scales on food justice issues, was clear in her
description of the key problems with our current system:
Question: What are the problems with our food and agriculture system that
WhyHunger works to address?
200

To be sure, today’s community gardens are often formations of AFNs too, especially
newer ones and newer community gardeners are driven by concerns with conventional
agro-food.
201
During preliminary research I collected data on urban agriculture (e.g., with the
NYCCGC) but did not conduct interviews with community gardeners or urban farmers.
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Christina: Broadly speaking . . . there’s lots of problems . . . but I think
[the main problem is] corporate control and corporate consolidation of the
food system, or corporate concentration. And, you know, the fact that our
global food system is profit driven, that’s a fundamental problem. When
food is treated as any other commodity and . . . when you don’t take a
rights approach . . . when food isn’t looked at as a basic right, as
sustaining life, I think that the fundamental problem starts there.202
In another interview, New York Times food writer Mark Bittman connects the
increasing visibility of agro-food contradictions with the rise of food efforts, including
urban agriculture. “Americans were able to ignore so many things for 50 years because
of our hegemonic position in the world,” Mark argues, “we grew up in this time when
there was plenty . . . but things are changing. You know, masses of people are
recognizing you can’t raise a billion cows a year [clearly exaggerating] to feed people, or
whatever the crazy numbers are.”203 Other interviewees were neither as succinct nor as
directly condemning of capitalist agro-food as Christina and Mark.204 A Slow Food USA
representative, for example, defined the problem simply as a “disconnect between
growing and eating food” that could be addressed through “nurturing both local and
regional and the beautiful, artisanal products from around the world.”205 Overall,
however, these initial interviews pointed to key features identified in the literature as
agro-food neoliberalizations, including: corporate consolidation, expanding land grabs,
seed patents, GMOs, free trade agreements (specifically NAFTA), and cuts to entitlement
programs.
202

Personal interview, Christina Schiavoni, June 26, 2008.
Personal interview, Mark Bittman, June 20, 2008.
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Notably, not a single interview conducted for this research condemned “capitalism,”
although Bittman and Schiavoni came close (e.g., problem with “profit-driven” food).
The hegemonic agro-food system is described as conventional, industrial, contemporary,
or globalized to connote what the critical literature refers to as capitalist.
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Personal interview, Anonymous, June 26, 2008.
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When I returned to the field in 2010, I took for granted that the problems of
conventional agro-food were widely recognized. Notably, as I explain in my fieldnotes,
interviewees almost always offered an explanation of the problems with agro-food their
specific work seeks to address:
I rarely directly asked [interviewees] questions regarding what is
problematic about the current agro-food system. That said, I was always
provided with some comments regarding both what is wrong with agrofood generally, and what specific problem that person’s work looks to
address. That there are many, many, many problems with agro-food is
widely accepted as fact, and even some of the general, over-arching
problems are commonly articulated . . . I thus conclude that the problems
of agro-food are widely understood and agreed upon, although the specific
work of different projects and individuals differ greatly, there are come
commonly-held underlying assumptions.206
The processes by which agriculture and food are subjected to neoliberalization are
widely recognized in one form or another as problematic. Even so, community
gardeners, urban farmers, and others engaged in agro-food activism rarely if ever use the
term “neoliberalization” to describe those features of the agro-food system deemed most
problematic. As Julie Guthman (2008b) explains: “agro-food activism is often quite
removed from a politics that names and addresses actually existing neoliberalizations of
the food system” (p. 1180). This seems to be characteristic of most, but not all, of the
urban agriculture (and other food projects) in Brooklyn. Interviews and other data
sources rarely, if ever, directly addressed neoliberalizations of the food system. And, as I
detail throughout this chapter, the cultivation of Brooklyn is not yet addressing neoliberal
contradictions. But, as the data also illustrate, people working on agro-food issues clearly
recognize current political economic trends as problematic, trends identified in the
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Fieldnotes, August 6, 2010.
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academic literature as characteristic of neoliberalization (Biel 2000; Magdoff 2004;
McMichael 2010; Guthman 2008b).
I thus frame urban agriculture as a struggle against neoliberalism because the
problems identified by the data are rightfully understood as neoliberal. Although framing
urban agriculture this way flattens the complexities, contradictions, and nuances that exist
within its practice, I follow the data in framing urban agriculture as resistance as working
toward food justice. And, as the quote used at the very beginning of this dissertation
illustrates, research partners themselves articulated a full understanding of the gap
between lofty goals and material work: “Programs like this [urban farm project] are
hopefully changing people’s attitudes,” David explained, “but it’s not going to be enough
if people buy some of their produce at their farmers’ market or they support a few local
farmers. It’s going to take a lot more to really make a big impact.”207
Interviewees always described some key problems of agro-food. Equally
informative are the specific foci of the various urban agriculture projects, which provide
clues to the most pressing agro-food problems as recognized on the ground. As Stacey
Murphy, an urban farmer and founder of bk farmyards explains:
I think the answers [to what’s wrong with agro-food], the nuanced
answers, are going to reflect what people are doing. Somebody who might
be growing on a rooftop and selling to high-end restaurants and customers
is going to be different than somebody who is in an area where they’re
saying there’s no access to food and they’re providing food to people who
need it, and there’s large obesity rates . . . they’re definitely gonna address
two massively-different system views. So . . . I mean I think there’s so
many things wrong that [laughs] . . . I mean [very hesitant, pondering how
pessimistic to be and laughing nervously] . . . I think its been written about
enough that we all understand. And I think anybody who has taken on
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Personal interview, David Vigil, June 15, 2010.
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urban agriculture, one of their big ones is gonna be the abuse of farmers
[laughs], and understanding what it means to be a farmer.208
I will return to Stacey’s comments later, but draw attention to her distinction between
rooftop farms selling to “high-end customers” and farms in neighborhoods characterized
by food disparities that are “providing food to people who need it.” The differences
between the for-profit endeavors and not-for-profit projects materialize in the specific
understandings of food as a commodity, and subsequent commodity fetishism. This brief
statement also exemplifies the critique that agro-food alternatives (re)produce white
privilege through efforts to “bring good food to others” that reflect the desires of project
instigators and not of those enrolled as objects (Guthman 2008a). Thus, while there are
very important distinctions between types of urban farm projects that either challenge or
reinforce food in its commodity form (commodity fetishism), not-for-profit urban farms
leave unquestioned other contradictions, in this case the whiteness of AFNs.209
Although food trade has long been globalized, neoliberalization is understood to
exacerbate the global expansion of agro-food. Under neoliberalization, agricultural
production is designed for export, often imposed by geopolitical force and/or mandated
by global financial institutions as a precondition for international monetary aid (Biel
2000; McMichael 2010; Peet 1999). Philip McMichael (2010) explains that under the
current “neoliberal conjuncture” (p. 57), the global South becomes a “world farm” for
consumers in the global North. Ian Marvy, a farm project director in Brooklyn, explains
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Personal interview, Stacey Murphy, August 6, 2010
Indeed, the highly racialized dynamics of urban agriculture in Brooklyn are not
explored in this dissertation, deserve extensive analysis, and will be a topic for a followup project.
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that everybody deals with global agro-food expansion, especially in the form of produced
environmental contradictions:
Because all of our food is [transported] thousands of miles . . . we’re all
dealing with global warming. So . . . they’re saying 25% of carbon
emissions are from agriculture . . . But other than that [the U.S. military],
you’re talking about global agriculture is the consumer of carbon and thus
the producer [of climate change].210
When asked to identify the culprit driving the current problems associated with
agro-food, Chris Grace, the director of the Urban Food Program of the New York State
Department of Agriculture and Markets responded:
[T]here are a whole host of things that have come together . . . I think the
origins of a lot of the problems are vast and a lot of the issues we have . . .
I mean it’s so big. When you talk about seeds. And you talk about
ownership of genetic material, then you talk about the fact that it’s illegal
for a farmer to save . . . I mean there are certain fundamental things that
are so big and so crazy when you put them all together . . . highways over
train tracks . . . the globalization of the grocery store market chain.211
Chris touches on many problems directly linked with neoliberalization, including the
valuation and extension of markets into life through the patenting of seeds, the
consolidation of grocery stores, and the push for commodity production and exportoriented production.
As the data indicate, it is specifically the neoliberalization of agro-food that is
problematized by activists and folks engaged in urban food production. Indeed, this is
widely recognized in the literature. Doug Constance (1999) suggests that agro-food
movements exemplify, “the most coherent challenge to neoliberal restructuring” (p. 9).
Jason Moore (2008) exclaims, “agriculture is one of the decisive battlegrounds of
neoliberal globalization – I would say the decisive battleground (p. 54). And Julie
210
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Personal interview, Ian Marvy, June 29, 2010
Personal interview, Christina Grace, June 3, 2010
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Guthman (2008b) argues: “it is precisely the neoliberalization of food and agriculture that
many activists are opposing” (p. 1172).

Farming the City
Urban market farms emerge against this backdrop of multiple and overlapping
problems produce by conventional agro-food. Urban agriculture, its supporters and
practitioners contend, is part of a viable solution to conventional agro-food through the
creation of alternative food networks. These AFNs, defined in Chapter Two as
“networks of producers, consumers, and other actors that embody alternatives to the more
standardized industrial mode of food supply” (Renting, Marsden, & Banks 2003:394),
exist within broader structures of injustice. Rather than directly challenge hegemonic
institutions that produce agro-food contradictions, efforts to farm the city opt to create
alternatives to those institutions.
In Brooklyn, urban farms assume two particular forms. As noted in the chapter
introduction, there are both not-for-profit farm projects (Added Value, East New York
Farms!, and bk farmyards) and commercial entrepreneurial endeavors (Brooklyn Grange,
Eagle Street Rooftop Farm, and Gotham Greens). Notably, the not-for-profit urban farm
projects are a bit older (starting in 2000) while the newest projects (starting in 2009) all
look to urban agriculture as a business venture. There are very important distinctions
between the two forms. Both look to address contradiction produced by agro-food, but
train their sights on very different problems and thus employ urban cultivation to
different ends. It goes without saying that the not-for-profit initiatives are more
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condemning of conventional agro-food while entrepreneurial efforts look more to exploit
food through commodity fetishization.
The farmers of both the commercial and charitable projects are all white, middleclass, idealistic, and beautiful.212 They are a popular bunch, widely recognized not only
around their neighborhoods but at any and all food-related events, as I sarcastically wrote
in my fieldnotes: “urban farmers are rock stars and it’s super cool to know them!”213

Not-for-Profit Urban Farm Projects
East New York Farms! is actually two urban farm projects and an extension
program for the neighborhood’s community gardeners.214 Located in East New York, a
predominantly African American, Dominican, Puerto Rican, and East Indian
neighborhood where over half the population lives below the federal poverty line,215 the
farm project is attached to a community center (United Community Centers) and focuses
on youth programming and food production. The youth farm site (the farm) is vibrant,
always bustling with activity. Overhead is an elevated train, lending a particular
cosmopolitan feel to the farm, which is surrounded by colorful murals. The lot boasts a
large shipping container-turned-storage shed painted in bold colors, a large hoop house
for starting seedlings, bee hives, an extensive compost operations, and an extensive
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See photo spread “What an Urban Farmer Looks Like,” Joshua David Stein,
photography by Andreas Laszlo Konrath, New York Magazine September 27, 2010, p.
52-55.
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Field notes, February 28, 2010.
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East New York has the most community gardens of any neighborhood in New York
City, approximately 88 of Brooklyn’s 316 community gardens, which is almost half of
the city’s total of more than 700.
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NYC Community Data Portal, New York City Department of Planning. Retrieved
October 1, 2011 (http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcp/home.html).
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rainwater harvest system that pulls thousands of gallons of water from neighboring roofs.
The farm project is managed by a staff of five, with employees focused specifically on
farm management, community outreach, and volunteer coordination. East New York
Farms! articulates its mission as addressing “food justice in our community by promoting
local sustainable agriculture and community-led economic development.”216 The food
produced on the two farms is distributed in the neighborhood through direct sales and,
more recently, through a new project to improve the quality of food at neighborhood
corner stores (bodegas). East New York Farms! runs a paid, 9-month internship program
for neighborhood youth. The program is designed to provide youth experience on the
youth farm, while teaching about nutrition, health, the environment, and entrepreneurial
skill acquisition.217
Located in the neighborhood of Red Hook, Added Value is a 3-acre farm (the
largest in Brooklyn) occupying a former ball “field.”218 The neighborhood is
overwhelmingly African American and Latino, with extremely high poverty rates (mean
annual income is approximately $12,000). Ian Marvy, a co-founder of Added Value
explains that the neighborhood, with “only” 11,000 residents, is much more close-knit
than other areas in Brooklyn mostly due to the geographic isolation created by physical
barriers – water and elevated highway – and extremely poor urban transit (the
neighborhood is one of the few in Brooklyn not served by a train line). Added Value is
specifically place-based, and Ian articulates the importance of geography for shaping the
neighborhood and the project.
216
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Personal interview, David Vigil, June 15, 2010.
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When the Red Hook waterfront219 was killed as business moved to the Port of
Newark, Ian explains, the economy of Red Hook was destroyed. Add the construction of
the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway that physically isolated the neighborhood and the GI
bill, which encouraged white flight, and the abandonment of Red Hook was complete.220
Now, however there is a new cruise ship dock that brings tourists to the neighborhood,
which is also home to Ikea – Brooklyn, and gentrification is well underway thanks to the
availability of undeveloped land, relatively cheap property, and a prime waterfront
location. The neighborhood, however, is still very poor; collectively, the Red Hook
Houses are the largest public housing development in Brooklyn and are home to more
than half of the neighborhood’s total population.221
Added Value began in 2003 when manure was trucked in from the city’s zoos and
from Central Park’s horses and dumped directly on top of the blacktop ball “field.”
Added Value’s mission it to “help grow a just food system”222 and it works towards this
goal through youth-led food production. The farm employs youth through a paid
internship program and is home to a very successful farmers’ market, which serves the
immediate community and attracts Saturday costumers from the Ikea, which is literally
across the street.223 Similar to East New York Farms!, Added Value has a hoop house
and uses an old shipping container as large storage shed. The farm distributes directly
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through the market and a community supported agriculture (CSA)224 program and also
sells to neighborhood restaurants.225
The newest not-for-profit urban farm project in Brooklyn, bk farmyards is a
“decentralized” urban agriculture network in central Brooklyn. The organization
operates a variety of backyard urban farms that operate as small, intimate CSAs. The
land is offered to the farmers, Stacey Murphy and Bee Ayer, free of charge. In exchange,
the landowners receive a CSA share. The most notable farm sites of bk farmyards are in
the Crown Heights neighborhood, home to a one-acre farm that occupies land at the High
School for Public Service, a public school, and a 50-hen chicken operation, located at a
community garden, produces eggs for bk farmyards’ CSA and market.
Crown Heights is a working class neighborhood with a very large Afro-Caribbean
population. There are also very distinct pockets of Hasidic Jews in Crown Heights and
there is a history of tensions between the two groups (e.g., the infamous Crown Heights
riots of 1991 which helped to elect Giuliani to his first term). Fieldwork indicates that bk
farmyards works almost exclusively with the Afro-Caribbean community through both of
the key sites (farm and henhouse). bk farmyards distributes through direct sales and will
occasionally sell a bumper crop to an area restaurant at a premium. The group is
dedicated to addressing disparities in food access and to teaching high school students
horticulture as the mission statement attests: “bk farmyards is a collective of urban
farmers promoting food justice through agricultural production and education.”226
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A CSA system creates an agreement between producer and consumer. The consumer
agrees at the beginning of the season to buy a share of the harvest (whatever that may be),
and the farmer agrees to provide shares of food over a season (Byczynski 2010).
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Personal interview, Ian Marvy, June 29, 2010.
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www.bkfarmyards.com
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The three not-for-profit urban farms purposefully work to improve access to
healthy, affordable food by building what is described as a “just food system.” All three
projects articulate an explicit critique of the contemporary agro-food system and use
urban farming to address agro-food problems. The prevalence of food deserts in
Brooklyn (see Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, NY) is the
central concern of not-for-profit urban market gardens. Brooklyn’s not-for-profit urban
market gardens purposefully work to address food disparities by building what is
articulated as a just food system that, quite simply, improves access to healthful,
affordable food.
Moving beyond project mission statements (which are important articulations that
I will return to in the conclusion of this chapter) the data indicate that the urban market
farms – like community gardens – play a significant role in the social reproduction of
poor, working class communities of color in Brooklyn. These farms all operate in
working class communities of color that are characterized by disparities in food access
(see Appendix 6: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, including Farm
Projects). The farms prioritize on-site produce sales at farm stands and markets. They
make an explicit point of accepting food stamps227 and work to ensure prices are
affordable (kept below normal market prices). Thus, the food distribution serves the
specific neighborhood in which the projects are embedded.228 Moreover, the not-forprofit farms also run community supported agriculture programs (CSAs) that include not
227

The food stamp programs of the U.S. are SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program) and WIC (Women, Infants, and Children).
228
One glaring gap in my research (and the literature) is the lack of quantitative data to
investigate these sorts of claims made by urban agriculture and other urban food
initiatives. I am now working on a collaborative project to fully explore this issue.
Anecdotal evidence in Brooklyn indicates these claims are well founded.
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only the customary CSA paid shares, but also make available shares on a sliding scale
based on income and offer work shares that allow individuals to pay through labor.
Importantly, East New York Farms!, Added Value, and bk farmyards all
supplement the produce harvested onsite by bringing other producers to market (see
Figure 14: Added Value Farmers’ Market). The produce sold at the bk farmyards market
which is not produced on site is brought from bk farmyards’ other sites throughout
Brooklyn, most notably eggs from their chicken operation (Brooklyn’s largest with 50
birds) which is also in the Crown Heights neighborhood (see Figure 15: bk farmyards
Hens). For East New York Farms! and Added Value, the organizations use the farm
projects as neighborhood gathering spots. Through extensive community outreach the
two groups have developed a strong rapport in their respective

Figure 14: Added Value Farmers’ Market
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Figure 15: bk farmyard Hens
neighborhoods. This serves as the basis for farmers’ markets that distribute produce from
Upstate farmers far in excess of what is produced on the urban farm site alone.
Neighborhood residents also sell extra produce from community gardens and/or valueadded products (mostly food related) at East New York Farms!
In fact, East New York Farms!, grew out of the local farmers’ market, which
started as a simple distribution market for extra produce from neighborhood community
gardens. Farm manager David Vigil explains: “we started as a card table with extra
collard greens and folks were already thinking big.”229 Today, the East New York Farms!
market generates approximately $125,000 in annual sales. The urban farm operation
brings in about $10,000 on less than an acre, other local growers and small business
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owners bring in an additional $15,000, and the bulk, approximately $100,000, goes to
Upstate farmers. This arrangement, David explains, benefits everyone:
Is really a mutually beneficial relationship for the urban and rural growers.
Because they [Upstate farmers] grow things in a lot greater volume and
they grow things, you know, you don’t want to grow corn in the city
because it attracts rodents. Melons and squash take up a lot of space. And
so they provide a lot of the volume but we do a lot of the outreach and
build up the community and trust around the market and specialize in the
niche crops, the West Indian crops.230
All three farm projects also incorporate youth programming through education,
curriculum development, and school partnership; paid summer employment opportunities
and internship; and “entrepreneurial,” job, horticulture, culinary, and nutritional training.
Added Value actually started as an alternative to incarceration project, working with
youth “at risk” for institutionalization (i.e., jail, prison, “alternative” schools, etc.). Ian
Marvy, co-founder of Added Value explains:
[O]ver time both of us [co-founders] became more and more disillusioned
with the institutions that were built to serve ‘young people and the
communities that supported them.’ And we discovered urban agriculture
as a tool for skills-acquisition, knowledge-acquisition, and social
transformation for the teenagers. And as a tool to disrupt adult
preconceived notions of both youth and the communities they came from.
And so [urban agriculture] was a space where we could take the common
phrase: ‘kids these days and neighborhoods like these’ and flip the script
pretty easily. So all of a sudden the ‘communities like these’ were very
interesting and the ‘kids these days’ were teaching you something and also
providing you your basic food needs.231
These three urban farm projects, then, are employing urban agriculture as a tool to
address a variety of community-specific issues. Indeed, Ian describes Added Value as a
“site specific project” deeply embedded in the neighborhood of Red Hook and reflecting
the neighborhood in a variety of ways: through the types of food produced, through the
230
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youth programs with both interns and neighborhood schools, and in the market and
CSA.232 David Vigil of East New York Farms! explains: “For this project, it’s
specifically using urban agriculture as a way to address some of the needs in the
community” including food access, youth development, and economic activity.233 And
the impacts, David notes, are clear:
Question: What are the impacts of East New York Farms!?
David: Well, I think there are a lot of specific impacts that we can
measure. We know that 60 to 70% of the market income comes in the
form of farmers’ market nutrition program coupons. So that means
mothers who receive WIC and senior citizens are buying a lot of the
produce at our market and those are traditionally two groups who struggle
to find access to high quality, fresh produce. So we know our produce is
getting into good hands every year, people who really want it and need it.
You know, in addition to what the local farms and gardens earn plus the
youth program money . . . $20,000 are the market plus what we pay the
youth in stipends [funded through grants], that’s money going into the
local economy and in turn means that it goes to local businesses and local
establishments. You know, we turned two vacant lots into thriving urban
farms and so certainly, just for the neighbors, it’s made quality of life
better . . . we certainly get a lot of appreciation from our neighbors.234
These urban farm projects, then, play an important role in the social reproduction
of the neighborhoods in which they are embedded by improving healthy food access,
providing economic development opportunities, and supporting youth development. Notfor-profit urban market gardening draws necessary connections to build alternatives to
the entire system, including urban sustainable food production, economic development
opportunities, equitable distribution, and expanded access to improve healthy food
consumption. Although these projects articulate strong critiques of conventional agro-
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food and do important work in the communities they serve, they do not explicitly work to
challenge hegemonic neoliberalization and thus leave the existing processes that produce
disparities in food access intact. After briefly describing for-profit urban farms I explore
the relationship between these alternatives and neoliberal capitalism to highlight the
political limitations of such inspiring projects.

For-Profit Urban Market Gardens
Brooklyn’s for-profit urban market gardens focus on entirely different problems
than the not-for-profit projects, and in practice they operate in an entirely different
manner, not in terms of farm management but in terms of food distribution. Commercial
farms in Brooklyn are all very new experimental entrepreneurial projects occupying
rooftops in North Brooklyn in the gentrifying neighborhood of Greenpoint (and Long
Island City, Queens).235 These farms are clearly intent on exploiting consumer demands
for “local” food and the monopoly rent produced by using the cache of commodified
Brooklyn as production site.
Eagle Street Rooftop Farm was the first commercial farm to open (2009) and is
New York City’s first rooftop farm project. Eagle Street Rooftop Farm is a 6,000 square
foot farm atop a warehouse situated in a picturesque location overlooking Manhattan on
the East River (see Figure 16: Eagle Street Rooftop Farm). The farm was started by
Annie Novak and Ben Flanner and provides “hyper-local” produce to north Brooklyn’s
gentrified neighborhoods through an on-site market, a CSA, and through distribution of
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“bicycle-fresh produce” to upscale restaurants.236 The roof space is provided to the farm
free of charge and although installation of the farm cost approximately $10 per square
foot (or roughly $60,000 total) for materials alone (water-proof membrane and high-tech
growing medium), the green-roof company that completed the installation covered its
costs to use the farm as a demonstration.237 Annie admits that the farm would be unlikely
without these subsidies. As explained below, the other two commercial projects are not
as heavily subsidized and still hope to turn a profit. These installation costs, according to
Annie, were actually lower than would be typical because of the roof height (four stories)
and easy access for trucks and crane.238 Although Annie estimates she could generate
$70,000 annually if she sold only micro-greens to her restaurant customers, she grows a

Figure 16: Eagle Street Rooftop Farm
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wide variety of produce so her “CSA members feel they’re getting variety.”239 The goal
of the farm, Annie explains, is simply to bring city folk closer to their food and to
illustrate urban farming as a viable endeavor.240
After the 2009 growing season, Ben Flanner left Eagle Street to start his own
rooftop farm and Brooklyn Grange was born in the spring of 2010. Although they show
no public animosity, Ben and Annie split, an anonymous source informed me, because of
irreconcilable differences in their view of urban agriculture. Annie is content with a
small demonstration project that generates a modest income to cover her salary. Ben, on
the other hand, comes from the dot-com world of start-ups. Having amassed a small
fortune at a very young age with E-Trade, he has moved on to entrepreneurial urban
agriculture. Ben has publically stated that he is engaged in urban agriculture as a
business, hoping to prove that there are profits to be made in rooftop farming.241 Ben told
a reporter for The New York Times that was covering the installation of the Brooklyn
Grange that his previous project, Eagle Street, was a pilot, but “he needed the larger
space to turn a profit — hence the Queens location and the Brooklyn name.”242 Ben
would later explain to another reporter: “The money has to fall into place because we
have debt and investors.”243
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The farm, located seven stories up on a warehouse in Long Island City, Queens,
occupies a full one-acre rooftop. The official story holds that the farm retains
“Brooklyn” in its name despite being in Queens because the founders were first looking
in Brooklyn and established name recognition before realizing no suitable sites were
available in Brooklyn.244 However, the business is also clearly using “Brooklyn” as a
marketing tool based on cultural trends and aesthetic distinctions between Queens and the
Brooklyn, the former not yet achieving hip status.
The farm has a 10-year lease at $0.50 per square foot, or approximately $20,000
per year. Notably, Brooklyn Grange is committed to “improve access to very good food,
to connect city people more closely to farms and food production, and to make urban
farming a viable enterprise and livelihood.”245 This goal indicates that, unlike the not-forprofit urban farm projects, Brooklyn Grange’s interest in food access is related to
locavore concerns with taste and aesthetic considerations. And, given that the farm
started as an entrepreneurial project with approximately $200,000 in capital, including
investments, loans, and fundraising, making it a viable enterprise is paramount.246
Investors are looking for a return and loans must be repaid,247 neither of which allows for
concerns with food justice to take center stage. During its first season (2010), Brooklyn
Grange produced just shy of 15,000 pounds of produce, although Ben was unwilling to
make available his economic data.248
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Gotham Greens, Brooklyn’s newest commercial farm project began in 2011, after
I had completed fieldwork for this project. I did have the opportunity to visit the site and
witnessed its construction as I lived nearby during my time in Brooklyn.249 The project is
decidedly entrepreneurial, a sprawling greenhouse rooftop hydroponic operation that
produces greens sold at a premium. The co-founders have extensive experience in
various start-up and entrepreneurial endeavors and with large investment firms (e.g., JP
Morgan). The company’s Greenhouse Director spent years managing greenhouses in
Antarctica. According to their website, Gotham Greens is “dedicated to growing the
highest quality vegetables and culinary herbs for local restaurants and retailers. Gotham
Greens’ premium quality, pesticide-free vegetables and herbs are grown in sterile rooftop
greenhouses using clean, renewable energy.”250 These “highest quality” greens grown in
a “sterile” environment are available for delivery right to your front door in Manhattan or
Brooklyn from Fresh Direct for only $3.99 for a 4.5oz “gourmet lettuce medley” blend.251
Gotham Greens also sells produce at Whole Foods and other upscale markets in
Manhattan and at a few select outlets in Brooklyn. Gotham Greens claims to produce
“the finest quality, freshest, best tasting, and most nutritious culinary ingredients
available in New York City” for they “care about [their] customers just as much as they
care about the every need of [their] plants, from seed to harvest.”252
Although there are only three existing operations, commercial urban agriculture is
growing in Brooklyn at a rate faster than at any time since World War II. These for-
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profit initiatives are also deserving of attention given the fact that in Brooklyn, urban
agriculture’s expansion is not characterized by community gardens, but by urban farms.
And the newest urban farms are profit-making endeavors.
Chris Grace, Director of the Urban Food Systems Program in the New York State
Department of Agriculture and Markets explained her enthusiastic support for
commercial urban agriculture.
Question: What do you make of these commercial projects?
Chris: I think it’s fantastic. I think it happens all over the country and I
think that we want people to see that you can do small lot growing and can
make a living. And the more food grown in the city . . . the more access
individuals have to understanding where their food comes from. I think
that’s the most important reason to grow food in the city outside of
personal consumption. It connects people to local agriculture . . . So I
think its good . . . I mean, I think its fantastic. I don’t think that the
opportunity is as strong for for-profit agriculture in the city as it is for
educational farming, for community gardening [but] I think it’s a great
opportunity for community members to increase their income.253
But Chris is here failing to distinguish between the not-for-profit farm projects that are
dedicated to food justice and the entrepreneurial initiatives out to make a profit. And, as
explained above, these differences matter, especially for the social reproduction of
Brooklyn’s working class neighborhoods.
The not-for-profit urban farm projects, the ones I prioritized during my research,
work to develop robust alternatives to the most problematic contradiction of capitalist
agro-food – the production of hunger – and play an important role in the social
reproduction of their communities. The newest commercial projects, on the other hand,
make no claims to justice. However, it is also important to understand where the two
forms of urban farming converge. Despite having different motivations, both commercial
253
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urban farming and the altruistic not-for-profit initiatives exemplify alternative food
networks. As Stacey Murphy explains, “Somebody who might be growing on a rooftop
and selling to high-end restaurants and customers is going to be different than somebody
who is in an area where they’re saying there’s no access to food and they’re providing
food to people who need it,”254 and although I do not want to gloss over these differences,
I do want to understand the material work these types of projects both do as they relate to
neoliberalization.

Roll-Out Neoliberalization and Brooklyn’s Market Gardens
In the last chapter I argued that roll-out neoliberalization was evident in the
shifting governance of community gardening, altering the political possibilities of urban
cultivation. In urban market gardening we see these processes are much more
pronounced. As discussed above, urban agriculture in Brooklyn can be viewed as
working to confront the contradictions produced by the neoliberalization of agro-food.
But, the materializations of the various urban agriculture projects often work against their
goals by (re)producing neoliberalization in its roll-out phase. As Neil Brenner and Nik
Theordore (2002) argue, “cities are not merely localized arenas in which broader global
or national projects of neoliberal restructuring unfold. On the contrary . . . cities have
become increasingly central to the reproduction, mutation, and continual reconstitution of
neoliberalism itself” (p. 375).
Julie Guthman (2008b) is most damning in her critique of agro-food activism
when she explicitly argues that “a surprising breadth of every day food activism
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incorporates neoliberal characteristics” (p. 1172). Guthman specifically highlights two
examples that characterize commercial farming in Brooklyn: (1) the dependence on
“consumer choice as a means of regulation” and (2) “food localism/short supply chains,
the favorite answer to ‘globalization’ of the food system [that] appears to embrace
devolution and market-based ‘value-added’ solutions.”255 Entrepreneurial farms in
Brooklyn rely on consumer preference for “hyper-local” food as a form of consumer
choice and Brooklyn itself becomes the “value-added.” The not-for-profit farm projects
fit with Guthman’s recognition that “diminishing entitlements and the growth of the
working poor” is addressed through a variety of solutions that rely on volunteer labor and
private donations (2008b:1172).
Guthman (2008b) explains that although much food activism (and I would include
urban agriculture in her assessment) opposes neoliberalization, they are limited by the
“politics that the neoliberal political economic project has rendered possible” (p. 1172).
Urban agriculture, I argue, is exemplary of the limited political vision produced through
neoliberalization. Here, I explore the insidious ways Brooklyn’s urban agriculture
(re)produce neoliberalization. My analysis focuses on three general tendencies of the
contemporary cultivation of Brooklyn: (1) neoliberal hegemony that exalts agrarian
idealism, self-help, and entrepreneurialism; (2) a deference to the institution of private
property; and (3) the flow of capital (or lack thereof) to/on the Brooklyn farm.
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The Hegemony of Agrarian Bootstrap and Entrepreneurial Efforts
In his Prison Notebooks (1929-1935) Italian communist Antonio Gramsci (1971)
employed the term “hegemony” to distinguished coercive forms of power from ‘direct
domination,’ the overt power exercised through the state. Hegemony is consent of the
masses to the dominant group through historical development of class position vis-à-vis
production and state coercive power legally disciplines those who do not fall in line and
consent. Or, as Alex Callinicos (1999) more succinctly explains, “The thought here
essentially is that classes rule by securing consent as well as by coercively imposing their
will” (p. 213).
Neoliberal capitalism is now the only game in town and “there is no alternative”
as the clichéd words of Margaret Thatcher remind us. The “capital triumphalism,”
Callinicos (1999) explains, “has become deeply entrenched in public discourse, most
notably in the United States” (p. 314). Callinicos continues:
[T]he belief that we have nothing better to hope for than liberal capitalism
has become one of the reigning dogmas . . . One consequence is that
public policy increasingly redefines social problems as the outcome of
defective individual behavior . . . Contemporary social policy has
effectively reinvented, beneath a language of ‘empowerment’, the
Victorian concept of the undeserving poor, whose plight is caused by their
own failure to acquire the skills and modes of conduct required of those
who wish to enter the world of wage-labour (1999:315).
The neoliberalization of agro-food is met by a neoliberalized response, as if there
truly were “no other alternative.” Although urban agriculture can clearly be a form of
agro-food resistance, this resistance is still confined by established roll-out possibilities.
In the case of urban agriculture, there is widespread adoption of an uncritical belief in
agrarian idealism, the mantra of self-help/self-improvement, and – most troubling of all –
the truisms of market-based solutions and entrepreneurialism caged as “empowerment.”
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Urban market gardens provide an important source of food, especially in poor and
working class neighborhoods.256 But it does so through focus on agrarian self-help
approaches insisted upon by much neoliberal ideology. Although interviewees all
recognized the need for systemic change, solutions also focused on creating small,
individual alternatives. After discussing problems associated with conventional agrofood, one urban agriculture activist noted: “I realized I need to actually work the land” in
order to effect change.257 Or one project director who wishes to remain anonymous
notes: “its hard to find a good store or market [in our community] so we have to do it
ourselves.”258 And while this is inspiring in many ways, the sentiment also shifts focus
from the need for systemic improvement.
These statements illustrate the belief that the solution to agro-food problems lies
with the individual, specifically individual agrarian effort and consumption practices that
can change the individual by improving consumption choices through education. Chris
Grace, Director of the Urban Food Systems Program of the New York State Department
of Agriculture and Markets, explains her job as primarily education within urban
geographies of hunger/obesity:
I tend to do a lot of work in the communities with the greatest of need in
terms of access to healthy produce, highest rates of obesity and diabetes.
Our job here at the Department is to try to get local food in to those
communities and make connections with education programs and other
programs that mean people will actually eat the local foods that end up
there.259
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The Department does the material work of trying to improve “local” food availability and
teaching people how to eat. There is no focus on expanding forms of food access people
like me take for granted (i.e., regular grocery stores), the material needs that transcend the
lack of “local” food, or class relations that shape food geographies as much as physical
access. The Urban Food Systems Program, a state initiative, works to expand access,
addressing an important limiting feature of neoliberal agro-food. But the goal is still to
change personal consumption habits, itself a neoliberal solution.
Many folks I interviewed argue that the importance of urban agriculture and
community gardening is really in the educational component.260 This belief is also
evident in the projects of the urban market gardens, all of which have youth components
designed to teach better consumption practices, to teach about nutrition, and/or cooking.
Ian Marvy explains, “What we [Added Value] say is: ‘we are not growing farmers, we
are growing . . . conscious producers and consumers of both food and knowledge’ and if
we get a farmer out of one that’s great.”261 Teaching kids about gardening and food, the
argument goes, will teach them to make better choices as food consumers.
The production of specific kinds of knowledge, especially around food
consumption habits, is important to urban farmers and their supporters. The general idea,
as evidenced by a discussion concerning the role of food production in the city, is that
people need to “know where their food comes from.”262 A few minutes later in the same
interview, Julia Farr, a landscape architect designing urban food systems, argued that
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addressing the human health impacts produced by conventional agro-food is simply: “eat
more produce.” Julia continued: “But people don’t know or can’t afford [to].” And then
explains: “I want people to be empowered . . . you can grow your own food in New York
City!”263 This raises an important question regarding the role of urban production: when
is it an individualization of the problem whereby people are expected to produce their
own food if other routes of access are unavailable (fighting neoliberalization with
neoliberalization) and when does it become a political act?
Although this is an open question to a certain degree, in Brooklyn much of the
urban market gardening is less a political act and more a form of entrepreneurialism,
including the not-for-profit farm projects. As explained above, East New York Farms!,
Added Value, and bk farmyards all include youth programming into their work. On the
one hand, the youth involvement provides much-needed jobs in neighborhoods sorely
lacking economic opportunities, engages youth in educational projects that build
knowledge, and help youth to develop important skills. On the other hand, the youth
projects are all framed as “entrepreneurial,” disciplining youth to be neoliberal
entrepreneurs, trained in the skills and modes of conduct required by the neoliberal
economy. Youth learn how to grow food, police individual consumption (e.g., make
“better” food choices), operate a farmers’ market (specifically engage in monetary
transactions), and engage in good customer service. On any given Saturday during the
summer months, middle class hipsters descend on Ikea Brooklyn and many find their way
across the street to Added Value. There, the juxtaposition of black youth from Red Hook
selling organic greens to white customers drawn to the neighborhood for home
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redecorating is glaring (see Figure 14: Added Value Farmers’ Market). These projects
also suggest that neoliberal agro-food contradictions necessitate neoliberal
entrepreneurial solutions; there is no alternative.264
Chris Grace also notes the importance of youth programs within urban food
projects, especially urban agriculture:
A lot of the [food] projects around the country that have gotten the most
attention have youth components. Whether it’s Growing Power [the most
recognized urban agriculture project in the U.S.], or the work here in
[Brooklyn] with Added Value and East New York Farms! . . . they all
have strong youth programs. And I think they’ve been contagious because
people see it changes the way people eat, it provides education, it provides
entrepreneurial skills and job training.265
In this one statement, Chris touches upon three of the most common characteristics of
urban agriculture efforts in Brooklyn and an underlying assumption of urban agriculture’s
role in improving conventional agro-food: individuated, youth-focused efforts that enact
market-based, specifically entrepreneurial, solutions are key to agro-food
transformations.
Speaking of the newer market gardens starting up in Brooklyn, Ian Marvy notes:
“Eagle Street [Rooftop Farms] and the [Brooklyn] Grange, are radically different entities
[than Added Value or East New York Farms!]. They . . . I don’t think . . . and they’re
wonderful people . . . I don’t see a social change model at all in any of them.”266 Ian was
drawing a distinction between commercial market gardens and the urban agriculture
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projects motivated by broader concerns with food access and community, economic, and
youth development.
But Ian seems to be also moving away from a social change model, the roots of
Added Value. For example, he is now engaged in a collaborative project between Added
Value and the Design Trust for Public Space, an organization working on urban public
space issues through research, design, and planning projects. The project, Five Borough
Farm, is developing a set of metrics to quantify the benefits of urban agriculture. This
fits nicely with neoliberal ideology that insists on measurable outcomes and best practices
as driving entrepreneurial activities. As Ian explains:
Five Borough Farms is a project of Added Value and the Design Trust.
It’s a unique opportunity. The goal, and this was everybody’s goal it
turned out, is there are no metrics. The metrics that exist for urban
agriculture are so paltry that it’s really hard to leverage significant
resources. I mean, people up at Slow Money this last round [of meetings]
scoffed at urban agriculture. The need something, they need something to
hold on to that would get them to only want one percent profit. It’s not
exactly . . . they’re social investors, they’re not looking to make major
profit. If we can’t give them some basic numbers that are scalable, then so
far we’ve, we haven’t failed, we haven’t done the work that’s necessary to
do systems change within a capitalist structure. I mean, we’re all trying to
figure out how to leverage the middle and upper capital investments that it
would require to do this and some of that requires new thinking around
urban agriculture.267
These sorts of efforts clearly leave power relations intact. Ian seeks to create “change
within a capitalist structure” (leaving that structure as is) and “leverage . . . capital
investments.” The production of disparities in healthy food access continues apace as
there is no direct challenge to a system that produces both hunger and obesity en route to
profit. As David Harvey (1989) explains, entrepreneurial approaches work to discipline
(signified by Ian’s current commitments to metrics and leveraging capital investments):
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If, for example, urban entrepreneurialism (in the broadest sense) is
embedded in a framework of zero-sum inter-urban competition for
resources, jobs, and capital, then even the most resolute and avantgarde
municipal socialists will find themselves, in the end, playing the capitalist
game and performing as agents of discipline for the very processes they
are trying to resist (p. 5, emphasis added).
However, Harvey (1989) continues, under the proper circumstances, urban
entrepreneurialism “may open the way to a non zero-sum pattern of development . . . And
it is an open question as to whether or not it could lead towards progressive and socialist
transitions in the future” (p. 5). The previously cited argument that “we have to do it
ourselves”268 is empowering in many ways, but the sentiment also shifts focus from the
need for systemic change. There is always the potential, however, that this argument
could be the seed for something more, an understanding that we can do it ourselves and
the “it” is not to produce food in the margins, but organize collectively and agitate for
change.

Private Property Rights and the Monopoly Rent in Brooklyn
As I discussed extensively in Chapter Four, limited land access and the
prohibitive costs of private property in Brooklyn are major obstacles to the development
of urban cultivation. In some respects, the land issue is the defining feature shaping
urban cultivation in Brooklyn. Land costs drive fundraising decisions, limit the viability
of urban farming as economic development tool, and push urban agriculture projects to
incorporate as not-for-profits. As well, the struggle over land has galvanized the politics
of urban cultivation, community gardeners in particular.
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Access to land is widely articulated as the major obstacle to urban farming.
Stacey Murphy of bk farmyards is pioneering a novel approach to urban agriculture
through decentered production. She explains the problem of land access for the urban
farmer:
In general, access to land is the biggest [challenge]. That you have to
enter into a very creative relationship with whomever that land owner is.
That’s probably the biggest obstacle. And then, because farming, and this
is true of all farming, because farming doesn’t have a high return on
investment, it’s not like you can go to the bank and say I want a loan for
this amount of money and I’ll pay it back over this amount of time.
You’re not going to have the interest to pay them back.269
Chris Grace echoes Stacey: “In New York City . . . an obstacle is available land.
However, we have rooftop farms and rooftop gardens and all sorts of opportunities to
growth there.” Later Chris suggests exploring opportunities for cultivation within
existing public parks. “But historically a public park and community garden . . . never
the twain shall meet.” Thus, exploring a variety of spaces for food production is
necessary, as she explains: “I do think that the days of having a lot of vacant lots, in
neighborhoods where you can walk next-door and garden right there are over because of
just intense development.”270 That said, the current wave of urban farmers is neither
exploring a variety of spaces nor insisting on rights to cultivate the city as community
gardeners do. Instead, they are working within, and/or trying to exploit, the institution of
private property.
Views of property rights and land politics (or lack thereof) are a key distinction
between community gardeners and urban farmers. Claudia Joseph, a community
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gardener and permaculture271 expert explained she was working towards better use of
public lands by planting publicly accessible food “where people can see it and pick it.”272
Claudia claims, “To get authority over public land you have to demonstrate commitment.
But once you have the land, they’re [the City] happy to let you have it.” Although this
seems like a bit of an overstatement given the history of community gardening in the city,
Joseph is still laying claim to public space and asserting her rights to cultivate the city
through the development of edible landscapes and her use of guerilla gardening (see
Chapter One).
Conversely, urban market gardens operate on private property. Because property
in Brooklyn is costly and urban agriculture, especially when focused on food justice,
yields little in the way of returns, funding issues are paramount. When discussing the
reasoning behind becoming a not-for-profit, David Vigil of East New York Farms! notes
the high cost of land as a driving factor: “And then, you know . . . growing food in the
city is not necessarily profitable . . . I think a lot of people want there to be an
economically-sustainable urban farm but its just hard because land [in Brooklyn] is
expensive and people are used to food being cheap and the combination of those two
things make it really difficult.”
Stacey Murphy concludes that urban market gardening might thrive if it can
exploit the booming real estate market by encouraging developers to provide space for
farming: “When I first started bk farmyards I was interested in developers . . . and I think
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there is something there. But the nut to crack is the incentive for the developer. Because
the farmer can’t pay them money for the land and can’t even pay a portion of proceeds,
because there aren’t really any.”273 That incentive might be policy, whereby developers
create urban agriculture sites in exchange for more liberal development permits274 or
could rest on the role played by urban cultivation in gentrification; developers may use
urban agriculture as a tool to drive up land rents.
Speaking of urban market gardens, Joanne Morse of TPL notes, “I don’t believe
it’s economically . . . I think the tomatoes you raise are the most expensive tomatoes
you’re ever going to eat. So if people are doing it for economy, I think they might be
surprised . . . [it] might not work out very well!” Later, Joanne clarifies, “I would have to
admit that I think that the highest and best use of land concept, that growing tomatoes [in
the city] may not be the smartest move [laughs].” This fits all too nicely with the long
history of urban agriculture. If land is entirely commodified, then nothing prevents a
private landowner from putting that land to use for the highest value.
But, if the commodified anti-politics of agro-food can put a premium on “local”
food, and generate monopoly rent on Brooklyn produce, then urban agriculture may, at
times, become the “highest and best use,” or at least that is what Brooklyn Grange and
Gotham Greens are counting on. Recall that at the end of the 19th century, the proximity
Kings County agriculture to markets in the cities of Brooklyn and Manhattan provided a
benefit to both producer and consumer. Because of the proximity between production
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and market, the retail markets in New York City were affordable and the abundance of
produce provided ample fresh fruits and vegetables for even poor and working class
customers.275 The close proximity between farm and market was a price advantage. With
contemporary rooftop commercial farms, however, proximity is used to drive prices up
based on the monopoly rent generated by the novelty of hyper-local Brooklyn-grown
produce. Private property, then, can be both an obstacle to urban agriculture or an
opportunity.
The theory of monopoly rent helps explain how urban agriculture in Brooklyn can
be exploited as an opportunity for capital. Rent is derived from a claim on surplus value,
and monopoly rent is derived from an excess surplus. The theory of monopoly rent
identifies the profit-maximizing opportunities gained by total reign over some unique
resource. As David Harvey (2002) explains, “All rent is based on the monopoly power of
private owners of certain portions of the globe. Monopoly rent arises because social
actors can realize an enhanced income stream over an extended time by virtue of their
exclusive control over some directly or indirectly tradable item which is in some crucial
respects unique and non-replicable” (p. 94). Harvey (2002) explains that there are two
situations in which monopoly rent can be captured: (1) when control over a special
quality resource, commodity or location facilitates the possibility of garnering monopoly
rent (e.g., vineyard); or (2) when a special quality resource is directly traded (e.g.,
artwork).
Three contradictions arise within monopoly rent. “First, while uniqueness and
particularity are crucial to the definition of ‘special qualities’, the requirement of
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tradability means that no item can be so unique or so special as to be entirely outside the
monetary calculus” (Harvey 2002: 95). As a resource or commodity becomes more
marketable, the ability to collect monopoly rent diminishes. There is thus the need to
maintain some special qualities of the now-commodified product in order to reap the
monopolistic benefits. The ability to collect monopoly rent becomes a balancing act.
This is where the second contradiction emerges. Competition tends toward monopoly as
weaker firms are eliminated. As Harvey (2002) explains: “The monopoly power of
private property is, therefore, both the beginning point and the end point of all capitalist
activity . . . The problem is to keep economic relations competitive enough while
sustaining the individual and class monopoly privileges of private property that are the
foundation of capitalism as a political-economic system” (p. 97). Finally, the third
contraction within the pursuit of monopoly rent emerges when the need for monopoly
protections forces the support of resistance to capitalism and commodification if said
resistance contains the possibility of garnering monopoly rent (Harvey 2002).
Brooklyn has become a brand, commodified itself in the endless quest to generate
surplus value. For example, Spike Lee and Absolut Vodka teamed up in the summer of
2010 to produce ‘Absolut Brooklyn,” a spicy, limited-edition vodka and advertising
campaign that included short films distributed online (see Figure 17: Absolut Brooklyn).
In the case of urban market gardens, an excess surplus value is garnered simply from
making claims to authenticity and the local. The greens produced by rooftop farms are
able to create excess value simply by exploiting the Brooklyn brand and the growing
bourgeoisie taste for “hyper local” produce.
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Figure 17: Absolut Brooklyn

Flows of Capital
Private property considerations in Brooklyn are a decisive factor shaping the
flows of capital to, and through, Brooklyn market gardens. Funding issues and access to
adequate resources are reported to be a major obstacle to urban agriculture.276 For
example, Edie Stone explains that the growing interest in food issues means “more
interviews and less funding [laughs] . . . because there’s such a huge demand for starting
new sites or transforming almost every available site into some sort of public, green,
food-production, whatever space, we need more funding to be able to do that.”277 Edie is
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here noting that as food issues grow in popularity, there will be more projects fighting
over the same pot of money and neoliberalization has ensured these projects are on the
own to secure necessary resources.
Stacey Murphy explains the finances behind bk farmyards which sheds light onto
the difficulties faced by urban market gardens. In 2010, Stacey estimated bk farmyards
would bring in about $16,200 from produce and egg sales (market sales and CSA shares),
or roughly $1 per square foot under cultivation spread out over the five sites. But, she
explains: “to be viable I think you need to pull in $5 per square food.” The rest of the
operating costs, including salary, come from fundraising and grant making.278
Another interviewee, a city official requesting anonymity noted:
The biggest obstacle [to urban agriculture] are resources . . . it costs a fair
amount for people to access all of [the things needed for urban
cultivation]. And to ask government to justify those expenses when their
budget it a disaster is really challenging. And so, if there are ways to look
beyond government and to public-private partnership, there may be
solutions there.279
This statement succinctly sums up the neoliberal argument. In the wake of roll-back
destruction of state institutions, new roll-out forms of public-private partnerships are
created. In many ways, not-for-profit urban market farms are particularly well suited to
these new emergent forms in that they adhere to neoliberal ideology, fulfill state gaps
(e.g., access to quality food), and rely on private capital.
David Vigil explains that the not-for-profit status provides specific benefits:
I think . . . there’s a lot of things that, you know, being a non-profit offers .
. . part of it is just that growing food in the city is not necessarily
profitable, especially if you’re trying to engage a lot of parties. And so I
think that’s just a reality. I think a lot of people want there to be an
278
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economically-sustainable urban farm but its just hard because land is
expensive and people are used to food being cheap and the combination of
those two things make it really difficult.280
Notably, these issues seem to drive the for-profit agricultural endeavors now cropping up
in Brooklyn, including the Eagle Street Roof-Top Farm, Brooklyn Grange, and Gotham
Greens. They are attempting to create an economically sustainable agriculture by
charging a premium on the food produced based on the monopoly rent generated from
“local” food produced in Brooklyn.
David is also quick to remind me of the glaring contradiction of the
neoliberalization of agro-food. Ideological rhetoric aside, most food production is
subsidized through off-farm capital: “I think we should keep in perspective,” David
notes, “that most food produced in the U.S. is subsidized by the government. And so it’s
not really a big deal that we might get a few grants. Its no different than any corn
farmer.”281 But it is a big deal because the two forms of support are qualitatively
different. Conventional, capitalist, industrialized agro-food that produces socioenvironmental contradictions is supported by the state. Not-for-profit urban agriculture,
for the most part, is supported by corporations, private donors, and grant-making
foundations.
Notably, the emerging food movement is slowly changing this, and state funding
is starting to open up for alternative food projects. To that end, David notes that funding
is a constant concern for East New York Farms! “Right now we’re doing okay on
funding,” David explains, “but it’s always year to year and I think there’s an evergrowing pool of people doing this kind of work competing for a share of foundation
280
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money that is pretty static if not shrinking.” The positive sign, according to David, is the
fact that “we’ve [started to get] a lot more government grants which are more merit-based
whereas private foundations are more about who you know . . . That’s a good sign to me
because it means there’s institutional adoption of these ideas, maybe down the road the
government funding . . . will have a lot more channels [not just grants].”282
In this statement David explains that funding issues are a major concern of urban
farmers and the main sources of funding are fickle and have a great deal of power in
shaping the actual projects themselves. There is also not enough support for these sorts
of projects. As they proliferate, the funding pressures will continue to grow without
simultaneous advocacy for more state support. Indeed, there is a slow and steady growth
of state support for alternative food projects borne out of the political work done by some
agro-food activists. Unfortunately, at this point, more agro-food efforts are still focused
on creating alternatives to state-supported conventional agro-food rather than pushing
those institutions in more emancipatory directions. And as the history victory gardens
illustrates, the federal government can make a huge difference in the success of
diversified, small-scale, urban production. As the days of federal support for community
gardening demonstrates, community activists can lay claim to the city and push the state
to back these efforts.
Another interviewee indicated that funding really directs the initiatives. There
was open disdain for the trendiness of rooftop farming and the subsequent access to
money for rooftop farms. The argument was that media attention helps to shape funding
opportunities but also plays to certain types of projects and not others (again
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materializing in different resources) based on the communities “served” (e.g., poor and
black and deserving of outside intervention) and the overt efforts to get media
attention.283
Stacey Murphy also brought up media attention as it relates to funding. Some
foundations are not interested in funding projects that are “too shiny” and receive a great
deal of media attention. Conversely, Stacey explains, this year bk farmyards is getting
less media coverage than last year, when interest was booming and even Martha Stewart
had her on her show: “This year I’ve really stayed out of the media because we’ve been
hard at work. But at the same time if we get more media attention we would definitely
do better in our fundraisers. This year our fundraisers have suffered.” Although bk
farmyards was doing more work in 2010, financial support was down due to a lack of
publicity. This creates a tension between producing food and chasing dollars.284
Fundraising is a clear concern for not-for-profit farm projects. But, as Ian notes,
even the not-for-profit urban market gardens sell produce: “These [urban farm projects]
are not-for-profits and a quasi-blend of for-profit and not-for-profit that are exploring a
terrain.” But, Ian continues, “Neither of those institutions are necessarily geared toward
social change . . . So the structures that exist are the structures that have been utilized in
New York City as vehicles for promulgating urban agriculture are not necessarily anticapitalist nor are they radical agents.”285
This raises an important problem as explained by one urban farmer requesting
anonymity. The conflict between not-for-profit status and market sales has created a
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growing concern for the not-for-profit urban farms: “Some of the not-for-profit farms are
in tax trouble with the IRS . . . Because they sell produce and compete with other farms . .
. the argument is that they have an unfair advantage.”286 Despite the fact that large-scale
commercial production in the U.S. is heavily subsidized and thus enjoys competitive
advantage; small-scale urban not-for-profit projects are viewed as the threat.
Notably, the commercial farm projects also engage in fundraising. I asked Stacey
about the fact that for-profit urban agriculture projects also fundraise. She noted that
Brooklyn Grange had already raised over $100,000 for their market rooftop farm (they
would raise a total of well over $200,000). Why donate to a for-profit endeavor I asked.
“The people who know it’s a for-profit and choose to buy into it,” Stacey responded,
“they believe it’s a political act . . . they believe they’re supporting a change in the food
system.”287

Chapter Conclusion: There is No Alternative
Building local alternatives is the goal of agro-food efforts aimed at the very
visible problems produced by the neoliberalization agro-food. In that way, urban
agriculture (even in commercial form) emerges as a struggle against neoliberalization. At
the same time, however, the focus of the efforts on local alternatives is itself
(re)producing neoliberalization in many ways. In essence, neoliberalization of agro-food
is being fought by neoliberalized alternatives. In the food initiatives cropping up today,
you see that urban agriculture and other food projects (Allen 2004; Guthman 2008a;
2008b; 2008c) address some socio-ecological contradictions of agro-food (e.g., hunger,
286
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human health impacts, environmental destruction) without fully struggling against the
processes of neoliberalization that produce these contradictions, and in fact embody some
key neoliberal characteristics and are themselves a form of roll-out neoliberalization. It is
the (re)production of neoliberalism that matters most to me simply because it is
neoliberalism that both produces agro-food contradictions and confines our politics of
resistance.
Neoliberalism emerges in the dialectic between the discursive and the material.
So, for example, you have food projects that work with youth to “build the next
generation of leaders” or to address food system problems that materialize most acutely
in young bodies. But the projects do not develop leaders of social struggle. Political
awareness and activism is not developed. Instead, the urban agriculture youth programs
help to form neoliberal subjects who will not challenge the status quo but instead focus
on individuated responsibility. Participants in urban agriculture efforts focus on selfimprovement, via dietary choices, or entrepreneurial efforts to expand food options
instead of political action.
In many ways, under neoliberalism, the current phase of urban agriculture
expansion – specifically the development of market gardens (for- or not-for-profit) – is a
political step backwards. The distinction between the community gardening challenge to
private property rights and urban agriculture’s acceptance of the institution of land
ownership exemplifies this. Even this example is complicated by the fact that many
community gardens now exist on private property.
Roll-back policies that erode the state and prioritize unfettered markets may no
longer overtly drive capitalist restructuring in the current moment of economic crisis as it
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once did (i.e., during the 1980s and 1990s). But through new roll-out forms,
neoliberalization works to entrench neoliberal ideology in everyday consciousness. As a
result, neoliberal subjectivity is as prevalent as ever. Within alternative food networks
and movements, as my data illustrate, neoliberal ideology is so pervasive that Margaret
Thatcher’s truism “there is no alternative” takes on new dimensions.
Nevertheless, I do not want to undermine the emancipatory potentials of all agrofood efforts. Brenner and Theodore (2002) remind us that neoliberalization may also
provide political openings:
At the present time, it remains to be seen whether the powerful
contradictions inherent within the current urbanized formation of roll-out
neoliberalism will provide openings for more progressive, radical
democratic appropriations of city space, or whether, by contrast, neoliberal
agendas will be entrenched still further within the underlying institutional
structures of urban governance (p. 376).
Unfortunately, the data indicate that, for the moment, Brooklyn’s urban agriculture works
to entrench neoliberal urban governance rather than exploit political openings through
social struggle. But as the data above also illustrate, there are clear exceptions to this in
the efforts to cultivate the city, promote economic opportunities in communities
abandoned by the state, and in the potential that youth programming will spark a youthled movement for food justice.
This critique is thus developed with an understanding that, as Sherry Ortner
(1995) explains, resistance is “even at its most ambiguous . . . a reasonably useful
category” (p. 175). By reading urban agriculture as a form of resistance to
neoliberalization I am not squeezing the cultivation of Brooklyn into a neat box. I
recognize, as Sherry Ortner (1995) explains, “there is always a multiplicity of accounts”
(p. 190). Ortner (1995) concludes: “In short, one can only appreciate the ways in which
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resistance can be more than opposition, can be truly creative and transformative, if one
appreciates the multiplicity of projects in which social beings are always engaged, and
the multiplicity of ways in which those projects feed on as well as collide with one
another (p. 191).” But in agreeing with Ortner (1995) that many other interpretations of
resistance exist I also draw attention to the fact that in the case of urban agriculture, other
accounts are congratulatory and do not explore the gap between the rhetoric of resistance
and the reality of building alternatives.
To a certain degree, cultivating the city is itself a political act (as many
interviewees claim). There are many excellent examples of efforts working towards
emancipatory goals, towards the formation of a politics of food justice. And the urban
farm projects and many community gardens (particularly those cultivating public space)
in Brooklyn are helping to articulate food justice and conceptualize its materialization.
The role played by the not-for-profit urban farm projects in creating agro-food
alternatives it would seem, is necessary but not sufficient for the transformation of
capitalist agro-food. But Brooklyn’s urban agriculture is also creating political openings
that may pave the way for subsequent politics of justice. I argue, that we not
underestimate what urban agriculture means for providing for the social reproduction of
certain communities in Brooklyn, but that we also not fool ourselves into reading more
into urban agriculture than currently exists; urban agriculture in Brooklyn is not yet
poised to help spark an agro-food revolution.
Notably, many working within an alternative food framework recognizes the
limitations of this approach for failing to wage political struggle. As David Vigil of East
New York Farms! rightly notes:
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I think right now people are focusing on the smaller stories, like the
farmers’ markets and youth programs. But the fact is that most of the food
industry is owned by a few large corporations and that trend is still
continuing. The consolidation of agribusiness and of food manufacturers .
. . that’s huge and that’s scary. That, I feel, is what really has to change
and I think right now, you know, programs like this are hopefully
changing people’s attitudes, but its not going to be enough if people buy
some of their produce at their farmers’ market or they support a few local
farmers. It really, it’s going to take a lot more to really make a big impact
. . . I think corporate agribusiness is a huge problem and its starting to be
addressed but people need to focus on that because its not going to go
away very quickly.288
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
Chapter Introduction
The bourgeoisie cannot exist without constantly revolutionizing the
instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production, and
with them the whole relations of society.
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels (1848)
The Communist Manifesto
In the preceding chapters, I traced the historical development of agricultural
production in Brooklyn, New York. Driving this history were capitalist transformations,
particularly within the agriculture and food sectors and a shifting real estate market. As
Marx and Engels astutely note in the quote above, pulled from the opening pages of The
Communist Manifesto, capitalism is constantly reinvented in the endless pursuit of profit.
From the original sin of early enclosure to its neoliberal incarnation, changes in capitalist
relations have engendered new forms of creative destruction in the name of profit
maximization. These changes played out through, and thus shape, the cultivation of
Brooklyn.
Agricultural production thrived in the late-19th and early-20th centuries as the
geographical proximity between production and consumption provided benefits on both
ends of the agro-food system, supported in part by the state that helped to facilitate
distribution. In the early-20th century, Kings County agriculture was destroyed in the
blink of an eye by the confluence of a geographically expanding American agro-food
system and real estate speculation, with no regard for the potential ramifications that
continue to shape Brooklyn today (see Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts
in Brooklyn, New York). During the Second World War, agricultural production in
Brooklyn experienced a brief resurgence as a result of material need fostered by wartime
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rationing and extensive state support provided to free up industrial production; to
instigate patriotism; and to produce healthy bodies by better enabling self-sufficiency.
In the 1970s, community gardening rose from the ashes of state abandonment, as
New Yorkers cultivated the city through grassroots efforts to improve food access and
build community during the depths of economic crisis. During the 1990s, however, a
rebounding real estate market threatened gardens. Gardeners mobilized and fought for
their rights to cultivate the city, with mixed results. Some gardens were protected as
private property; others were temporarily protected – as public space – by the state. In
2010, the temporary protection was on the verge of expiration and gardeners again
mobilized, this time hampered by the previous privatization of some gardens that
undermined the urgency of the threat. Today, urban agriculture is experiencing a
renaissance in Brooklyn. The contemporary period of expanding urban cultivation is
motivated by the growing interest in agro-food issues, driven by critiques of the
contradictions produced by capitalist agro-food. Contemporary urban market gardens
form as alternative food networks, efforts that do not fundamentally challenge, but
instead create alternatives to, capitalist agro-food.
Over the last two chapters I argued that the recent history of urban cultivation in
Brooklyn is best understood within its broader neoliberal context. Community gardens
emerged in the 1970s as a struggle against roll-back neoliberalization. In the late-1990s
community gardening was subjected to roll-out neoliberalization, albeit not without a
fight. Despite a robust political struggle, some gardens were privatized. It would
become apparent in 2010 that the previous period of garden privatization actually worked
to (re)produce neoliberalization. This (re)production of roll-out neoliberalization is
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readily apparent to some longtime community gardening activists who remain engaged in
a struggle to assert rights to cultivate the city. The current period of expanding urban
market gardens is, unfortunately, characterized by its (re)production of neoliberalism. In
basic terms, urban market farming seeks to address the many problems produced by
industrialized agriculture, and although specific projects do important work in this regard,
they do so through neoliberal, market-based efforts that absolve the state of responsibility
in favor of individualized solutions.
In something of a surprising realization, then, I thus see important differences
between community gardens and urban market gardens. Community gardens, the data
indicate, hold more potential for building emancipatory politics than urban market
gardens, which are currently hampered by an inability to shake its neoliberal confines.289
Edie Stone indicated in an interview that there was little difference between community
gardens and the newer urban farms that are cropping up around Brooklyn.290 In
retrospect, Edie was really only trying to debunk the pervasive myth that community
gardens are not important geographies of food production. In fact, this was a belief I
myself carried unwittingly into the research project. As my research indicates, however,
there are in fact important differences between community gardens and urban market
gardens. These distinctions are not related to productive capacity but instead center on
the political possibilities of each.
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I did not set out to uncover the ways in which urban farming, as part of a broader
struggle for food justice, actually helps to (re)produce neoliberalism. In fact, I
specifically choose to research urban farming because I thought it to be the more radical,
and thus politically relevant, of the many forms of agro-food activism. Thus, the
arguments I make in this dissertation are findings that were at first surprising and difficult
to reconcile with my ardent support for urban cultivation. Throughout this dissertation I
have critically examined the cultivation of Brooklyn. As I hope to make apparent in this
final chapter, my fundamental argument is not that we reject urban agriculture, but that
we reclaim it.291

Urban Agriculture and the (Re)production of Neoliberalization
Urban agriculture, I hope to have shown, both (re)produces neoliberalism and
challenges it, and although the former is more characteristic of the highly-localized
building of alternatives that dominate the movement today, urban agriculture nevertheless
helps to create political opportunities in Brooklyn. Julie Guthman (2008a; 2008b; 2008c)
is most direct in analyzing agro-food activism as unfolding hand in glove with
neoliberalization; Guthman (2008b) notes, “projects in opposition to neoliberalizations of
the food and agricultural sectors seem to produce and reproduce neoliberal forms, spaces
of governance, and mentalities” (p. 1171). My analysis presented here borrows heavily
from Guthman’s (2008a; 2008b; 2008c) understanding of agro-food activism that
(re)produces neoliberalization even as it positions itself in opposition to
neoliberalizations of agro-food. In so doing, urban agriculture both creates political
291
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openings and undermines the politics of the possible (Guthman 2008b). In lay terms,
agro-food alternatives such as urban agriculture seek to address the many problems
produced by industrialized agriculture but do so through market-based efforts that
absolve the state in favor of the individualization of responsibility.
Building on the work of Guthman (2003; 2004; 2007; 2008a; 2008b; 2008c) and
others (Allen 2004; 2008; Allen & Guthman 2006; Pudup 2008) I employed a critical
lens to examine urban cultivation within its neoliberal confines. I specifically did not
want to produce a celebratory account in the vein of much current agro-food scholarship,
and the alternative economic spaces literature more broadly, without fully exploring the
extent to which urban farms are truly liberated forms of economic activity (Samers 2005).
Indeed, the data indicate that urban agriculture, with the partial exception of public
community gardens, is decidedly not liberated from capitalism. Yet there are spaces of
hope, where the growing consciousness of food issues may serve as an entry into broader
critiques of contemporary capitalism.
Influenced by the cultural turn – the centering of questions of culture – a growing
scholarship in economic geography and related fields now focuses on diverse economies
and alternative economic spaces (e.g., Gibson-Graham 1996; 2006; 2008). This “antiessentialist” approach, as J.K. Gibson-Graham (2008) calls it, eschews understanding
structural logics in favor of a focus on the contingency of socio-economic processes and
the “performative orientation to knowledge rather than a realist or reflective one” (p.
615). Clearly, this approach could explain not-for-profit urban food production. Had I
employed this theoretical framework my findings would obviously be drastically
different. But my interests were instead to explore the limitations of urban farming as
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currently practiced in Brooklyn in order to think through the political possibilities of
urban cultivation. I was interested to understand the ways urban farming, even in its notfor-profit form, relate to capitalism rather than merely “think capitalism away” (Castree
1999). And, as the specific examples of fundraising, real estate considerations, and the
focus on entrepreneurialism highlight, capitalism directly confronts urban agriculture
materially, not simply as a representation or performance (Castree 1999). Because of
these material relationships with capitalism, the emancipatory potentials of urban farming
are held in check.
My research on urban agriculture in Brooklyn advances Guthman’s (2003; 2004;
2007; 2008a; 2008b; 2008c) critical analyses that place agro-food politics squarely within
the context of neoliberalization. The relationships between neoliberalization and urban
cultivation in Brooklyn matter precisely because they shape the political possibilities for
transforming the agro-food system in the capitalist heartland. Moreover, urban
agriculture could very well serve as an effective tool for building food justice through the
formation of solidarities.
The critiques of alternative agro-food made by Guthman (2003; 2004; 2007;
2008a; 2008b; 2008c) and others (Allen 2004; 2008; Allen & Guthman 2006; Pudup
2008) are said to lack empirical evidence (Hayes-Conroy 2010; Kloppenburg &
Hassanein 2006). Recall Kloppenburg and Hassanein’s (2006) suggestion that arguments
identifying agro-food alternatives as (re)producing neoliberalization are “inadequately
supported by data” (p. 417). This research project, I would hope, thus contributes to the
agro-food literature in part because it provides empirical data to support emerging
understandings of agro-food alternatives connected to processes of neoliberalization.
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Jessica Hayes-Conroy (2010) argues that we should focus “not so much on what
[alternative food politics] represent . . . but rather what they do” (p. 66). Her point is well
taken. Hayes-Conroy (2010) argues, however, that although agro-food alternatives
embody neoliberal ideology they nevertheless produce alternative forms. The data I
collected for this research bring me to a different conclusion. The not-for-profit urban
farm projects I examined are indeed, as Hayes-Conroy (2010) explains, “more complex,
contradictory, and changing than current scholarship admits” (p. 66). But the
contradictions are not between the adoptions of neoliberal ideology and the production of
alternative forms, as Hayes-Conroy (2010) suggests. The empirical evidence collected
for this research on urban agriculture in Brooklyn indicates that the material processes of
urban agriculture are moving away from food justice at the same moment it moves
discursively towards it. These findings stand in direct opposition to the conclusion
reached by Hayes-Conroy (2010). But this dichotomy is largely false. The discrepancy
between the rhetoric of food justice and the work done by urban agriculture can be
explained materially. As a concept, food justice, is in many ways a marketing tool or
something to consume; as such, it becomes useful to deploy the rhetoric. I am admittedly
disappointed to have found vague talk of food justice but only an emerging effort to build
a broad based struggle.
Clearly, food justice does not figure prominently in my analysis. As explained in
the Introduction, the process of conducting research pushed me instead to consider the
political possibilities of urban agriculture within the neoliberal era. At first glance, the
rhetoric of urban agriculture – especially market gardens – led me to expect more
engaged political struggle. I went into the field looking at urban agriculture because I
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hypothesized this would be a more radical edge of agro-food alternatives. But during
fieldwork I slowly started to realize that the data indicate a discrepancy between the
rhetoric of urban agriculture and its material realities.292
The data indicate that the materialization of urban farm projects in Brooklyn do
not always align with intended goals and, in practice, urban agriculture often reproduces
and/or exacerbates contemporary agro-food problems borne out of commodity fetishism
and market ideology. In so doing, contemporary trends in the cultivation of Brooklyn
indicate that the efforts may indeed undercut the articulated goals of food justice.
To be clear, I am not arguing that the neoliberalization of urban agriculture is
complete. This is not only because neoliberalization is a process and thus never
complete, but also because there are political possibilities produced through urban
cultivation. These possibilities rest on employing urban agriculture as a tool to assert
rights to the city and using food as an organizing tool across scales. By saying this I am
not arguing that the ways in which urban agricultural production is distinct from capitalist
production ensure that its practice constitutes a so-called “alternative.” Instead, I set out
to explore the tensions and contradictions within urban agriculture as a struggle against
capitalist – specifically neoliberal – agro-food. These tensions arise in from urban
agriculture’s unwitting adoption of neoliberal characteristics and a reluctance or inability
to clearly identify the purposes and goals of urban cultivation; there is little naming of the
problem as capitalist agro-food. Moreover, as the agrarian question reminds us, the
relationship between agricultural production and capitalism has always been fraught with
tensions.
292

The disconnect between the material and discursive, as I hope to demonstrate in the
following chapters, is itself explained materially.
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Brooklyn’s Agrarian Questions
As explained in detail in Chapter Two, the uniqueness of agricultural production,
and small-scale – specifically peasant – producers, vis-à-vis capital is a long-standing
concern of scholars. The neoliberalization of urban agriculture matters a great deal, and
the agrarian question, I suggest, helps to highlight how and why. Although capitalist
relations of production are not necessarily evident in the daily functioning of Brooklyn’s
farms, capitalism marks urban agriculture in a variety of ways, albeit in different forms
within commercial and not-for-profit formations.
We could reasonably assert that most contemporary agriculture requires off-farm
capital of one form or another (e.g., federal subsidies, bank loans, and/or under-valued
labor). Because of its altruistic goals and its relationship with private property (land-use
conflicts), not-for-profit urban faming is uniquely unsustainable on market-generated
income alone. As I covered in Chapter Five, not-for-profit farms in Brooklyn are
supported and sustained by off-farm capital in the form of grants and donations. This
reliance on private capital undermines urban agriculture’s ability to help build food
justice insofar as the capital binds urban farms to the very system it seeks to change. This
capitalist imprint serves to constrain the possibilities of urban farming, be it project
decisions made to appease funders, market prices set to cover basic expenses not covered
by grants, or the security of private property rights that encourage complacency with the
erosion of public space (in the case of community gardens).
Commercial operations (e.g., Brooklyn Grange and Gotham Greens) are not
economically viable for similar reasons as their not-for-profit counterparts and rely on
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donations, investments, and loans. For-profit farms also sink a great deal of capital into
new technology (e.g., rooftop and/or hydroponic systems). Thus, the commercial
operations are heavily supported as entrepreneurial start-ups and are a long way from
turning a profit. Clearly, the hope embodied by the commercial farms is that urban
agriculture can exploit commodity fetishism and monopoly rent (Harvey 2002) to turn
urban agriculture into a profit-making engine of the creative city (Peck 2005).
Kautsky (1899) reminds us that, contrary to arguments put forward by the
alternative agro-food literature, non-capitalist forms of agriculture have always existed
within capitalist societies. This is, of course, a matter of definition. For Henderson
(1999) builds on Kautsky to argue that it does not necessarily matter if farm production
itself is defined by the capitalist division of labor, which no urban farm in Brooklyn is,
but rather what matters is whether farming can be a site for capital accumulation.
In either case, both for-profit and not-for-profit urban farms are established as
alternative economic spaces but must still relate to capitalism in ways that shape their
political possibilities. Commercial urban agriculture is searching for new opportunities
for capital and not-for-profit farm projects are content, at this point, to work within the
margins. Both forms rely on self-exploitation that makes unlikely the full development
of the capitalist division of labor on the urban farm (thus entrepreneurial training for
youth and not job training).
If we return to Lenin’s (1920) concerns with the political significance of the
peasantry, we see the agrarian question retains significance on the Brooklyn farm.
Although urban farmers and community gardeners in Brooklyn are clearly not peasants,
they retain direct access to the means of production in a manner similar to the peasantry.
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And many community gardeners are actively engaged in an on-going struggle to maintain
public access to the means of production. Both engage in subsistence production and
otherwise produce food outside of normal wage relations. In this way, the agrarian
question is useful for intervening in the literature celebrating agro-food alternatives.
There may be possible openings/contradictions within urban agriculture that need to be
explored further, but there seem to be strong tendencies in current urban cultivation
towards the (re)production of neoliberalization. Thus, the promise of urban agriculture in
Brooklyn, at this point, is not based on its building of alterative food networks within a
broader capitalist agro-food but in its potential for supporting and building a broader
social movement whereby the universality of food can become a catalyst for building
justice. The agrarian question, then, is as relevant today as ever.

Possibilities for An Emerging Food Justice Movement
Today, we see a series of broad and poorly defined “food alternatives” unfolding
within advanced capitalism (Allen 2004). New waves of small farmers are flocking to
rural – and now urban – areas, departing suburban America for the Jeffersonian dream.
Yet the political potentials of these efforts seem to be falling short as they fail to build a
movement and instead favor the creation of alternatives on the margins. The question,
then, is: how do we transcend the building of marginal alternatives and build a viable
social movement for food justice? And, do the existing alternatives help to create
conditions for political possibilities or curtail the politics of the possible?
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My concern is that the processes of neoliberalization have undercut urban
agriculture’s ability to forge true alternatives to capitalist agro-food.293 My hope is that
urban agriculture builds alliances with other agro-food efforts and other social struggles
(e.g., criminal justice, housing, labor), and in so doing shifts a local politics of
alternatives to an all-out fight for justice. Food justice is deeply linked with other calls
for justice. A capitalist political economy necessitates we understand the system as
deeply problematic and build solidarities to confront it head on.
There are indeed signs that agro-food activists are becoming politicized and are
beginning to make claims on the state. For agro-food, long content to adhere to
Jeffersonian ideology, this is a good start. Because of overt political efforts, state support
for urban agriculture is expanding. Urban agriculture, in all its forms, is starting to enjoy
changes in land-use policies, zoning, tax codes, education and extension services, and
government grants providing material support for urban cultivation.
For example, in New York City, beekeeping was legalized in the summer of 2010
after a well-organized advocacy effort worked to changing the prohibitive health codes of
the city. It was not the many illegal beekeepers cultivating bee colonies on the margins
that pushed, or even simply convinced by example, the state to change the law. Rather, it
was active political organizing that eventually won the concessions from the state.294
While this might not seem like a huge victory, successful agriculture (as it is rooted in
“nature”) is reliant on pollinators. And, the significance of the legalization of beekeeping
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Especially given recent entrepreneurial trends.
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Navarro, The New York Times March 15, 2010, p. A16; “Sweet Honey on the Block,”
Hugh Raffles, The New York Times July 7, 2010, p. A21.
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is that it shows the real political possibilities of collective action and the significance of
the state for successful urban cultivation.
In another important signs of expanding state support for urban cultivation, New
York State, pushed by a growing political movement around agro-food issues, finally
filled the long-vacant position in the Urban Food Program in the Department of
Agriculture and Markets.295 In 2008, the State dedicated some resources, however small,
to the Program. The Urban Food Program, started years ago under Governor Mario
Cuomo, but was neither funded nor staffed. When Eliot Spitzer was elected governor in
2006, community gardening activists seized the moment, realizing the white knight who
saved community gardening was the last best chance for the Urban Food Program.
Indeed, the community garden activists were right and New York State is now supporting
urban cultivation, even if Spitzer’s reign was brief.296
And in 2009, the USDA revitalized support for community gardening for the first
time since de-funding the Urban Garden Program in 1994. The USDA People’s Garden
Initiative began in February 2009 when Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack honored
Lincoln’s birthday by establishing a garden at the USDA’s headquarters in Washington,
D.C. and there are now 124 of these gardens throughout the U.S. In extolling the benefits
of community gardening at a public forum in New York City, program director Livia
Marquez sounded as though she was reading victory gardening propaganda from 1945.297
These are all positive signs that an emerging food movement is struggling to
change the world of food through concerted political effort. However, I argue that the
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focus of the emergent food movement could better build solidarities and gain strength
through a shift of focus towards efforts to change the world through food. Social
movements are not necessarily as coherent as often assumed, described, and/or
understood. Thus, the various agro-food efforts that characterize the contemporary food
era, from Slow Food to labor struggles throughout the system, can be viewed as the
beginnings of a large, and loosely defined, movement. That said, the lack of wellarticulated political demands and the overwhelming multitude of foci ensure that the food
movement is still emerging. These political demands, however, cannot simply be requests
for the state to do anything. We want state support to serve a springboard for future
activism, for it to be re-mobilizing, not demobilizing. To truly become a movement for
food justice, we must develop tools outside of the capitalist lexicon to wage the fight.

Questions Not Asked, Questions Not Answered
I could have (and likely should have) explored a wide variety of additional issues
through this research, including class, gender, and race issues, the metabolic rift and other
urban political ecological concerns, questions of youth involvement, notions of
empowerment . . . the list goes on and on. But as I started to analyze the data, the
contradictions between the goals of urban cultivation and the materialization of those
goals drew my attention. I was also motivated by the aforementioned critique of the lack
of empirical data supporting claims of the neoliberalization of alternative agro-food
efforts. I now have extensive data holdings yet to be analyzed and/or waiting for new
analytical approaches and can explore these issues through future writing.
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In addition to concerns over the many gaps in this dissertation, I fear I am overly
critical of recent trends in urban cultivation. I am also concerned that in attempting to
make my case that neoliberalization undercuts the political potentials of urban agriculture
and in turn (re)produces neoliberalization I present the case as air tight and decidedly
closed. Neither accurately reflects my position. Returning, as always, to Guthman
(2011), I highlight the potential that my analysis is characteristic of problem closure.
Guthman (2011) explains: “Problem closure occurs when a specific definition of a
problem is used to frame subsequent study of the problems causes and consequences and
thus precludes alternative conceptualizations of the problem” (p. 15). I am mindful of
this trap, hope I successfully avoided it, and very briefly explore an alternative reading of
urban cultivation as radical anti-hunger politics.
As I explained in Chapter Five, there are clear differences between urban farming
projects. Some are simply entrepreneurial intensifications of capitalist agro-food relying
on commodity fetishism and monopoly rent to generate profit; others are deeply
committed to justice. And although some initiatives (including East New York Farms!,
Added Value, and bk farmyards) articulate a profound concern with disparities in food
access, they nevertheless fail to develop political programs to realize their ideals. But
maybe this is not the problem I make it to be. Maybe the work these projects do for the
social reproduction of poor and working class communities of color is enough. Maybe
it’s okay to stop there. Maybe this alone constitutes a radical politics of hunger. Maybe
employing neoliberal forms is not such a bad thing after all.
As Nik Heynen’s research illustrates, there are historical and contemporary
examples of radical anti-hunger politics (2006a; 2006b; 2008; 2009; 2010). The critique
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I developed herein clearly posits that urban agriculture in Brooklyn does not constitute
radical anti-hunger politics. Certainly community gardens and not-for-profit farm
projects work to address disparities in food access, thus struggling against
hunger/obesity. In so doing, both forms of urban cultivation facilitate the social
reproduction of urban Brooklyn. I do not, however, identify these efforts as radical antihunger politics.
At first glance, urban cultivation in Brooklyn might appear as radical anti-hunger
politics in the sense that, as Heynen (2008) explains: “at the most fundamental human
level . . . revolutionary potential can emerge through feeding hungry people and helping
them feed themselves” (p. 33). But, as Heynen (2008) concludes:
We must take to the streets and not only talk about feeding the hungry, but
indeed help feed the hungry ourselves; but feed the hungry in solidarity
against those systemic contradictions that produce an uneven food system
not under the banner of charity. We must do so not as civil servants or
neoliberal subjects, but as revolutionaries . . . with bread and carrots in our
clenched fists demand that people not be made to jump through the
disciplining hoops of neoliberal and neoconservative capitalists alike, but
that when they struggle for food, that they be fed (p. 41-2).
And herein lies the difference. Urban farming in its contemporary form is disciplining
and is disciplined by and through the (re)production of neoliberalization.
Although there remain many unanswered questions and there are certainly
alternative ways of understanding urban agriculture in Brooklyn, I hold to my argument
that urban agriculture’s contradictions are too important to overlook. Urban cultivation
has the potential to (re)produce the city in emancipatory ways. But cultivation of the city
alone is not enough. We must not be satisfied with discrete attempts to change the world
of food, but shall press on to change the world through food. Indeed, a just food system
is vital to the alternative world we envision and so desperately need.
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Appendix 1: Interview Schedule
Int. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Name
Mark Bittman
Anonymous
Christina Schiavoni
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Joanne Morse
Mara Gittleman
Anonymous
Bee Ayer
Christina Grace
Anonymous
Anonymous
David Vigil
Claudia Joseph
Anonymous
Julia Farr
Anonymous
Anonymous
Mark Trushkowsky
Ian Marvy
Stacey Murphy
Lauren Melodia
Edie Stone
Rasheed Hislop

Organization / Role
New York Times Food Writer
Murray Cheese / Good Food Jobs
WhyHunger
Slow Food USA
Community Gardener
Community Gardener
Community Gardener
Urban Farm Volunteer (East NY Farms!)
Urban Farm Volunteer (BK Farmyards)
Trust for Public Land
GrowNYC / Farming Concrete
NYC Compost Project
bk farmyards
NYS Department of Agriculture & Markets
Community Gardener / Garden Coordinator
Urban Farm Volunteer (Eagle St Rooftop)
East NY Farms!
Gardener / Permaculture Educator
Community Gardener
Landscape Architect
Community Gardener
Office of Manhattan Borough President
Community Gardener / Garden Coordinator
Added Value
bk farmyards
Bed-Stuy Farm Share
GreenThumb
GreenThumb
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Date
06/20/08
06/24/08
06/26/08
06/26/08
02/06/10
02/06/10
02/17/10
05/01/10
05/08/10
05/10/10
05/12/10
05/24/10
05/28/10
06/03/10
06/08/10
06/13/10
06/15/10
06/16/10
06/17/10
06/21/10
06/21/10
06/22/10
06/24/10
06/29/10
08/06/10
08/09/10
09/17/10
09/17/10

Appendix 2: Urban Agriculture in New York City
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Appendix 3: Community Gardens in New York City by Community District
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Appendix 4: Urban Agriculture and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, NY
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Appendix 5: Community Gardens in New York City by Date
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Appendix 6: Not-for-Profit Farm Projects and Food Deserts in Brooklyn, NY
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